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Preface

Nowadays, the world is facing challenges in the field of life science, energy, health, and the
environment with enactment, healthiness, and toughness materials. It has been widely distin‐
guished that advanced materials including carbon-based nanomaterials such as carbon nano‐
tubes (CNTs), carbon blocks, and graphene oxide (GO) will continue to play a significant role
in overcoming the major challenges and making the innovations in both technology and prac‐
tical application. Owing to the prolonged structural properties, GO and its nanocomposites
hold unlimited promises that have been much more widely attracted in various important
and versatile applications such as catalysis, energy conversion and storage devices, hydrogen
storage materials, various lithium ion batteries, sodium ion batteries, zinc air batteries, sens‐
ing electronic devices, environment protection, photocatalyst for water splitting, water purifi‐
cation, and removal of air pollutants. The outstanding potential of graphene-based
nanomaterials has enabled significant enrichments for abundant imperative applications.

This book that gives a comprehensive information is envisioned to address the sustained
progresses and challenges with a wide scope of attention, highlighting the fundamental un‐
derstanding of the synthesis and characterization and the performance of graphene and
functionalized graphene oxide composite materials. To assist further technical challenges,
practical applications and prospects of graphene and its composite materials are discussed,
and numerous future research directions are also suggested in this book.

Dr. Ganesh S. Kamble
Department of Engineering Chemistry
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Kolhapur, India

Department of Chemistry
National Tsing Hua University

Hsinchu, Taiwan
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1. Introduction

This chapter aims to introduce the emerging technologies of graphene oxide (GO) in various
fields such as industrial, medical, electronics, artificial intelligences, materials and alloys,
energy storage devices, optical, physics, mechanical, nanomaterials, and sustainable chemistry.
Graphene oxide analogy to graphene was first discovered by chemist Benjamin C. Brodie in
1859 and further quick method was developed by Hummers and Offeman in 1957; globally,
the method is known as Hummers’ method [1].

2. History of synthesis of GO and structure

Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) carbon sheet having sp2 hybridization with molecular
weights of more than 106–107 g/mol. It has been packed into a honeycomb lattice (Figure 1).
The bulk material of graphite that was discrete in single monolayer sheets showed noteworthy
properties and hence its single monolayer structure motivated in various applications. The
exfoliation of graphene oxide was synthesized by using strong oxidizing agents such as
KMnO4 and conc. H2SO4 [2, 3].

3. Overview of applications and future opportunities of GO

Many devices of GO overtake reference systems, for example, capacitors [4, 5], foldable elec-
tronic devices [6], translucent electrodes [7], biomedical applications [8], pollution manage-
ment [9], sensors [10], H2-generation [9] and energy applications [11].

© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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Because of its honeycomb lattice with two carbon atoms per unit cell, graphene oxide shows an
innumerable of exceptional chemical and physical properties. Due to the valence band and
conduction band touch, the Brillouin zone corners [12] so as charge carriers in graphene behave
like massless relativistic particles. Due to the delocalized out-of-plane π bonds arising from the
sp2 hybridization carbon atoms, an unprecedented high carrier mobility of ≈200,000 cm2 V�1 s�1

has been achieved for suspended graphene [13].

For the bulk production of GO, exfoliation is the most developed attractive method. The
pristine graphite is converted into graphite oxide (GO sheets) by using a mixture of KMnO4

and concentrated H2SO4 [14–16]. In the oxidation of GO, large numbers of oxygen-containing
functional groups such as epoxides, carboxyl and hydroxyl groups are attached onto the
graphene basal plane and edges. Due to its hydrophilic nature, it is easily dispersed in water
or polar organic solvents. The structural and electrical properties of pristine graphene are
obtained by using reducing agents and thermal treatment, sodium borohydride [17], hydra-
zine [18] and thermal reduction [19, 20], respectively. Due to carcinogenic and highly toxic
reducing agents property, in the recent years, reduction of GO is carried out by green reduc-
tants agents such as polyphenols of green tea, melatonin, vitamin C, bovine serum, albumin,
sugars and even bacteria was also studied. Hydrothermal, solvothermal reduction, catalytic
and photocatalytic reductions have also been developed. Furthermore, surfactant and boiling
point of solvents also effect on GO.

At the current level of development, the properties and binding structure of graphene are
important toward the recent applications. The knowledge produced by the systematic
functionalization of graphene could be a much haunting basis for discovering the chemistry
and nanomaterials.

Finally, GO and GO-based nanomaterials and its graphene derivatives are essential for future
applications such as fuel cells, vivo sensors, supercapacitors, energy storage devices, and
transparent electronics, which will undoubtedly improve when defined graphene derivatives
are employed. Future technology expected that the full development and growth will depend
only on graphene and its functionalized composite materials. This chapter highlights the

Figure 1. Schematic representation of single layer graphene oxide with zig-zag and arm-chair edges.
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challenges and opportunities associated with GOs. Subject of interest in this chapter is explor-
ing opportunities and technologies related to energy, pure water and good health.
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Abstract

Plasma treatment of graphene oxide (GO) is of interest for many applications such as gas
sensors, flexible electrodes, biological applications, supercapacitors, batteries, etc. Plasma
treatment is a high-tech process of processing materials in combination with efficiency,
economy and environmental friendliness. At the same time, plasma treatments can lead to
an increase in the defectiveness of the surface of GO. Therefore, it is important to know
how the treatment in various gas media affects the properties of GO. This is necessary for
the correct selection of processing parameters in order to reduce the negative impact of
plasma treatment. The review presents the results of experimental studies of the effect of
plasma in gases of oxygen, nitrogen, ammonia, sulfur hexafluoride, carbon tetrafluor-
omethane, hydrogen and methane on the properties of GO. Plasma treatments were used
for the functionalization, reduction, doping of graphene oxide, and also for the obtaining
GO from graphene by oxidation in oxygen plasma. The effects of plasma treatment are
largely determined by the type of ions used and processing conditions: plasma power,
processing time and temperature, pressure, as well as the location of the samples in the
reaction chamber and their distance from the plasma ignition zone.

Keywords: plasma treatment, oxygen plasma, nitrogen plasma, ammonia plasma, sulfur
hexafluoride plasma, carbon tetrafluoromethane plasma, plasma effect on graphene oxide
properties

1. Introduction

For several decades, plasma technologies are widely used in the fabrication of microelectronic
structures. The main directions of the use of plasma treatments are cleaning of the surface of
materials, etching, deposition and modification of the surface properties of materials (changes
in hydrophilic, adhesion, conductivity and other properties). With the development of nano-
technologies, plasma methods have found application in the growing and functionalization of
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Abstract

Plasma treatment of graphene oxide (GO) is of interest for many applications such as gas
sensors, flexible electrodes, biological applications, supercapacitors, batteries, etc. Plasma
treatment is a high-tech process of processing materials in combination with efficiency,
economy and environmental friendliness. At the same time, plasma treatments can lead to
an increase in the defectiveness of the surface of GO. Therefore, it is important to know
how the treatment in various gas media affects the properties of GO. This is necessary for
the correct selection of processing parameters in order to reduce the negative impact of
plasma treatment. The review presents the results of experimental studies of the effect of
plasma in gases of oxygen, nitrogen, ammonia, sulfur hexafluoride, carbon tetrafluor-
omethane, hydrogen and methane on the properties of GO. Plasma treatments were used
for the functionalization, reduction, doping of graphene oxide, and also for the obtaining
GO from graphene by oxidation in oxygen plasma. The effects of plasma treatment are
largely determined by the type of ions used and processing conditions: plasma power,
processing time and temperature, pressure, as well as the location of the samples in the
reaction chamber and their distance from the plasma ignition zone.

Keywords: plasma treatment, oxygen plasma, nitrogen plasma, ammonia plasma, sulfur
hexafluoride plasma, carbon tetrafluoromethane plasma, plasma effect on graphene oxide
properties

1. Introduction

For several decades, plasma technologies are widely used in the fabrication of microelectronic
structures. The main directions of the use of plasma treatments are cleaning of the surface of
materials, etching, deposition and modification of the surface properties of materials (changes
in hydrophilic, adhesion, conductivity and other properties). With the development of nano-
technologies, plasma methods have found application in the growing and functionalization of
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nanomaterials, providing unique properties in combination with the economy and environ-
mental safety in the production process. Thus, plasma technologies are widely used both for
the growth of nanomaterials by the method of plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) and for the modification of surface properties. A low-temperature radiofrequency
(rf) plasma containing chemically active particles provides unique possibilities for this. For the
functionalization and reduction of graphene oxide, various thermal, chemical, optical, and
other methods are used [1–5]. Plasma treatment is effective, eco-friendly and low cost method
of functionalization and reduction of graphene oxide (GO). Plasma treatment of GO is of
interest for the creation of various devices such as gas sensors [6, 7], photosensitive devices
[8], biological sensors [9–11], flexible electrodes [12, 13] and et al. Various methods are used to
perform plasma treatments [14, 15], which can be conditionally divided into actions with “low
power” and “remote” [14], also low and atmospheric pressures [15]. This largely determines
the effect of plasma on the properties of graphene oxide. The most frequently used for the
functionalization of graphene oxide are treatments in plasmas of nitrogen, ammonia, oxygen,
methane, hydrogen and fluorine. The treatment in each of these plasmas has features related to
the chemical activity of ions, activated by the action of ultraviolet radiation, by electrons and
other active spices of plasma. At the same time, it should be noted that most of the work
devoted to the effect of plasma on carbon nanomaterials is associated with the study of the
properties of graphene and carbon nanotubes. Despite the fact that exposure in plasma leads
to an effective modification of the properties of graphene oxide, a limited number of studies
have been devoted to the study of its properties. Below we will consider the effects of plasma
of various gases on the properties of GO, taking into account the processing conditions.

2. Oxygen plasma

Oxygen plasma treatment of graphene oxide can be used to etch surface layers [9, 15–19], to
functionalize [6, 9, 20] or to obtain GO from graphene by oxidation [21–25]. On the other hand,
the oxygen plasma is very chemically aggressive, usually leading to significant changes in the
structural and electronic properties of graphene: a high degree of disorder is induced in the
graphene lattice even at low power and after a very short exposure time [26]. At the same time,
the intensity of defect formation under the influence of oxygen plasma can be significantly
reduced by using mild plasma treatments, which use small power, remote location from the
plasma source of samples, the use of protective filters and grids [9, 21, 22, 26–29]. As measure-
ments by the XPS method have shown, the effect of low-pressure O2 plasma on reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) leads to the introduction of different oxygen-containing groups [20,
30]. Similar results were obtained when graphene was exposed to oxygen plasma [9, 15, 21,
22]. Oxygen plasma treatment introduces epoxy (C-O-C) and carboxyl (C-OH) groups in the
basal plane and edges of graphene, with the epoxy group being the most energetically favor-
able [1, 8, 17]. This process is accompanied by a decrease in the carbon regions of sp2-hybrid-
ized bonds [27, 30]. Detailed high resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) rGO
studies after oxygen plasma treatment with a power of less than 50 W have shown that a
monotonous increase in the amount of oxygen and a decrease in the carbon content with
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increasing processing time does not occur [31]. The content of C-O (epoxy, hydroxyl) groups
was maximum after a plasma exposure for 1 min, further decreased after treatment for 5 and
10 min. In contrary, the atomic content of C(O)O (carboxyl/lactone) groups increased at the
same processing times. The authors explain this by the fusion of carboxyl groups formed at
short plasma treatment times and the formation of lactone groups. This process is accompa-
nied by the loss of one oxygen atom, which leads to a decrease in the oxygen content after
5 min of treatment. With the formation of lactone groups, the authors associate the appearance
of new absorption lines in IR spectra at wavelengths at 1730 and 1436 cm�1. It should be noted
that in the IR spectra treated in GO plasma, a broad band at 3440 cm�1 bound to hydroxyl
groups is significantly enhanced [20, 32].

The main peaks of Raman spectra of graphene oxide are G band at ~1580 cm�1 wavelength
and D band at 1530 cm�1 [18, 33]. The band G is the result of intraplane oscillations of the
bound atoms of sp2 whereas the D band is due to non-planar oscillations due to the presence of
structural defects. In the presence of defects, vacancies and disorderings in the sp2-domain of
the structure graphene, are significantly increases the intensity of the D peak [18, 33]. When
graphene is exposed in plasma, the intensity of the D band (ID) Raman spectra are significantly
increased [26, 27, 34, 35]. Even a short-term O2 plasma exposure for up to 5 s at a power of 2 W
leads to a sharp increase ID [34]. The change in Raman intensities associated with the increase
in defects occurs also for rGO treated in oxygen plasma [9, 20, 32]. These changes are associ-
ated with an increase in the content of oxygen groups and defects formed during plasma
oxidation. An increase of the D band intensity is also associated with the formation of sp3-
hybridized bonds [9, 22].

An investigation of the electrical conductivity of rGO treated in O2 plasma showed its decrease
both with increasing plasma power and processing time [30]. At high powers and long
processing times it becomes impossible to measure the conductivity because it was below the
measurement range of the instrument (<0.001 Sxcm�1). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
measurements showed that most of the rGO disappears [30]. The authors explain this by the
fact that the oxygen plasma destroys sp2 domains in rGO and introduces various oxygen
groups to the sites of rGO defects, which leads to etching of rGO with conversion him to
amorphous carbon. At the same time, under ‘gentle’ processing conditions, it is possible
preserve the electrical conductivity of graphene oxidized by plasma [22]. It should be noted
that the production of GO from graphene by the plasma treatment method makes it possible to
obtain GO with an almost undamaged surface, high hydrophilicity and increased adhesion of
the surface [21–23].

Gokus et al. show that strong photoluminescence (PL) can be induced in single-layer graphene
using an oxygen plasma treatment [36]. The samples are then exposed to oxygen/argon (1:2) rf
plasma (0.04 mbar, 10 W) for increasing time (1–6 s).

Surface morphology studies after low-pressure oxygen plasma at 50 W showed that the
surface of the GO becomes more porous and corrugated [9, 37]. This leads to an increase in its
wettability for both graphene oxide [20] and graphene [22, 27], treated in oxygen plasma. The
increase of the wettability allows to improve its surface reactivity with respect to biomolecular
interactions [24]. Oxygen-plasma-treated rGO surfaces were employed as reactive interfaces
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for the detection of amyloid-beta (Aβ) peptides, the pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s
disease, as the target analytes [9]. Zhao et al. in [6] proposed a chip based gas sensor NH3 with
oxygen plasma treated GO surface. Owing to the large surface-to-volume ratio of GO and the
rich chemical groups on its surface and edges, the sensitivity of the sensor to gas molecule
absorption was improved. The response was further improved by oxygen plasma treatment on
GO film by introducing numerous site binding defects.

3. Nitrogen and ammonia plasma

In many works, gases NH3 [38–40] and N2 [32, 41–43] are used to treat GO in the nitrogen
containing plasma. Kim and et al. for nitridation of rGO used NH3 inductively coupled plasma
with a power of 10 Wat a pressure of 100 mTorr [38]. The content of many oxygen groups (such
as epoxy, hydroxyl, carbonyl and carboxyl) attached to GO films was significantly reduced after
treatment with NH3 plasma, and instead of them, C-N bonds were introduced. The ratios of the
nitrogen to carbon concentrations (N/C) and oxygen to carbon concentrations (O/C) in less than
10 min became approximately 10 and 23% and were gradually saturated [38].

Nitrogen forms pyridine (pyridinic-N), pyrrole (pyrrolic-N), and graphite configurations (qua-
ternary, graphitic-N) with carbon atoms in the graphene lattice [36, 44–47]. Pyridinic-N is bonded
to two carbon atoms of the hexagonal graphene cell on the edge of vacancy-type defects and
introduces 1 p-electron into the π-system; pyrrolic-N introduces 2 p-electrons into the π-system
and is connected to two graphene atoms of the pentagonal cell; graphitic-N replaces the carbon
atom in the hexagonal ring of graphene [36, 44, 47]. The pyridine and pyrrole configurations of
nitrogen form a p-type conductivity, while graphitic N ones increase the electron concentration
[44, 48]. Kim et al. [38] showed that when doping in graphene NH3 plasma, pyridine and pyrrole
configurations of nitrogen are predominantly introduced, and the ratios N/C and O/C atoms are
inversely related to the processing time in the plasma. The same results were received in Refs.
[39, 40]. In the work of other authors [32], the concentration of pyridinic-N (48%) was found to be
higher than the Pyrrolic-N (29%) and Graphitic-N (15%). At the same time, treatment with N2

plasma can lead to an increase in the amount of oxygen [10, 47].

Kim et al. [38] is shown that an increase in the electrical conductivity occurs with an increase in
the exposure time in NH3 plasma with a simultaneous decrease in the optical transmission
coefficient. The authors explain the increase in the conductivity from 100 S/m to 1666 S/m rGO
films by the combination of the effect of nitrogen doping and the reduction of oxygen.
Decreasing of the transmittance is attributed to the restoration of electronic conjugation in
rGO film. The surface roughness of the films becomes smoother until the processing time
reaches 10 min and further substantially does not change. The main cause of this phenomenon
can be explained from the point of view of removing organic impurities in the film, reducing
the functional groups of oxygen and extracting the sp2-carbon domains [38].

In [39] the plasma treatment with ammonia of GO and RGO in the reaction chamber with
parallel plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (RECVD) diodes was carried out. The
conditions of plasma treatment were as follows: plasma power of 200 W at 13.56 MHz, a gas
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flow rate of 400 sccm, the substrate temperature 150оC, treatment time 1–5 min. Under these
conditions, the level of doping with nitrogen in 6% was reached. Comparison of the intensi-
ties of the N1 s peaks associated with the formation of bonds C-N in XPS spectra of GO and
RGO after plasma treatments in NH3 showed that the intensity of this peak in RGO than in
GO. The authors explain this by the formation of C-N bonds in the interaction of oxygen
groups with ammonia. The intensity ratio of Raman peaks ID/IG has a nonmonotonic depen-
dence on the processing time. At initial treatment times (up to 1 min) this ratio increases,
then reduces and further gradually enhances with increases exposure time in the plasma.
The authors explain the decrease in the ID/IG ratio by the formation of an intermediate
chemical species, such as hydrazine radicals. The increase can be attributed to the restoration
of the sp2 bonds in the GO sheets due to the NH3 plasma, which is consistent with the XPS
results [39]. Studies of surface morphology, carried out in the same work, are consistent with
these results. Studies of surface morphology, carried out in the same work, are consistent
with these results. Measurements by atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that exposure
to NH3 plasma for 1 min leads to smoothing of the GO surface. With an increase in the
processing time to 5 min, the inhomogeneity of the surface increases due to the destructive
effect of the plasma. Four-probe sheet resistance measurements showed that initial treatment
with a duration of 1 min leads to a sharp decrease of resistance by 6 orders of magnitude.
The resistance reaches a minimum after 3 min of plasma treatment (67.5 � 4.5 kΩ/sq) and
further is a gradual increase of the resistance is observed. The authors attribute the increase
in electrical conductivity to the removal of oxygen functional groups and nitrogen doping of
graphene oxide.

Kumar and others investigated the effects of plasma N2 and H2 (50 sccm each) at a power of
500 W for a time of 1 hour on the GO properties [41]. The microwave plasma source was
remoted from the GO sample and the temperature was raised only by 10�C during plasma
treatment. After plasma treatment, a slight increase in the Raman intensity ratio of the ID/IG
peaks from 0.97 to 1.05 was observed. From the XPS data it was obtained that the C/O ratio
increases from 2.2 to 5.2. It was found that the nitrogen introduced during the plasma treat-
ment was 5.8 at.% of the material. The decrease in oxygen group content was confirmed not
only from XPS measurements, but also from Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
spectroscopy data, as well as from other works, for example see [38]. After exposure in plasma,
the intensities of the FT-IR peaks corresponding to the oxygen functionalities, such as the C〓O
stretching vibration peak at 1726 cm�1, was decreased dramatically.

In [9] GO was processed in an N2 inductively coupled plasma (ICP) (P = 50 W, 50 mTorr, flow
rate of 10 sccm). As a result of plasma exposure, the ratio of ID/IG Raman intensities of the
samples increased from 0.851, which corresponds to graphene oxide, to 1.08. The authors note
that when comparing treatments in nitric and oxygen plasmas, in the latter case, significant
surface distortions are observed due to the high-energy particles present in the oxygen plasma.
From the results of measurements of the FT-IR spectra, it was found that treatment in plasma
N2 leads to a significant decrease of the absorption band corresponding to the O-H group, in
contrast to the O2 plasma treatment. Also in the IR spectra new peaks appear at 1331 cm�1,
which confirms the presence of the amide functional group corresponding to N-H in-plane
stretching, and the peaks 1608 cm�1 belong to C-N bond stretching.
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From the results of measurements of the FT-IR spectra, it was found that treatment in plasma
N2 leads to a significant decrease of the absorption band corresponding to the O-H group, in
contrast to the O2 plasma treatment. Also in the IR spectra new peaks appear at 1331 cm�1,
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Lee and et al. used inductively coupled NH3 plasma with a power of 1 � 103 W/m2 at a
pressure of 500 mTorr [40]. Samples were processed in the two plasma regions: the bulk
plasma region (Rbulk) and the sheath region (Rsheath). In both regions, reduction and nitridation
processes began immediately once the NH3 plasma was exposed to the GO films. Just like in
Kim’s work XPS measurements showed that in both cases a gradual increase N-pyrrolic and a
decrease N-quoternary with an increase of treatment time of up to 30 min were observed. The
authors also observed an increase in the ratio of N/C and a decrease of the O/C, which can be
explained by the substitution of nitrogen compounds at the sites of oxygen functional groups
on the r-GO films. At the same time, the electrical conductivity of the r-GO films in the bulk
plasma region increased significantly after 10 min of treatment. On the other hand, the optical
transmittance of the r-GO films in the Rbulk decreases gradually with increasing processing
time, while for the sheath plasma region it first decreases, then after 5 min of processing starts
to increase gradually. The observed effects are attributed to the fact that the reactions in each
region were shown to be different. The authors explain the observed effects by the difference in
the reactions in these regions. In the Rsheath, the physical reaction was dominant because of the
accelerated ion bombardment by the strong electric field. In general, comparing these sample
locations in the reaction chamber, the authors conclude that the reduction in the Rbulk is more
effective.

Mohai et al. in [42] estimated the penetration of nitrogen and argon ions into the GO using the
stopping and range of ions in matter (SRIM-2013) program. Calculations have shown that at
energies of 20–50 eV, the depth is equal for the two ions. Thus, plasma can only modify narrow
near-surface regions.

It was shown in [43] that, as a result of nitrogen plasma treatment, the defect formation
causing an increase in the intensity of the Raman peak D of the spectra depends of location of
the samples in the reaction chamber. The substrate was placed “face down” into the plasma
chamber (Figure 1), which significantly reduced the formation of defects in the rGO. In the
investigated rGO samples, the electrical resistance increased, it is possible that this is due to the
predominance of defect formation over doping and restoration of the graphene lattice.

Figure 1. Schematic view of plasma system used for nitridation of graphene oxide.
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Qin et al. [49] demonstrated that N2 plasma treatment is an efficient technique to prepare rGO
with simultaneous introduction of N doping and ferromagnetism. The structural characteriza-
tions clearly demonstrate that the pyrrolic N bonding configuration is the main source of
ferromagnetic moments. At the same time, the N2 plasma exposure time plays the key role in
tuning the magnetization of nitrogen doped rGO.

Recently Wang et al. have shown that the nitrogen plasma treatment is used to modify graphene
oxide to enhance the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) performance, which implicates a burst
open and highenergy electron/ion collision mechanism for doping and exfoliating [50].

Zhu et al. [51] devoted much attention to the study of the electrical properties of graphene
oxide exposed to ammonium and hydrogen plasmas with the addition of argon in the ratio
(9:1). Field effect transistors (FET) of rGO were manufactured for the study of electrical
characteristics. It was found that the action of ammonium plasma for 8, 5 min leads to
electronic conduction. It was found that the action of ammonium plasma for 8, 5 min. Leads
to an n-type conductivity with an electron mobility of 5.43 cm2 V�1 s�1. At the same time, with
a processing time of up to 5.5 min, the p-type conductivity predominates with a hole mobility
of 2.1 cm2 V�1 s�1. At intermediate exposure times, ambipolar conductivity is observed.
The results of the work performed show that treatment with nitrogen plasma leads to the
reduction of graphene oxide due to the removal of oxygen containing groups, as well as to n-
doping. From the analysis of the XPS spectrums, the authors believe that nitrogen atoms in the
pyridine configuration are responsible for the formation of n-type conductivity. With a short
plasma exposure time, oxygen doping dominates, leading to a p-type conductivity of FET
transistors.

4. Plasma fluorination

Plasmas of carbon tetrafluoromethane (CF4) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) are more often used
for the fluorination of GO by plasma [8, 52–54]. In [8], the effect of plasma treatment of SF6 and
CF4 ions on GO in the structure of an organic solar cell was investigated by methods of Raman
spectroscopy, XPS, ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy, and photoelectric charac-
teristics measurements. For this purpose, reactive ion etching in a plasma with a power of
20 W with a duration of 10 to 60 s at a pressure of 20 mTorr was used. The results of the
research showed that the use of GO films functionalized in the SF6 and CF4 plasma makes it
possible to increase the conversion efficiency of solar energy from 0.56 to 2.72%. And the best
result was achieved by processing in plasma SF6. From measurements of Raman spectra it
follows that the ratio of the Raman spectra of ID/IG spectra as a result of plasma fluoride
treatment increases slightly (from 1.17 to 1.21). This means an increase in disturbances in the
graphene lattice. The XPS method revealed the presence of two peaks of C1s and F1 s in the
spectra. C1s peak authors are considered responsible for the formation of C-F and C-F2 bonds
with energies at 288.7 and 290.9 eV after SF6 and CF4 plasma treatment. The peak F1 s shows
the presence of two components of the C-F bond with energies of 685.4 and 688.1 eV
corresponding to the semimetallic and semiconductor bonds. In this case, as the authors
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believe, fluorine should change the electrostatic potential on the outer surface. The large
difference in the electronegativity between carbon (2.55) and fluorine (3.98), according to the
authors, means that the C-F bonds on the surface are polar. This is equivalent to introducing a
layer of dipoles over the entire surface, which can increase the electrostatic potential energy on
the surface with covalent bonds [8].

Zhou et al. used XPS, X-ray diffraction (XRD), AFM and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) methods to study GO obtained by the Hammers method [52]. The CF4 plasma treat-
ment conditions were as follows: gas flow rate of 1.5 l/h, operating pressure of 20 Pa, a bias
voltage of 200 V, the power of 240 W, and process duration of 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 min, respec-
tively. From XPS data it is shown that fluorination in plasma of CF4 leads to the formation of C-
F, C-F2 and C-F3-bonds. Moreover, the intensity of the peak (C-F) increased at small times (up
to 10 min) of treatment, and then sharply decreased. As the authors believe, this decrease may
have resulted from the reduction in the conjugated π-domains. At the same time, the propor-
tion of components CF2 and CF3 only increases with increasing processing time. On the other
hand, the content of С-С and С-О decreases. The fluorination of GO can occur due to the
substitution of hydrogen atoms in C-H and O-H bonds, as well as oxygen atoms in oxygen-
containing groups. Using AFM and TEM, a thinning effect for GO exposed to plasma in CF4
was observed. The thickness of pristine GO after plasma exposes decreased from ~1.9 to
1.3 nm. The hydrophobicity of GO showed that with increasing treatment time to 20 min,
super hydrophilic GO becomes neither hydrophilic nor hydrophobic [52].

In Ref. [53] studied the effect of an inductively coupled Ar/SF6 plasma with a power from 100
to 250 W at a pressure of 15–30 Pa on the property of graphene oxide. Using the X-ray energy
dispersive spectroscopy, the fluorine content on the GO surface was found to increase
depending on both the plasma power and the fluorination time. In this case, the ratio of the
fluorine to oxygen concentrations (F/O) ratio content changes more rapidly than the change in
fluorine to carbon concentrations (F/C). This can mean that fluorination is more due to the
displacement of oxygen than carbon atoms. There is also a slight change in Raman spectra
after plasma treatment lasting up to 30 min. Measurements of the volt-ampere characteristics
showed a gradual increase in resistance with increasing processing time.

Yu et al. in [54] the high density plasma etcher was employed to carry out the fluorination at
room temperature with the CF4 flow rate fixed at 20 sccm and the pressure kept at about
0.16 Pa. XPS measurements showed that after fluorination the C/F ratio increased from 17.2 to
27%, depending on the treatment time. The study of surface morphology by AFM showed that
the structure of the graphene substrate is well preserved after the plasma treatment, implying
negligible damage for the samples. These data are confirmed by the Raman spectra data, from
which it follows that the ratio of the peak intensities D (at 1340 cm�1) G (at 1601 cm�1) and the
ratio of these two peaks (ID/IG) all remain practically the same after fluorination. At the same
time, unlike the work of [51], the thickness of the grapheme substrate increases from ~0.4 to
~1.0 nm, which the authors associate with fluorination. Perhaps this difference is due to the
short processing times, which in this work were up to 20 s, while in Zhou’s work—up to
20 min. Studies of electrical properties after treatments with a duration of up to 10 s showed
that the current–voltage (IV) characteristics remained practically unchanged, which indicates,
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in the opinion of the authors, that the structure of rGO was not damaged by plasma treatment.
After the fluoridation of GO authors noted a weak p-doping accompanied by a decrease in
mobility due to the appearance of new scattering sites associated with F-containing groups.

The study of the fluorination of various carbon materials by plasma makes it possible to
understand more fully the effect of such treatment on the properties of graphene oxide. The
effect of plasma SF6 fluorination on the properties of graphene was investigated in [55–59].
Baraket et al. the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene was treated with a pulsed Ar/SF6
plasma (pulse duration 2 ms and period 20 ms, plasma exposure time was 6 s and the total
treatment time was 60 s) at a pressure of 50 mTorr, where the reactive gas was 5% of the total
flow rate [55]. The ion energy was on the average 3 eV, which the latter is lower than the
bonding energy of C-C (3.6 eV) or C〓C bonds (6.35 eV) that form the graphitic plane of
graphene. The total fluorine content after plasma treatment, measured by the XPS method,
was 18 at.%. Moreover, no sulfur or sulfur compounds were observed after treatment. The
intensity of the D band in Raman spectra caused by the disturbances increases significantly
and exceeds the intensity G of the peak. Although the incident ion energies are low to cause
impact-driven physical defects, the ion energies are sufficient to drive chemical reactions at the
surface when reactive ions and/or neutrals are present during irradiation. Fluorine forms two
types of bonds with carbon: ionic and semi-ionic bonds, which do not violate the planar
character of graphene, and covalent sp3-hybridized bonds. The increase in the intensity of the
D band in the Raman spectra indicates an increasing amount of carbon bound to sp3 in the
structure of the modified grapheme [18, 33]. After heat treatment at T = 500�C in an Ar
atmosphere with a duration of 10 min, the fluorine is completely removed, the intensities of D
and D0 peaks, as well as the ID/IG ratio drastically decrease [55]. In [56] the effect of pure SF6
plasma generated in an reactive ion etcher (RIE) system at a radio-frequency of 13.56 MHz on
epitaxial grapheme. An rf power of 50 W and an SF6 partial pressure of 100 mTorr were used
for all experiments. From XPS, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and Raman spec-
troscopy of multilayer epitaxial graphene, the authors concluded that the configuration of sp2

graphene remains unchanged after plasma treatment, and fluorination is limited to one or two
surface layers. The authors believe that fluorination to the carbon atoms at the edges of
graphite domains generated by ion-bombardment. Similar studies of the effect on graphene
obtained by a micromechanical method were carried out by Yang [57]. The plasma processing
conditions were as follows: 5 Pa of pressure, 5 W of power and a 5 sccm gas feed rate by
different durations. From Raman spectra studies, the authors report that fluorination of single-
layer graphene occurs is much more feasible than that of bilayer and trilayer graphenes, for
which high fluorination times are required. Studies have shown that the process of plasma
fluorination of graphene is a reversible process. The annealing carried out by the authors at a
temperature of 970� K for 1 hour completely restored the original graphene structures.

Chen et al. [58] from the Raman analysis of spectra of graphene exposed in plasma SF6 (5 Pa,
5 W, 5 sccm) concluded about p-doping of graphene. Moreover, the p-doping of the edges of
monolayer graphene is more significant than its central part.

Zhang [59] used SF6 plasma to fluorinate the CVD graphene (37.5 mTorr, P = 5 W, at a gas flow
rate of 2 sccm, DC bias voltage 13 V, the processing time was from 10 to 90 s). From the analysis
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of Raman spectra and XPS, the authors concluded that fluorination leads to covalent bonds
and p-doping of graphene occurs. At the same time, the ratio ID/IG, which increased to ~ 2.9
after initial treatments of up to 50 s, starts to decrease continuously with further increase in the
processing time. The authors explain this effect by the formation of a less stable fluorine group,
which decays with increasing processing time.

The results of the plasma fluorination of graphene in CF4 are reported in Refs. [26, 60–66]. Cheng
et al. used the RIE system to treat CVD graphene CF4 with plasma (40 W, 700 mTorr) [67]. As a
result of plasma processing in Raman spectra of graphene, after 10 s of processing, the intensities
of the peaks (D, D’, D + G), associated with the introduction of structural lattice disorderings [18,
33, 62], significantly increased. According to the authors, the reason for this can be the conversion
of sp2-carbon to sp3-hybridization due to the adsorption of fluorine, which coincides with the
conclusions of other authors [61, 62]. With an increase in processing time to 300 s, Raman peaks
become almost invisible. This result is typical of strongly fluorinated graphene [68–70]. It was
shown in report [60] that the ratio of the intensity D of the peak to the G peak increases signifi-
cantly with initial treatments and then goes to saturation with a further increase in the fluorination
time. At the same time, the ratio of I2D/IG intensities shows the opposite trend and reaches to
saturation gradually. The intensity of the 2D Raman peak is related to two phonon double-
resonance Raman processes [33, 71]. The saturation yield canmean the absence of chemical etching
by fluorine of carbon, if there is no ion bombardment [62]. At the same time, Shen and other [63]
methods of optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy observed thinning of graphene layers
and an increase in structural disturbances during fluorination in CF4 plasma (at a power of 20Wat
a pressure of 0.8 Torr), as well as in the report [52]. Exposure of graphene in a plasma with a
duration of 5 s resulted in the removal of the upper layer of graphene. The paper notes that
functionalization occurs due to the formation of covalent bonds that distort the lattice structures
of graphene. As a result, the intensities of D and D ‘peaks in the Raman spectra increase. It should
be noted that different authors have no common opinion on this matter. From the analysis of XPS
data and the results of measuring electrical characteristics, Cheng et al. in [60] state that at low
fluorine content, ionic bonds of C-F components are introduced. With a high content of fluorine,
covalent bonds dominate. The above increase in ID/IG and a decrease in the I2D/IG ratio in the
Raman spectra, with short processing times (up to 10 s), was observed in [26, 61, 62] under close
fluorination conditions in plasma. The Raman ID/IG peak ratio mapping images of fluorinated
graphene showed that the flat portions of graphene are uniformly fluorinated [60]. While, in
multilayered CVD graphene containing wrinkles, wrinkles, etc., heterogeneous fluorination
occurs. As the authors argue, these areas are less susceptible to fluoridation. Similar results were
obtained in [26, 61], who found that single-layer graphene is more efficiently fluorinated by
plasma than two and three-layer graphene films. Measurements of the resistance of CF4 CVD-
graphene fluorinated in plasma showed a significant increase in electrical resistance from several
kΩ to several MΩ, [65] and even more than 100 GΩ [64]. Despite the high values of electrical
resistance, there were regions with low resistances (such as bilayer islands, folds (2-layer height,
width ~ 100 nm), wrinkles (line width < 50 nm), and ripples (fine parallel lines with spacing ~
150 nm), which have small resistance [64]. In the authors’ opinion, this is due to the weak
fluorination of these regions. The increase in the resistance of fluorinated graphene is associated
with the formation of covalent bonds [64, 65]. Annealing in a 30-min nitrogen atmosphere showed
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that the fluoride desorption process is heterogeneous, due to the presence of various C-F bonding
components, and can begin at temperatures of 150�C with a low fluorine content [60]. Annealing
of samples with a high content of fluorine, which has predominantly covalent components,
showed that at T = 300�C, the ratio of ID/IG intensities increases to 1.8, and then decreases to ~ 1.5
when annealed to 600�C [60]. In [62], from themeasurements of topography and currents obtained
by the AFMmethod, fluorinated clusters sp3, with dimensions of ~ 20–30 nm, were detected.

An increase in the covalent bound fluorine content during plasma fluorination was observed
on the surface of graphene nanoplates (GNPs), multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) [72,
73] and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [72]. Fluorination of GNPs and MWCNT in
CF4 plasma leads to covalent bonding of fluorine with irregularities, defects, boundaries and
with sp2 carbon atoms inside graphene sheets of both carbon materials [72]. Thus, the surface
area of both materials is a parameter that partially determines the degree of functionalization.
This is confirmed by the fact that surfaces of CNTs are easier to fluorinate than HOPG surfaces.
This is the expected result, since the hybridized compound sp2 in graphite is much more stable
than the distorted sp2 compound observed in nanotubes [21].

In reports of Tahara et al. [74] to suppress ion bombardments and improve the reaction with
fluorine radicals on graphene, the substrate was placed “face down” in the plasma chamber.
Graphene samples were investigated prepared by the mechanical exfoliation from graphite.
For the fluorination process was used a RIE system. The graphene samples were exposed to
Ar/F2 (90%/10%) plasma with a relatively low rf power of 5 W, a gas pressure of 0.1 Torr, and a
total gas flow rate of 75 sccm at room temperature. The reaction time ranged from 0.5 to
30 min. The fluorination of graphene led to a sharp increase in the intensity of D-peak caused
by the defects (1350 cm�1). At the same time, with increasing reaction time, the D peak
intensity shown non-monotonic behavior and had the maximum at 3 min, while the 2D peak
intensity decreased monotonously. As the authors believe, such behavior of the peak intensi-
ties indicates an increase of amount of fluorine atoms attaching to the graphene. The authors
explain the decrease in the D-peak intensity by the competition between the defect-phonon
scattering processes and the decrease in the lifetime of the electronic states, caused by an
increase in the defect concentration. The paper also shows that the monolayer graphene was
more reactive than bilayer. In addition, an annealed the fluorinated graphene samples in the
atmosphere for 90 min at 573 K showed that fluorination in a plasma is a reversible process.

5. Conclusion

A review of the literature shows that plasma treatments in various gases are primarily used for
the functionalization of graphene oxide to produce graphene oxide from graphene. Summa-
rizing the effects of GO processing in various gases, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The effect of an oxygen-containing plasma leads to rapid etching of the GO layers, accom-
panied by the formation of a large number of defects. The etching rates depend on the type
of plasma source used, the location of the samples in the reaction chamber and the distance
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of Raman spectra and XPS, the authors concluded that fluorination leads to covalent bonds
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from the plasma, as well as the plasma power, gas pressure and processing temperature.
The aggressive effect of oxygen plasma can be reduced by using ‘gentle’ treatments. In
addition, plasma treatment in oxygen can be used to produce GO from graphene. The
graphene oxide obtained in this way has a higher wettability of the surface, this circum-
stance is of interest in the development of biological sensors and gas sensors.

2. Treatment in nitrogen plasma does not lead to aggressive etchings in oxygen, but if special
measures are not taken to protect the exhaust gas from the plasma, defect formation can be
significant. Exposure of graphene oxide in a nitrogen plasma can be used for n-doping
graphene oxide, but p-doping has been observed in some studies. This effect depends on
the type of binding of nitrogen atoms to carbon (formation of pyridine, pyrrole and
graphite configurations) and, depending on this, both donor and acceptor charge carriers
can be introduced. The use of ammonia NH3 plasma allows for both reduction and
simultaneous alloying of graphene oxide.

3. Plasma treatment in fluorine-containing plasma (CF4, SF6) is an effective method of fluori-
nation of GO, mainly due to the displacement of oxygen atoms. The intensity of etching in
the fluorine plasma is low, which allows the use of treatments lasting up to tens of
minutes. The effect of plasma leads to an increase in the electrical resistance, accompanied
by a weak p-doping. Plasma fluorination is a reversible effect and when heat treatments
above 500�C, complete removal of fluorine atoms occurs.

The general effects of the action of plasma treatment can be reduced to the following points: the
most noticeable functionalization of graphene oxide occurs at the initial processing times in
plasma, duration, as a rule, up to 1 min. The effect of plasma on GO properties is limited to
several atomic layers and does not affect the bulk properties of GO. When plasma treatments GO
one of the primary tasks remains to protect the surface from the defect formation and etching of
GO films.

In general, it should be noted that the effect of plasma treatments on GO properties is still
poorly understood. If we compare the amount of work devoted to the plasma treatment of
graphene and graphene oxide, then this amount for GO is much lower. A still poorly studied
region remains the study of the effect of a plasma of a mixture of various gases on the
properties of graphene oxide. Mechanisms of functionalization of graphene oxide in various
plasma media have not been fully investigated. The problem of the “gentle” effect of plasma
on the surface of graphene oxide has not been completely solved. When using plasma treat-
ments to control the properties of graphene oxide, these problems must be solved in the future.
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Abstract

Nanochemistry has evolved as an important part in catalysis for both academic as well as 
industrial research. Traditional homogeneous catalytic systems have gained significant 
importance due to the molecular level analysis of their catalytic activity and the excel-
lent homogeneity of the catalysts and the reactants. However, removal of the catalysts 
from the reaction mixture without product contamination requires tedious purification 
steps. With increasing ecological and economical demands towards sustainable chemical 
synthesis, the recovery and reuse of catalysts has been an important factor. In this drive, 
various heterogeneous catalytic systems including mesoporous materials, solid catalysts, 
organometallics, noble-metal nanoparticles, etc. have been developed for photochemi-
cal and electrochemical conversion, environmental remediation as well as catalyst for 
important chemical transformations. Carbon nanomaterial specially graphene oxide and 
carbon dots have received significant research importance due to their large scale avail-
ability, easy surface modification, non-toxicity and other surface properties. Here, we 
review the continuous progress in the development of graphene based materials and 
their catalytic activity in organic synthesis.

Keywords: carbocatalysis, graphene oxide, oxygen functional groups, organic synthesis

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been tremendous focus towards developing greener synthetic meth-
ods for the industrial production of fine and commodity chemicals. Towards the development 
of economical and sustainable routes for large scale synthesis, the ideal protocols are charac-
terized by four parameters: catalytic activity, selectivity, atom-economy and step-selectivity.  
Among them, development of catalytic systems with high activity and selectivity plays the 
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Abstract

Nanochemistry has evolved as an important part in catalysis for both academic as well as 
industrial research. Traditional homogeneous catalytic systems have gained significant 
importance due to the molecular level analysis of their catalytic activity and the excel-
lent homogeneity of the catalysts and the reactants. However, removal of the catalysts 
from the reaction mixture without product contamination requires tedious purification 
steps. With increasing ecological and economical demands towards sustainable chemical 
synthesis, the recovery and reuse of catalysts has been an important factor. In this drive, 
various heterogeneous catalytic systems including mesoporous materials, solid catalysts, 
organometallics, noble-metal nanoparticles, etc. have been developed for photochemi-
cal and electrochemical conversion, environmental remediation as well as catalyst for 
important chemical transformations. Carbon nanomaterial specially graphene oxide and 
carbon dots have received significant research importance due to their large scale avail-
ability, easy surface modification, non-toxicity and other surface properties. Here, we 
review the continuous progress in the development of graphene based materials and 
their catalytic activity in organic synthesis.

Keywords: carbocatalysis, graphene oxide, oxygen functional groups, organic synthesis

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been tremendous focus towards developing greener synthetic meth-
ods for the industrial production of fine and commodity chemicals. Towards the development 
of economical and sustainable routes for large scale synthesis, the ideal protocols are charac-
terized by four parameters: catalytic activity, selectivity, atom-economy and step-selectivity.  
Among them, development of catalytic systems with high activity and selectivity plays the 
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most important role. A catalyst provides an alternative pathway with a lower activation 
energy barrier for an organic reaction without being transformed itself [1]. If there are sev-
eral products and several reaction barriers, a catalyst can drive the reaction selectivity with 
a particular product. The efficiency of a catalyst lies on the formation of the desired product 
with high yield and selectivity at relatively milder reaction conditions. Hence, the search for 
suitable catalytic systems to achieve green and sustainable production of chemicals is grow-
ing continuously, that promotes reduction of toxic and hazardous chemicals, stoichiometric 
amount of promoter, less consumption of energy, fewer side products and less number of 
steps involved.

In the past, the main objective of catalysis was to enhance the activity and selectivity of a 
catalyst, the recovery and reusability of a catalyst was rarely a major concern. Traditional 
homogeneous organocatalysts, transition metal catalysts as well as bio-catalytic systems are 
highly efficient because the catalytic activity can be defined on a molecular level. These single 
site catalysts are highly accessible to reactant molecules, readily soluble in reaction medium 
and often give rise to high catalytic activity and selectivity even under mild conditions [2]. 
However, often use of expensive metal salts, expensive ligands, expensive and tedious puri-
fication steps as well as recovery of the catalyst is the major issue. A variety of homogeneous 
and heterogeneous catalysts have been developed, however there is still a vast scope for 
development of suitable catalysts that not only offers high activity and selectivity, but also 
provide a greener route. Fabricating single step synthetic methods using heterogeneous cata-
lysts is a challenging goal as it aims at decreasing the energy and time consumption by opera-
tion of single step synthesis. This consequently eliminates the need of separation of products 
from the reaction mixture again and again.

1.1. Nanocatalysis

In the area of heterogeneous catalysis, the primary focus is towards development of materials 
with high surface area as the reactions involve surface initiated pathway. With exceptional 
nanodimensional properties (high surface to volume ratio), nanoparticles have produced tre-
mendous interest in wide range of research activities including pharmaceuticals, fine chemi-
cals, renewable energy and biotransformation. The key objective of nanocatalysis research is 
to produce catalysts with 100% selectivity with extremely high activity, low energy consump-
tion, and long lifetime. This can be achieved only by precisely controlling the size, shape, 
spatial distribution, surface composition and electronic structure, and thermal and chemi-
cal stability of the individual nanocomponents. In addition, surface atoms which are at the 
edges or in the corners are more active than those in planes, and their number also increases 
with decreasing particle size. Thus nanoparticles have shown tremendous applicability at 
the interface between homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis [3–5]. Homogeneous nano-
catalysts are used in the same medium as the reactants. The main concern with homoge-
neous nanocatalysts is their recovery from the solution for repeated cycles as nanoparticles 
are extremely difficult to be removed from a solution and the extra steps needed to do so 
could completely negate the process simplification. If the nanoparticles cannot be recovered, 
they pose an environmental risk, as well as threatening the profitability of the process. For 
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easy recovery and recyclability, the active nanocatalysts are often immobilized on a solid inert 
matrix, which is in a different phase to the reactants. The solid catalysts can in most cases sim-
ply be filtered out and used for the next cycle of reactions, making the process economical and 
ecological. Due to the complex physicochemical properties at the nanometer level and pos-
sibility of multiple surface initiated reactions at the active site, synthesis-structure-catalysis  
performance relationships are poorly understood in many catalytic systems. A variety of 
heterogeneous catalytic systems based on metal nanoparticles, semiconductors, oxides/sul-
fides, mesoporous materials, metal-organic framework etc. and their combinations have been 
developed for photochemical and electrochemical catalysis, environmental remediation as 
well as catalysis for important chemical conversions. Other metal-free nanomaterials such 
as fullerene, graphite, graphene oxide (GO), carbon nanotube (CNT) and carbon nanodots 
(CNDs) have also been studied either as effective carbocatalyst or as support for metal/oxide 
for various catalytic applications.

In heterogeneous catalysis, the modus operandi is through surface mediated reactions. 
Therefore, availability of large surface area is a prerequisite for high catalytic conversions 
[6, 7]. Although, unsupported nanoparticles with well-defined surface structure and clean 
exposed facets are predicted to be highly active for catalysis as shown by several theoretical 
studies, their applicability in real catalysis is a challenge. Due to high surface energy result-
ing from the large fraction of atoms present on the surface of NPs, they tend to reduce the 
surface energy and stabilize themselves through agglomeration and coagulation, resulting 
in decreased active surface area [7]. This leads to an exponential decrease in the surface area 
for effective catalysis and the prime objective of using nanoparticles for repeated cycles with 
high activity is practically lost. For example, in case of Au nanoparticles, size plays a critical 
role during oxidation reactions, as nanoparticles with the diameter 1–5 nm are highly active, 
whereas larger nanoparticles becomes inactive. The protection of nanoparticle surface from 
agglomeration can be achieved by using a surface stabilizing agent or immobilizing the NPs 
into a solid matrix with high surface areas [8, 9]. Soft organic materials such as polymers, 
surfactants, dendrimers, and ionic liquids have been used as effective capping agents. These 
systems often show high catalytic performances [10] e.g. reduction of nitrobenzene, olefin 
hydrogenation and CO oxidation at low temperatures by Au nanoparticles, C─C coupling 
or hydrosilylation reactions of olefins by Pd nanoparticles. However, these polymeric sup-
ports suffer certain disadvantages such as providing low surface area which limits the inter-
face between the catalyst and the reaction substrate. Moreover, soft nature of the materials 
and low mechanical stability often leads to separation of the support from the NPs surface 
after repeated reaction cycles which eventually results in agglomeration of the particles and 
decrease in catalytic activity. Alternatively, nanoparticles have been immobilized or grafted 
onto solid supports to improve their stabilization and recycling ability [8]. “Inert” porous solid 
materials such as zeolites, charcoals, metal-organic frameworks, layered-double hydroxides 
etc. have been used for immobilization of active metal catalysts. Being inert and hard, these 
materials are highly stable even under harsh reaction conditions and can be easily recovered 
from the reaction mixture for further applications. Porous materials also allow control over 
the nanoparticle growth in the porous matrix, prevents agglomeration and enhances active 
site exposure [11]. The host support materials stabilizes the nanoparticles, however they have 
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most important role. A catalyst provides an alternative pathway with a lower activation 
energy barrier for an organic reaction without being transformed itself [1]. If there are sev-
eral products and several reaction barriers, a catalyst can drive the reaction selectivity with 
a particular product. The efficiency of a catalyst lies on the formation of the desired product 
with high yield and selectivity at relatively milder reaction conditions. Hence, the search for 
suitable catalytic systems to achieve green and sustainable production of chemicals is grow-
ing continuously, that promotes reduction of toxic and hazardous chemicals, stoichiometric 
amount of promoter, less consumption of energy, fewer side products and less number of 
steps involved.

In the past, the main objective of catalysis was to enhance the activity and selectivity of a 
catalyst, the recovery and reusability of a catalyst was rarely a major concern. Traditional 
homogeneous organocatalysts, transition metal catalysts as well as bio-catalytic systems are 
highly efficient because the catalytic activity can be defined on a molecular level. These single 
site catalysts are highly accessible to reactant molecules, readily soluble in reaction medium 
and often give rise to high catalytic activity and selectivity even under mild conditions [2]. 
However, often use of expensive metal salts, expensive ligands, expensive and tedious puri-
fication steps as well as recovery of the catalyst is the major issue. A variety of homogeneous 
and heterogeneous catalysts have been developed, however there is still a vast scope for 
development of suitable catalysts that not only offers high activity and selectivity, but also 
provide a greener route. Fabricating single step synthetic methods using heterogeneous cata-
lysts is a challenging goal as it aims at decreasing the energy and time consumption by opera-
tion of single step synthesis. This consequently eliminates the need of separation of products 
from the reaction mixture again and again.

1.1. Nanocatalysis

In the area of heterogeneous catalysis, the primary focus is towards development of materials 
with high surface area as the reactions involve surface initiated pathway. With exceptional 
nanodimensional properties (high surface to volume ratio), nanoparticles have produced tre-
mendous interest in wide range of research activities including pharmaceuticals, fine chemi-
cals, renewable energy and biotransformation. The key objective of nanocatalysis research is 
to produce catalysts with 100% selectivity with extremely high activity, low energy consump-
tion, and long lifetime. This can be achieved only by precisely controlling the size, shape, 
spatial distribution, surface composition and electronic structure, and thermal and chemi-
cal stability of the individual nanocomponents. In addition, surface atoms which are at the 
edges or in the corners are more active than those in planes, and their number also increases 
with decreasing particle size. Thus nanoparticles have shown tremendous applicability at 
the interface between homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis [3–5]. Homogeneous nano-
catalysts are used in the same medium as the reactants. The main concern with homoge-
neous nanocatalysts is their recovery from the solution for repeated cycles as nanoparticles 
are extremely difficult to be removed from a solution and the extra steps needed to do so 
could completely negate the process simplification. If the nanoparticles cannot be recovered, 
they pose an environmental risk, as well as threatening the profitability of the process. For 
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easy recovery and recyclability, the active nanocatalysts are often immobilized on a solid inert 
matrix, which is in a different phase to the reactants. The solid catalysts can in most cases sim-
ply be filtered out and used for the next cycle of reactions, making the process economical and 
ecological. Due to the complex physicochemical properties at the nanometer level and pos-
sibility of multiple surface initiated reactions at the active site, synthesis-structure-catalysis  
performance relationships are poorly understood in many catalytic systems. A variety of 
heterogeneous catalytic systems based on metal nanoparticles, semiconductors, oxides/sul-
fides, mesoporous materials, metal-organic framework etc. and their combinations have been 
developed for photochemical and electrochemical catalysis, environmental remediation as 
well as catalysis for important chemical conversions. Other metal-free nanomaterials such 
as fullerene, graphite, graphene oxide (GO), carbon nanotube (CNT) and carbon nanodots 
(CNDs) have also been studied either as effective carbocatalyst or as support for metal/oxide 
for various catalytic applications.

In heterogeneous catalysis, the modus operandi is through surface mediated reactions. 
Therefore, availability of large surface area is a prerequisite for high catalytic conversions 
[6, 7]. Although, unsupported nanoparticles with well-defined surface structure and clean 
exposed facets are predicted to be highly active for catalysis as shown by several theoretical 
studies, their applicability in real catalysis is a challenge. Due to high surface energy result-
ing from the large fraction of atoms present on the surface of NPs, they tend to reduce the 
surface energy and stabilize themselves through agglomeration and coagulation, resulting 
in decreased active surface area [7]. This leads to an exponential decrease in the surface area 
for effective catalysis and the prime objective of using nanoparticles for repeated cycles with 
high activity is practically lost. For example, in case of Au nanoparticles, size plays a critical 
role during oxidation reactions, as nanoparticles with the diameter 1–5 nm are highly active, 
whereas larger nanoparticles becomes inactive. The protection of nanoparticle surface from 
agglomeration can be achieved by using a surface stabilizing agent or immobilizing the NPs 
into a solid matrix with high surface areas [8, 9]. Soft organic materials such as polymers, 
surfactants, dendrimers, and ionic liquids have been used as effective capping agents. These 
systems often show high catalytic performances [10] e.g. reduction of nitrobenzene, olefin 
hydrogenation and CO oxidation at low temperatures by Au nanoparticles, C─C coupling 
or hydrosilylation reactions of olefins by Pd nanoparticles. However, these polymeric sup-
ports suffer certain disadvantages such as providing low surface area which limits the inter-
face between the catalyst and the reaction substrate. Moreover, soft nature of the materials 
and low mechanical stability often leads to separation of the support from the NPs surface 
after repeated reaction cycles which eventually results in agglomeration of the particles and 
decrease in catalytic activity. Alternatively, nanoparticles have been immobilized or grafted 
onto solid supports to improve their stabilization and recycling ability [8]. “Inert” porous solid 
materials such as zeolites, charcoals, metal-organic frameworks, layered-double hydroxides 
etc. have been used for immobilization of active metal catalysts. Being inert and hard, these 
materials are highly stable even under harsh reaction conditions and can be easily recovered 
from the reaction mixture for further applications. Porous materials also allow control over 
the nanoparticle growth in the porous matrix, prevents agglomeration and enhances active 
site exposure [11]. The host support materials stabilizes the nanoparticles, however they have 
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no role in manipulating the activity of the nanoparticles for catalysis. In the last few years, 
there has been tremendous focus on the development of “active” supports, which along with 
stabilizing the nanoparticles also contribute towards overall catalytic activity in synergy with 
the nanoparticles [12, 13]. For example, the charge state of the Au nanoparticles is known to 
influence their reactivity, in the case of the negatively charged Au nanoparticles, an extra 
electron from the gold readily transfers to the anti-bonding 2π ∗ orbital of the adsorbed O2, 
which weakens the O─O bond and activates oxygen molecule for further catalytic reaction. 
On the other hand, the positive charge accumulated on the gold can promote adsorption of 
some reactants, such as CO and hydrocarbons. An active support can transfer charges to/
from the active catalytic surface, hence influencing the activity of the reaction. For example, 
Au nanoparticles anchored on rutile TiO2 (110) surface shows high activity for the oxidation 
of CO to CO2. Along with providing significant exposed catalytic active sites for the reaction, 
TiO2 also involves in charge transfer process with the Au NPs making the NPs surface highly 
negative for dioxygen activation leading to oxidation of CO to CO2 [14]. Recently, research 
works involving GO as a support for immobilizing active metal nanoparticles have gained 
attention. GO, not only provides a large surface area with high exposure of active catalysts, 
but also can influence the catalytic activity [15]. Possible surface to metal electron transfer 
from GO to nanoparticles activating dioxygen molecule over NPs surface for several oxida-
tion reactions has been reported [15]. Hence, choice of a suitable support for NPs stabilization 
with possible cooperativity might play an important role in controlling the reaction yield and 
selectivity of products.

2. Carbocatalysis

Carbon is one of the most abundant elements on earth and is central to life. Hence, catalytic 
application of carbon is very attractive and both organic and inorganic carbons play a key role 
in catalysis. A huge amount of organic compounds act as highly efficient homogeneous cata-
lysts, forming a dedicated branch of chemistry “organocatalysis.” Carbon is often the main 
constituent of the organic ligands surrounding the metallic center in organometallics. In enzy-
matic catalysis it constitutes the backbone of the active species. In heterogeneous catalysis, 
carbon materials act as unique catalyst supports by anchoring different active species through 
its active site and can also act as catalysts by themselves. The physical and chemical properties 
of carbon materials, such as their tunable porosity and surface chemistry, make them suitable 
for application in many catalytic processes.

Among the carbon catalysts developed, activated carbon (AC) and carbon black (CB) are the 
most commonly used carbon supports. The typically large surface area and high porosity 
of activated carbon catalysts favor the dispersion of the active phase over the support and 
increase its resistance to sintering at high metal loadings. The pore size distribution can be 
tuned to suit the requirements of active supports and substrates. The activated carbon shows 
several advantages owing to their several outstanding properties, such as low cost, resistance 
to acids and bases, high stability even at elevated temperature, high surface area (>1000 m2/g) 
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and easy removal etc. Moreover, metal salts can be reduced to active metallic forms in these 
mesoporous materials, making them highly competent as metal supports.

The study of chemical reactions using carbon materials are termed as carbocatalysis. The 
catalysts are prepared and used in the powder form and hence they are heterogeneous. 
Carbocatalysis has been known for decades since the first discovery of catalytic activities of 
carbon materials [16] when Rideal and Wright [17] showed the charcoal catalyzed oxidation 
of oxalic acid, which was one of the ground breaking discovery of carbocatalysis. Moreover, 
45 years earlier also, carbon materials were shown to be effective for the conversion of halo-
genated hydrocarbon [16].

With the development of fullerenes, the research activities for the growth of nanocarbon 
materials have gained momentum. Several polytypes of carbon which include fullerenes, 
nanotubes, graphene, nanodiamonds and amorphous porous carbon and their derivatives 
represent a rich class of solid carbonaceous materials with environmental acceptability and 
reusability and all are found to be catalytically active in certain reactions. However, most 
of these carbon materials are highly hydrophobic without any functional groups on their 
surface.

Fullerene black is an efficient catalyst for dehydrogenation, cracking, methylation, and 
demethylation reactions. C60 and C70 were found to be suitable catalysts for the reduction of 
nitrobenzene, using hydrogen gas under UV light [18]. Further, several organometallic com-
pounds involving fullerene as a ligand have been developed that showed efficient catalytic 
activity for several organic transformations.

The 1D and 2D carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes and graphene offered high sur-
face area and continuous efforts are focused on surface functionalization of these materials, 
both through covalent and non-covalent approach. Oxidation in presence of strong acids and 
oxidants could introduce oxyfunctionalized groups on the surfaces of these carbon materi-
als, making them hydrophilic and suitable for anchoring several active catalytic groups on 
their surfaces. The work on the oxidative dehydrogenation reaction by Mestl et al. [19] and 
Zhang et al. [20] opened a new window in carbocatalysis. Carbon nanotubes, in its oxygen-
ated forms, showed efficient catalysis for oxidative dehydrogenations e.g. conversion of 
n-butane to 1-butene [20]. In the catalytic hydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene, a pro-
cess of high industrial relevance, CNTs perform better than activated carbon and graphite as 
catalysts. It was reasoned that the reactant molecules were first adsorbed on the CNT surface 
via π-interactions next to basic oxygen moieties, which facilitated dehydrogenation with con-
comitant formation of surface hydroxyl groups [19]. Taking advantage of surface modification 
techniques, various nanoparticle as well as molecular catalysts could be anchored on carbon 
nanotubes [21] (Figure 1).

2.1. Graphene oxide as a carbocatalyst

Graphene and other two-dimensional sp2-hybridized carbon scaffolds are expected to have 
large impacts in the area of catalysis, mainly because of their unique electronic properties 
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no role in manipulating the activity of the nanoparticles for catalysis. In the last few years, 
there has been tremendous focus on the development of “active” supports, which along with 
stabilizing the nanoparticles also contribute towards overall catalytic activity in synergy with 
the nanoparticles [12, 13]. For example, the charge state of the Au nanoparticles is known to 
influence their reactivity, in the case of the negatively charged Au nanoparticles, an extra 
electron from the gold readily transfers to the anti-bonding 2π ∗ orbital of the adsorbed O2, 
which weakens the O─O bond and activates oxygen molecule for further catalytic reaction. 
On the other hand, the positive charge accumulated on the gold can promote adsorption of 
some reactants, such as CO and hydrocarbons. An active support can transfer charges to/
from the active catalytic surface, hence influencing the activity of the reaction. For example, 
Au nanoparticles anchored on rutile TiO2 (110) surface shows high activity for the oxidation 
of CO to CO2. Along with providing significant exposed catalytic active sites for the reaction, 
TiO2 also involves in charge transfer process with the Au NPs making the NPs surface highly 
negative for dioxygen activation leading to oxidation of CO to CO2 [14]. Recently, research 
works involving GO as a support for immobilizing active metal nanoparticles have gained 
attention. GO, not only provides a large surface area with high exposure of active catalysts, 
but also can influence the catalytic activity [15]. Possible surface to metal electron transfer 
from GO to nanoparticles activating dioxygen molecule over NPs surface for several oxida-
tion reactions has been reported [15]. Hence, choice of a suitable support for NPs stabilization 
with possible cooperativity might play an important role in controlling the reaction yield and 
selectivity of products.

2. Carbocatalysis

Carbon is one of the most abundant elements on earth and is central to life. Hence, catalytic 
application of carbon is very attractive and both organic and inorganic carbons play a key role 
in catalysis. A huge amount of organic compounds act as highly efficient homogeneous cata-
lysts, forming a dedicated branch of chemistry “organocatalysis.” Carbon is often the main 
constituent of the organic ligands surrounding the metallic center in organometallics. In enzy-
matic catalysis it constitutes the backbone of the active species. In heterogeneous catalysis, 
carbon materials act as unique catalyst supports by anchoring different active species through 
its active site and can also act as catalysts by themselves. The physical and chemical properties 
of carbon materials, such as their tunable porosity and surface chemistry, make them suitable 
for application in many catalytic processes.

Among the carbon catalysts developed, activated carbon (AC) and carbon black (CB) are the 
most commonly used carbon supports. The typically large surface area and high porosity 
of activated carbon catalysts favor the dispersion of the active phase over the support and 
increase its resistance to sintering at high metal loadings. The pore size distribution can be 
tuned to suit the requirements of active supports and substrates. The activated carbon shows 
several advantages owing to their several outstanding properties, such as low cost, resistance 
to acids and bases, high stability even at elevated temperature, high surface area (>1000 m2/g) 
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and easy removal etc. Moreover, metal salts can be reduced to active metallic forms in these 
mesoporous materials, making them highly competent as metal supports.

The study of chemical reactions using carbon materials are termed as carbocatalysis. The 
catalysts are prepared and used in the powder form and hence they are heterogeneous. 
Carbocatalysis has been known for decades since the first discovery of catalytic activities of 
carbon materials [16] when Rideal and Wright [17] showed the charcoal catalyzed oxidation 
of oxalic acid, which was one of the ground breaking discovery of carbocatalysis. Moreover, 
45 years earlier also, carbon materials were shown to be effective for the conversion of halo-
genated hydrocarbon [16].

With the development of fullerenes, the research activities for the growth of nanocarbon 
materials have gained momentum. Several polytypes of carbon which include fullerenes, 
nanotubes, graphene, nanodiamonds and amorphous porous carbon and their derivatives 
represent a rich class of solid carbonaceous materials with environmental acceptability and 
reusability and all are found to be catalytically active in certain reactions. However, most 
of these carbon materials are highly hydrophobic without any functional groups on their 
surface.

Fullerene black is an efficient catalyst for dehydrogenation, cracking, methylation, and 
demethylation reactions. C60 and C70 were found to be suitable catalysts for the reduction of 
nitrobenzene, using hydrogen gas under UV light [18]. Further, several organometallic com-
pounds involving fullerene as a ligand have been developed that showed efficient catalytic 
activity for several organic transformations.

The 1D and 2D carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes and graphene offered high sur-
face area and continuous efforts are focused on surface functionalization of these materials, 
both through covalent and non-covalent approach. Oxidation in presence of strong acids and 
oxidants could introduce oxyfunctionalized groups on the surfaces of these carbon materi-
als, making them hydrophilic and suitable for anchoring several active catalytic groups on 
their surfaces. The work on the oxidative dehydrogenation reaction by Mestl et al. [19] and 
Zhang et al. [20] opened a new window in carbocatalysis. Carbon nanotubes, in its oxygen-
ated forms, showed efficient catalysis for oxidative dehydrogenations e.g. conversion of 
n-butane to 1-butene [20]. In the catalytic hydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene, a pro-
cess of high industrial relevance, CNTs perform better than activated carbon and graphite as 
catalysts. It was reasoned that the reactant molecules were first adsorbed on the CNT surface 
via π-interactions next to basic oxygen moieties, which facilitated dehydrogenation with con-
comitant formation of surface hydroxyl groups [19]. Taking advantage of surface modification 
techniques, various nanoparticle as well as molecular catalysts could be anchored on carbon 
nanotubes [21] (Figure 1).

2.1. Graphene oxide as a carbocatalyst

Graphene and other two-dimensional sp2-hybridized carbon scaffolds are expected to have 
large impacts in the area of catalysis, mainly because of their unique electronic properties 
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and high surface area in comparison to other carbon materials [22]. Although graphene was 
known to exist within graphite materials, it was assumed to be thermodynamically unstable 
in distinct 2D structures at finite temperatures. Geim et al. (2004) [23] mechanically exfoliated 
single sheets from the π-stack layers in graphite for the first time. The unique electron transfer 
properties of graphene, such as a half-integer quantum Hall effect, the massless Dirac fermion 
behavior of its charge carriers, and quantum capacitance, have been extensively studied mak-
ing them one of the most important materials in optoelectronics utility. The use of graphene-
based nanomaterials as catalyst support was hampered by the high price associated with the 
laborious synthesis and processing (e.g., sublimation of silicon from silicon carbide wafers, 
chemical vapor deposition, oxidation/reduction protocols etc. However, the process for liq-
uid phase exfoliation through oxidation of graphite in presence of strong oxidizing agents 
generating the graphene analogue with oxygenated functionalities on their surface (popu-
larly known as Hummer’s method) has brought tremendous excitement in the nanocatalyst 
research community. These materials termed as “graphene oxide” can be obtained in suffi-
cient quantities from commercially available graphite through reliable, now well-established 
preparation procedures. Further potential chemical modifications of the graphene surface 
introduces different newer catalytically active site important for specific catalytic reactions 
(Figure 2) [23].

Figure 1. Various forms of carbon nanomaterials.
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Oxidation of graphite leads to the decoration of the graphene surface with oxygen function-
alities that increases the inter-layer separation, thus helping in exfoliation into single or a 
few layer two-dimensional surfaces. During this process, several sites are induced those are 
important from catalytic or surface modification point of view. The extensive π-conjugated 
domains provide interactions between aromatic compounds with the graphene surfaces 
and greatly facilitate the adsorption/activation of aromatic compounds on graphene based 
carbon [23]. There are at least five different oxygen functional groups decorated over the 
graphene surface. These include carboxyl (─COOH), hydroxyl (─OH), carbonyl (─C═O), 
epoxy (─C─O─C─ and ketone (─C═O) groups. These oxygenated groups provide four dif-
ferent categories of catalytic activity to the carbon material: (1) their acidic properties pro-
mote acid-catalyzed reactions; (2) their intermediate form reacts with oxidants to catalyze 
oxidation reaction; (3) their nucleophilic nature promote coupling reactions; and (4) their per-
fect π-conjugated structure with significant defects/holes can also promote several catalytic 
reactions. Further, reduction of graphene oxides can be performed using common reducing 
agents such as hydrogen, metal ion borohydride and hydrazine. Moreover, the graphene 

Figure 2. Possibilities of covalent functionalization of GO (reprinted with permission from Ref. [23]. American Chemical 
Society).
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and high surface area in comparison to other carbon materials [22]. Although graphene was 
known to exist within graphite materials, it was assumed to be thermodynamically unstable 
in distinct 2D structures at finite temperatures. Geim et al. (2004) [23] mechanically exfoliated 
single sheets from the π-stack layers in graphite for the first time. The unique electron transfer 
properties of graphene, such as a half-integer quantum Hall effect, the massless Dirac fermion 
behavior of its charge carriers, and quantum capacitance, have been extensively studied mak-
ing them one of the most important materials in optoelectronics utility. The use of graphene-
based nanomaterials as catalyst support was hampered by the high price associated with the 
laborious synthesis and processing (e.g., sublimation of silicon from silicon carbide wafers, 
chemical vapor deposition, oxidation/reduction protocols etc. However, the process for liq-
uid phase exfoliation through oxidation of graphite in presence of strong oxidizing agents 
generating the graphene analogue with oxygenated functionalities on their surface (popu-
larly known as Hummer’s method) has brought tremendous excitement in the nanocatalyst 
research community. These materials termed as “graphene oxide” can be obtained in suffi-
cient quantities from commercially available graphite through reliable, now well-established 
preparation procedures. Further potential chemical modifications of the graphene surface 
introduces different newer catalytically active site important for specific catalytic reactions 
(Figure 2) [23].

Figure 1. Various forms of carbon nanomaterials.
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epoxy (─C─O─C─ and ketone (─C═O) groups. These oxygenated groups provide four dif-
ferent categories of catalytic activity to the carbon material: (1) their acidic properties pro-
mote acid-catalyzed reactions; (2) their intermediate form reacts with oxidants to catalyze 
oxidation reaction; (3) their nucleophilic nature promote coupling reactions; and (4) their per-
fect π-conjugated structure with significant defects/holes can also promote several catalytic 
reactions. Further, reduction of graphene oxides can be performed using common reducing 
agents such as hydrogen, metal ion borohydride and hydrazine. Moreover, the graphene 
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oxide surfaces can be reduced by heating at elevated temperature. Various heteroatoms such 
as N, B, P, Se, S, F, and Cl [24] can be incorporated into the lattice of graphene sheets. Several 
organic reactions can also incorporate acidic functional groups such as ─SO3H groups onto 
graphene sheets [25].

GO and their chemically converted forms have shown broad spectrum of catalytic activity 
ranging from oxidation reactions and thermal decomposition reactions. Bielawski et al., first 
demonstrated catalytic activity of graphene oxide for liquid phase organic transformations 
[26]. Since then, a variety of organic transformations have been explored taking advantage 
of the functional groups present on the graphitic surface. Table 1 summarizes a variety of 
reported reactions catalyzed by GO and chemically converted GO.

Further, the two-dimensional surface of graphene based materials can be used to anchor other 
active catalysts as well as biocatalysts. For example, the catalytic activity of several enzymes 
including cytochromes, peroxidases, myoglobins, and hemoglobins supported on graphene 

Catalyst Reactions Active sites References

Oxidation reactions (promoted by  
molecular O2)

(BN)HolG Aerobic oxidation of amines Doped N and B are 
active sites

[28]

GO Aerobic oxidation of benzylic alcohols Oxygen functional 
groups

[29]

Oxidation reactions (promoted by other 
oxidants)

rGO Oxidation of pollutants (H2O2) Electron rich oxygen 
groups

[30]

Reduction reactions

B, N or O doped G 
ribbon edges

H2 dissociative adsorption chemisorption on  
G ribbon edge

Beneficial B doping [31]

Acid reactions

rGO-SO3H Dehydration of xylose to furfural ─SO3H are active sites [32]

Base reactions

rGO-NEt3 Hydrolysis of ethyl acetate Amino groups are active 
sites

[33]

rGO-PAMAM Knoevenagel condensation Basic sites of the catalyst [34]

Thermal decomposition reaction

rGO Thermal dehydrogenation and 
rehydrogenation of LiBH4

[35]

Table 1. Catalytic reactions by GO and chemically converted GO. (B, N)-doped holy G [(BN)HolG], reduced 
graphene oxide (rGO), triethylamine modified rGO (rGO-NEt3), rGO functionalized with ─SO3H (rGO-SO3H) and 
poly(amidoamine)-modified rGO (rGO-PAMAM).
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surface enhances several folds compared to the unsupported enzymes towards the oxidation 
reaction of pyrogallol [27]. The importance of oxygen functional groups on GO surface has 
been exploited towards several C─H activation and C─C coupling reactions. The carbocata-
lytic activity of graphene oxide has successfully been exploited by Ma et al. for the C─H bond 
arylation of benzene enabling biaryl construction. The oxygen functional groups in these gra-
phene oxide sheets and presence of KOtBu were demonstrated to be essential for the observed 
catalytic activity. Several model reactions and DFT calculations confirmed that the negatively 
charged oxygen atoms promote the overall transformation by stabilizing and activating K+ 
ions, which in turns facilitates the activation of the C─I bond. The π basal plane also greatly 
facilitates the overall reaction as the aromatic coupling partners are easily adsorbed on the 
2d surface [36]. Transition-metal-catalyzed alkylation reactions of arenes have turn out to be 
a central transformation in organic synthesis. Szostak et al. developed the first general strat-
egy for alkylation of arenes with styrenes and alcohols catalyzed by carbon-based materials, 
exploiting the unique surface property of graphene oxide to produce valuable diarylalkanes 
with excellent yields and regioselectivity. Remarkably, this protocol represents the first general 
application of graphene oxide to promote direct C─C bond formation utilizing oxygenated 
functional groups present on GO surface [37]. Recently, our research group have demonstrated 
the dual carbocatalytic activity of graphene oxide for the C─N coupling reaction towards the 
formation of α-ketoamides through a cross-dehydrogenative coupling pathway [38]. The pres-
ence of polar functional groups (e.g., carboxyl, hydroxyl, ketonic, and epoxides) on graphene 
oxide surface induce acidic as well as oxidizing properties to the material. This dual catalytic 
property of the material is explored towards the generation of α-ketoamides where surface 
acidity favors the initial formation of hemiaminal intermediate followed by oxidation leading 
to the desired final product. Several control experiments as well as thermal treatment showed 
that it is the oxygen functional groups, especially carboxylic acid group that is only responsible 
for the observed catalytic activity. The protocol could also be extended towards the synthesis 
of biologically important α-ketoamides. On the other hand graphene surface can also be used 
as support for immobilization of several metal/metal oxide nanoparticles and used for several 
electrocatalysis, photocatalysis and organic transformations [39, 40]. For example, Pd nanopar-
ticle immobilized on graphene oxide gave remarkable turnover frequencies (TOF > 39,000 h−1) 
in Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions. Microwave assisted reduction of well-dispersed 
GO and palladium salt to form Pd/rGO [41] demonstrated outstanding catalytic activity for the 
Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction (TOF up to 108,000 h−1) under ligand-free conditions, which 
was attributed to the high concentration of well dispersed Pd-NPs.

3. Current and future prospect

The carbon based nanomaterials have already demonstrated their enormous potential either 
as catalysts or heterogeneous catalyst supports. Graphene oxide with oxygenated functional 
groups on their surface could act as active sites for various acid catalyzed and oxidative cata-
lytic reactions. Recent advancement of these graphene based materials shows that the modifi-
cation of graphene surface by different methods leads to generation of holes which acts as traps 
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oxide surfaces can be reduced by heating at elevated temperature. Various heteroatoms such 
as N, B, P, Se, S, F, and Cl [24] can be incorporated into the lattice of graphene sheets. Several 
organic reactions can also incorporate acidic functional groups such as ─SO3H groups onto 
graphene sheets [25].

GO and their chemically converted forms have shown broad spectrum of catalytic activity 
ranging from oxidation reactions and thermal decomposition reactions. Bielawski et al., first 
demonstrated catalytic activity of graphene oxide for liquid phase organic transformations 
[26]. Since then, a variety of organic transformations have been explored taking advantage 
of the functional groups present on the graphitic surface. Table 1 summarizes a variety of 
reported reactions catalyzed by GO and chemically converted GO.

Further, the two-dimensional surface of graphene based materials can be used to anchor other 
active catalysts as well as biocatalysts. For example, the catalytic activity of several enzymes 
including cytochromes, peroxidases, myoglobins, and hemoglobins supported on graphene 
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rGO-PAMAM Knoevenagel condensation Basic sites of the catalyst [34]

Thermal decomposition reaction

rGO Thermal dehydrogenation and 
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Table 1. Catalytic reactions by GO and chemically converted GO. (B, N)-doped holy G [(BN)HolG], reduced 
graphene oxide (rGO), triethylamine modified rGO (rGO-NEt3), rGO functionalized with ─SO3H (rGO-SO3H) and 
poly(amidoamine)-modified rGO (rGO-PAMAM).
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surface enhances several folds compared to the unsupported enzymes towards the oxidation 
reaction of pyrogallol [27]. The importance of oxygen functional groups on GO surface has 
been exploited towards several C─H activation and C─C coupling reactions. The carbocata-
lytic activity of graphene oxide has successfully been exploited by Ma et al. for the C─H bond 
arylation of benzene enabling biaryl construction. The oxygen functional groups in these gra-
phene oxide sheets and presence of KOtBu were demonstrated to be essential for the observed 
catalytic activity. Several model reactions and DFT calculations confirmed that the negatively 
charged oxygen atoms promote the overall transformation by stabilizing and activating K+ 
ions, which in turns facilitates the activation of the C─I bond. The π basal plane also greatly 
facilitates the overall reaction as the aromatic coupling partners are easily adsorbed on the 
2d surface [36]. Transition-metal-catalyzed alkylation reactions of arenes have turn out to be 
a central transformation in organic synthesis. Szostak et al. developed the first general strat-
egy for alkylation of arenes with styrenes and alcohols catalyzed by carbon-based materials, 
exploiting the unique surface property of graphene oxide to produce valuable diarylalkanes 
with excellent yields and regioselectivity. Remarkably, this protocol represents the first general 
application of graphene oxide to promote direct C─C bond formation utilizing oxygenated 
functional groups present on GO surface [37]. Recently, our research group have demonstrated 
the dual carbocatalytic activity of graphene oxide for the C─N coupling reaction towards the 
formation of α-ketoamides through a cross-dehydrogenative coupling pathway [38]. The pres-
ence of polar functional groups (e.g., carboxyl, hydroxyl, ketonic, and epoxides) on graphene 
oxide surface induce acidic as well as oxidizing properties to the material. This dual catalytic 
property of the material is explored towards the generation of α-ketoamides where surface 
acidity favors the initial formation of hemiaminal intermediate followed by oxidation leading 
to the desired final product. Several control experiments as well as thermal treatment showed 
that it is the oxygen functional groups, especially carboxylic acid group that is only responsible 
for the observed catalytic activity. The protocol could also be extended towards the synthesis 
of biologically important α-ketoamides. On the other hand graphene surface can also be used 
as support for immobilization of several metal/metal oxide nanoparticles and used for several 
electrocatalysis, photocatalysis and organic transformations [39, 40]. For example, Pd nanopar-
ticle immobilized on graphene oxide gave remarkable turnover frequencies (TOF > 39,000 h−1) 
in Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions. Microwave assisted reduction of well-dispersed 
GO and palladium salt to form Pd/rGO [41] demonstrated outstanding catalytic activity for the 
Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction (TOF up to 108,000 h−1) under ligand-free conditions, which 
was attributed to the high concentration of well dispersed Pd-NPs.

3. Current and future prospect

The carbon based nanomaterials have already demonstrated their enormous potential either 
as catalysts or heterogeneous catalyst supports. Graphene oxide with oxygenated functional 
groups on their surface could act as active sites for various acid catalyzed and oxidative cata-
lytic reactions. Recent advancement of these graphene based materials shows that the modifi-
cation of graphene surface by different methods leads to generation of holes which acts as traps 
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for reactive oxygen species for many challenging organic reactions [42]. Hence tremendous 
possibilities of these carbonaceous nanomaterials remain to explore in various fields includ-
ing chemical synthesis, energy storage, fuel-cells, environmental remediation and organism 
degradation. Carbon nanodots are the recent inclusion to the nanocarbon family. The excellent 
photoluminescence properties of carbon nanodots have directed their application in different 
fields including sensing, optoelectronics, bio imaging, nanomedicine, etc. Although they are 
widely explored in sensing as well as bio-medical application, their inherent photocatalytic 
capability towards organic synthesis has not been explored much. So, the development of 
carbon nanodots towards organic synthesis may result in an important alternative to the tradi-
tional transition metal based catalysts. There are still huge scope towards (i) high performance 
carbon catalyst specific for desired products, (ii) development of chiral carbon nanomaterials 
for enantioselective synthesis, (iii) affordable methods for large scale synthesis, industrial scal-
ability and economic viability, (iv) detailed elucidation of catalytic mechanism that can bring 
further improvements in catalytic activity and (v) stability of the catalyst to maintain excel-
lent catalytic activity during recycling. Overall, development of carbon related catalysts with 
broader applications is imminent towards green and sustainable chemistry.

4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reviewed the inherent carbocatalytic activity of graphene oxide 
towards different organic transformations. The π-π* network as well as oxygenated func-
tional groups present over the GO surface both contributed towards the enhanced catalytic 
activity. The presence of π-π* network on graphene surface helped the substrate molecules 
getting adsorbed over the catalyst surface and the oxygenated functional groups catalyzed 
the reaction. The oxygenated functional groups acted as the active site for several acid cata-
lyzed as well as oxidation reactions. Further, the presence of various oxygenated functional-
ities on the surface of graphene oxide could be used for anchoring other active catalysts such 
as metal and metal oxide nanoparticles. The reducing capability of these nanocarbons could 
also be envisaged for reduction of metal ions to nanoparticles.
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Abstract

In this chapter, we will discuss aerogels based on graphene oxide/reduced graphene 
oxide—promising composite materials, based on 2D carbon nanoparticles, with a certain 
architecture that prevents aggregation of graphene layers with a highly developed sur-
face that have a high potential technological realization as materials for supercapacitors, 
sensors, batteries, and actuators. This chapter describes the existing methods for produc-
ing composite aerogels based on graphene oxide/reduced graphene oxide, the structural 
features of these materials, the most relevant studies in the areas of surface modification, 
architectural control, improvement of mechanical properties, and the most interesting 
applications. It has been shown that such materials have relatively high specific surface 
values and a high degree of exfoliation of graphene layers, but an urgent need is to 
improve them, which is due to the fragility of graphene aerogels and composite materials 
based on them, as well as the need to modify the surface to control porosity.

Keywords: graphene oxide aerogels, reduced graphene oxide aerogels, self-gelation, 
cross linking, hydrothermal synthesis, highly porous materials, carbon based materials

1. Introduction

At present, one of the most urgent topics in science is the creation of aerogels based on 
reduced graphene oxide. Their high porosity, characterized by low material density and high 
specific surface area, as well as the ability to conduct electric current attracts the attention of 
various groups of scientists. The work on the creation of such materials has been conducted 
for the past 20 years. A number of materials developed during this time and approaches to 
their production form a serious prospect for the use of these materials as supercapacitors, 
gas sensors, electric batteries, and actuators. The increased interest in graphene oxide as a 
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precursor of such materials is due to its ability to form stable colloidal dispersions in polar sol-
vents (such as water) and also to transform into a reduced electrically conductive graphene-
like form under chemical or thermal treatment. In addition, the ability of such materials to 
multi-cyclic deformations, flexibility, and elasticity attracts special interest of researchers. The 
rapid growth of publication activity in this theme in recent years is partly due to the need for 
the development of portable electronic devices, in particular, energy storage devices that are 
included in the everyday life of each person. In the development of aerogels based on reduced 
graphene oxide, the authors are striving to increase the electrical conductivity, the specific 
surface area, the mechanical strength, elasticity, and durability of these materials. The part of 
the science effort was aimed at studying the methods of obtaining aerogels from reduced gra-
phene oxide. It has been shown that the main and most effective methods for the formation 
of superporous ultralight structures are self-gelation of graphene oxide containing systems, 
hydrothermal-assisted formation of aerogels, cross-linking of a structure, followed by freeze 
drying or supercritical drying. Each of the described methods has its advantages and disad-
vantages, which are effectively being used to achieve the target parameters of synthesized 
materials. To improve the obtained structures and give them new properties, the surface of 
graphene-like sheets is being modified in various ways: various polymeric materials are being 
introduced into the structure, the surface is being decorated with metal particles, the materi-
als are being doped with nitrogen, etc. The application of these approaches made it possible 
to significantly improve the mechanical, electrophysical, catalytic, and sorption properties of 
aerogels and allow obtaining materials with controlled architecture and unique morphology 
of the surface. The latest achievements in this area will be discussed in this chapter.

2. Synthesis of reduced graphene oxide aerogels

Unique structures and attractive properties of reduced graphene oxide (rGO)-based 3D mate-
rials were the reasons to establish a number of approaches for fabrication of those materials 
with controlled regular structure. The main methods of organization of such structures are 
self-gelation of graphene oxide (GO) containing systems, hydrothermal-assisted formation of 
aerogels, and cross-linking of a structure. Almost all these methods need a support of freeze 
drying or supercritical drying due to ability to prevent stacking of graphene oxide/reduced 
graphene oxide sheets during drying process. The absence of mobility of the GO/RGO layers 
and the fixation of the dispersion structure make it possible to obtain materials with a high 
porosity, a high specific surface area, and a high degree of exfoliation of the graphene-like 
sheets in the final material.

As a rule, freeze drying of the samples leads to the formation of a large number of macropores. 
This is due to the fact that during the freezing of the sample, ice crystals are formed, which 
displace part of the material from its volume, which leads to local structural irregularities and 
the formation of macropores in place of the crystals after they are removed from the matrix 
during the drying process. It is clear that the size of the ice crystals is highly dependent on the 
freezing speed of the material, but even the use of liquid nitrogen for freezing does not avoid 
macroporosity due to the low thermal conductivity of nitrogen. Supercritical drying leads to 
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the formation of a uniform microporous structure. Both approaches lead to the formation of 
ultralight porous structures with highly developed morphology, but each of them has its advan-
tages. For example, the presence of macropores provides a large number of diffusion paths for 
various molecules and ions, which is an undoubted advantage for a number of applications.

Various organic and inorganic reducing agents are used. Zhang et al. used L-ascorbic acid to 
obtain a mechanically strong and electrically conductive aerogel [1]. The authors showed that, 
in contrast to other reducing agents (NaBH4, LiAlH4, hydrazine), the reduction with L-ascorbic 
acid does not lead to the formation of reaction by-products that significantly affect the unifor-
mity of the structure of the synthesized aerogel. NaHSO3, vitamin C, Na2S, ammonia boron 
trifluoride, sodium ascorbate, and hydroquinone have also been used by various investiga-
tors to form aerogels based on reduced graphene oxide [2, 3]. Aerogels based on reduced 
graphene oxide have also been obtained using a new inexpensive, environmentally friendly 
reducing medium that combines oxalic acid and sodium iodide [4]. The materials showed a 
low density, high porosity structure, and electrical conductivity. Yang et al. have developed  
a light, environmentally friendly, mild method of forming aerogel by thermal evaporation of 
a suspension of graphene oxide in the presence of NaHCO3 [5]. This approach is based on in-
situ reduction to form an rGO aerogel. The aerogel based on the reduced graphene oxide was 
also synthesized using the hypophosphorous acid reduction process and I2 [6]. He showed 
a large surface area of 830 m2/g. Typically, the reduction with chemical agents is carried out 
in a liquid medium; however, in work [7], an interesting approach was first proposed for the 
reduction of the aerogel of graphite oxide with hydrazine vapor at room temperature after 
drying. The authors showed that the reduction has explosive character, and the resulting 
material practically does not differ from the material obtained by thermal shock reduction at 
600°C (Figure 1). Also, various organic amines are used as reducing agents.

2.1. Gelation of graphene oxide followed by drying

The simplest and most effective way to produce three-dimensional materials from graphene-
like sheets is to obtain a hydrogel from graphene oxide, followed by removal of the solvent by 
drying. It is known that a stable dispersion of graphene oxide is formed at a certain concentra-
tion [8] due to the optimal ratio of the forces of electrostatic repulsion due to the huge number 
of oxygen-containing functional groups on the basal plane of the particles and the van der 
Waals interaction of monolayers. Gelation of suspensions occurs when the balance between 
these forces is violated and leads to the stratification of the particles of graphite oxide on the 
monolayers of graphene oxide (Figure 2).

The process of gel formation depends on many factors: van der Waals interaction, n-n stack-
ing, the formation of hydrogen bonds, and electrostatic interaction [9]. The most important 
factor is also the concentration of suspensions, but the data on the optimal concentration are 
quite different. It has been shown that the optimal concentrations of gelation when exposed 
to ultrasound in a suspension of GO are 30 mg/ml and 0.075–0.125 mg/ml in different cases 
[10], but the aerogel obtained in the second case had a weak mechanical strength. In the 
work of Bai et al. [11], the optimal concentration was 4 mg/ml. Such a strong difference in the 
results, in our opinion, is due to several factors. The first of these is the method for obtaining 
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a dispersion of graphene oxide. In the case where the critical gelling concentration is high, the 
dispersion is typically prepared by redispersing the sample of graphite oxide (in the form of a 
film or powder) air dried at an elevated temperature (typically T = 60°C). As practice shows, 
this method leads to the staking of monolayers and their redispergation is greatly hampered, 
which leads to a significant decrease in the ability to form a spatial grid and to gel. On the 
contrary, if the dispersion is prepared bypassing the drying stage of the product under such 
conditions (for example, by purifying the product from acids by dialysis), the self-gelation 
of dispersion occurs at substantially lower concentrations, even in the absence of ultrasonic 
treatment. The second factor is the size of the basal plane of the particles of graphene oxide, 
which is rarely taken into account in the processes of self-gelation of GO dispersions. This is 
due to the fact that it is rather difficult to obtain particles of graphene oxide with a given basal 
plane size. It is clear that the interaction of particles of different sizes should be completely 
different, but there are no dependencies of this kind in the scientific literature. The third factor 

Figure 1. Micrographs of materials obtained by explosive reduction of graphite oxide aerogel by (a) thermal shock and 
(b) hydrazine vapor. (c) Gaseous products of explosive reduction of graphite oxide aerogel by thermal shock and by 
hydrazine vapor. (d) Comparison of the elemental compositions of materials obtained by explosive reduction of graphite 
oxide aerogel by thermal shock and by hydrazine vapor [7].

Figure 2. Scheme showing the chemical route to the synthesis of aqueous graphene dispersions. 1, Oxidation of graphite 
(black blocks) to graphite oxide (lighter colored blocks) with greater interlayer distance. 2, Exfoliation of graphite oxide 
in water by sonication to obtain GO colloids that are stabilized by electrostatic repulsion. 3, Controlled conversion of GO 
colloids to conducting graphene colloids through deoxygenation by hydrazine reduction [8].
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is, at times, quite a noticeable difference, including in the chemical composition, of the gra-
phene oxide itself (Figure 3), obtained from different types of graphite [12].

2.2. Hydrothermal-assisted formation of reduced graphene oxide aerogel

Hydrothermal synthesis is a method of obtaining various chemical compounds and materials 
using physicochemical processes in closed systems that occur in aqueous solutions at tem-
peratures above 100°C and pressures above 1 atm. In graphene systems, this process is real-
ized at temperatures close to the effective reduction temperature of graphene oxide (200°C), 
using various reagents that can influence the structure and chemical composition and target 
physical properties of aerogels.

One stage hydrothermal synthesis of aerogel from reduced graphene oxide (Figure 4a–f) was 
first proposed by Xu et al. [13]. The work shows that the aerogel obtained by this method 
is mechanically strong (after 12 hours of hydrothermal treatment at T = 180°C, the sample 
demonstrated an elastic modulus of 290 ± 20 kPa), could support 100 g of weight with little 
deformation, and has good electrical conductivity (4.9 ± 0.2 mS/cm), thermal stability, and 
high specific capacity (160 ± 5 F/g). It should be noted that the initial concentration of hydrogel 

Figure 3. Structural characterization of (a) GO-f, (b) GO-g, and (c) GO-p. TEM analysis (i), AFM height imaging (ii), lateral 
size distribution (iii), and thickness distribution (iv). The analysis in (iii) and (iv) was based on counting approximately 
100 sheets captured in several AFM images. (d) Quantification of π▬π*, carboxylic groups (O▬C▬O), carbonyls 
(C▬O), epoxides (C▬O▬C), hydroxyls (C▬OH), and graphitic structure (C▬C and C▬C) by high resolution C1s XPS 
spectra for GO-f, GO-g, and GO-p [12]. Three different GO thin sheets were synthesized from three starting graphite 
material: flakes (GO-f), ground (GO-g), and powder (GO-p).
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oxide graphene was only 0.5–2 mg/ml, which was enough to the self-gelation of GO disper-
sion. It is also shown that the concentration of dispersion of graphene oxide is an important 
factor affecting the process of aerogel structure formation and its final properties. A study of 
the dependence of rGO aerogel properties on the time of hydrothermal reaction showed that 
with increasing thermal treatment time both mechanical and electrophysical characteristics of 
aerogel are improved.

Using the features of a closed environment allows the in-situ modification of rGO aero-
gels [14]. In his work, a method for forming a three-dimensional structure of reduced 
graphene oxide with noble metals was developed by hydrothermal reaction of a suspen-
sion of graphene oxide containing noble metal salts and glucose. The obtained material, 
containing Pt in the structure (Figure 5d–f), demonstrated high catalytic activity. Other 
authors have shown that using a hydrothermal reduction process for graphene oxide in the 
presence of divalent metal ions (Ni2+, Ca2+, Co2+), an aerogel of rGO decorated with metallic 
nanoparticles (Figure 5a–c) can be obtained in-situ [15]. A lot of work is devoted to the 
processes of decorating the particles of reduced graphene oxide in aerogels with various 
metal oxides. In particular, the great attention of researchers is attracted to Fe3O4 [16–18]. 
Special attention is also paid to the process of doping rGO aerogels with nitrogen. Doping 
with nitrogen by introducing into the system organic amines, ammonia, amino acids, and 
other nitrogen-containing compounds, at the stage of hydrothermal treatment, leads to a 

Figure 4. (a) Digital photographs of a homogeneous GO aqueous dispersion with a 2 mg/mL concentration before and 
after hydrothermal reduction at 180°C for 12 h; (b) photos of a strong self-assembled graphene hydrogel; (c–e) SEM 
images with different magnifications of the strong self-assembled graphene hydrogel interior microstructures; and (f) 
room temperature I-V curve of the strong self-assembled graphene hydrogel exhibiting Ohmic characteristic by the two-
probe method for the conductivity measurements [13].
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Figure 5. (a) Digital photographs of the GO before and after hydrothermal treatment: (1) GO, (2) rGO, and (3) rGO mixed 
with Ca2+ (mCa/mGO is 0.003) suspensions as well as the gel-like rGO cylinders assembled by Ca2+. Various mCa/mGO were 
used: (4) 0.005, (5) 0.010, (6) 0.050, and (7) 0.100. (b) Photographs of the gel-like rGO samples assembled by (8) Ni2+ and 
(9) Co2+ with metal-ion/GO weight ratio of 0.010 [15]. (c) Schematic illustration of gel formation of rGO with divalent ion 
(M2+) linkage. (d–f) TEM images of graphene oxide decorated with Pd nanoparticles [14].

Figure 6. (a) Electrical conductivity of rGOhydro (prepared by hydrothermal synthesis) and rGOthermal (prepared by 
thermal annealing) aerogels when compressed along the axial direction. (b) Maximum stress (left pointing arrows) and 
energy loss coefficient (right pointing arrows) of rGO thermal aerogel during 10 cycles [23].
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significant increase in the electrophysical characteristics of aerogels from reduced graphene 
oxide [19–21], improves electrocatalytic properties [22], and also contributes to obtaining a 
more regular structure of the aerogel itself.

Moon et al. developed highly elastic and conductive N-doped monolithic graphene aerogels, 
using hexamethylenetetramine as a reducing agent, a nitrogen source, and a dispersion stabilizer 
of reduced graphene oxide [23]. To produce this material, hydrothermal synthesis was used, fol-
lowed by annealing at T = 1000°C. The developed material showed good mechanical properties 

Figure 7. (a) Illustration of the different steps for fabricating the rGO (chemically converted reduced GO) aerogel and 
x-rGO (cross-linked rGO) aerogel. Insets at center: Digital photographs depict the as-prepared chemically converted rGO 
wet-gel and x-rGO wet-gel (top and bottom, respectively) after the self-assembly process. (b) A possible cross-linking 
mechanism between PVA-wrapped rGO sheets and Glutaraldehyde. PVA-bonded rGO sheets were covalently cross-
linked by an acetal oxygen bridge through esterification reaction. (c) Digital photographs and SEM images (from left to 
right) of rGO and x-rGO aerogels after compression with 60% strain. Arrows indicate the material areas of deformed and 
recovered after the compression for rGO and x-rGO aerogels, respectively. (d) Compressive stress-strain curves were 
plotted with 60% strain for rGO and x-rGO [25].
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(Figure 6b) and record electrical conductivity of 704 S/m for aerogels based on the reduced gra-
phene oxide (Figure 6a). It has also been reported that ammonia is an effective agent for the pro-
duction of nitrogen-doped aerogels [24]. The authors showed that when ammonia is introduced 
into the hydrothermal synthesis reactor, the degree of doping of the reduced graphene oxide is 
sufficiently high (8.4 atomic %) and the material has a high specific surface area of 830 m2/g.

2.3. Polymer-assisted aerogel formation

Polymer-assisted aerogel formation with a cross-linking approach consists of the use of 
polymer components capable of binding to monolayers of graphene oxide, creating steric 
hindrances for stacking layers into stacks and reducing the available surface. The first ver-
sion of this approach is the chemical bonding of polymer chains to graphene oxide particles. 
Reversibly deformable, highly elastic and strong aerogels based on reduced graphene oxide 
[25] have been developed using this method (Figure 7). Poly(vinyl alcohol) and glutaralde-
hyde were used as cross-linking components. The scheme of the processes is shown in the 
figure. Hypophosphorous acid and iodine were used as reducing agents. It is important to 
note that in addition to the high porosity of 92.16% and the low density of 10.6 mg/cm3, the 

Figure 8. (a) XPS full spectrum of NPGM (nitrogen-doped porous graphene material) and PGM (porous graphene 
material). (b) N1s spectrum of NPGM. TEM images of NPGM (c) and PGM (d) [27].
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combination of polymer chains and graphene oxide layers led to the mechanical strength 
of the material, whose structure was not fundamentally changed even after deformation by 
60% (Figure 7c). Therefore, x-rGO aerogel exhibits 8.6 times higher compressive stress as 
compared with rGO aerogel (Figure 7d).

The second cross-linking option is the use of sol-gel technology, which is the preparation of a 
sol followed by its conversion to a gel-colloid system consisting of a liquid dispersion medium 
enclosed in a spatial grid formed by the connected particles of the dispersed phase. For the 
first time to produce aerogels based on reduced graphene oxide, this technology was applied 
by Worsley et al. [26]. The authors proposed the use of polymerization of resorcinol and form-
aldehyde in the presence of sodium carbonate in an aqueous dispersion of graphene oxide. 
The obtained material showed an increased electrical conductivity (~102 S/m) compared to the 
reduced graphene oxide (~0.5 S/m), as well as a high specific surface area of 584 m2/g. Later Sui 
et al. also obtained an rGO aerogel with a high degree of nitrogen doping (5.8 atomic %), having 

Figure 9. (a–c) SEM image of rGO aerogel, PI monolith, and rGO/PI nanocomposite, respectively. (d, e) Digital images 
show the high-level deformation of bend and torsion of rGO/PI nanocomposite. (f) Retention of maximum stress at 50% 
strain and total loss during 2000 cycles. (g) Tensile σ-ε curve for the rGO/PI [30].
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a surface area of 1170 m2/g [27] by sol-gel technology (Figure 8). The material was synthesized 
by freeze-drying an rGO/melamine-formaldehyde hydrogel and subsequent thermal treatment.

A third option for the formation of cross-linked aerogels is the polymerization of monomers 
in-situ in the presence of a dispersion of graphene oxide. Various polymers such as pyr-
role [28] and aniline [29] have been used for this approach. Zhao et al. proposed a unique 
approach to the production of aerogel by hydrothermal reaction of graphene oxide with pyr-
role, followed by electrochemical pyrrol polymerization [30]. The material showed excellent 
resistance to high loads without significant structural deformation and loss of elasticity. Qin 
et al. have developed a unique superelastic aerogel consisting of reduced graphene oxide and 
polyimide [30]. For its preparation, the introduction of a water-soluble polyamido acid into 
a dispersion of graphene oxide followed by lyophilization and thermal annealing was used. 
This aerogel showed extremely low density, excellent flexibility, the possibility of multiple 
reversible deformations (even after 2000 cycles), and good electrical conductivity (Figure 9). 
Li et al. proposed a utilization of in-situ polymerization of acrylamide to create rigid 3D struc-
tures based on reduced graphene oxide [31].

3. Applications of reduced graphene oxide aerogels

The first and the most developing direction of applications is the use of such aerogels as active 
electrode materials for supercapacitors. The supercapacitor is an electrochemical device for 
storage of electric energy on the surface of highly porous materials with an organic or inor-
ganic electrolyte. At the heart of the work of supercapacitors, there are two processes—the 
formation of a double electrical layer at the material/electrolyte boundaries and electrochemi-
cal reactions on the surface of the electrode material, leading to the appearance of pseudoca-
pacitance [32]. Both processes occur on the surface of the material during the charge/discharge 
of the device, so the energy capacitance of these devices is highly dependent on the surface 
area of the aerogels used. The combination of an electrically conductive three-dimensionally 
connected structure and good electrical conductivity of graphene-like materials makes them 
extremely attractive for this application. The high specific surface area of aerogels based on 
the reduced graphene oxide provides high capacity on a double electrical layer. To introduce 
a pseudocapacitive component, the aerogel surface is ordinarily decorated with transition 
metal oxides (Mn, V, etc.) capable of participating in redox reactions during charge/discharge 
of the device, making a significant contribution to the overall capacitance value [33–36]. Also 
interesting is the direction in the creation of flexible supercapacitors. In the framework of this 
direction, in addition to the reduced graphene oxide, various polymers are introduced into 
the aerogel, such as glucose [37], polyvinyl alcohol [25], polyaniline [38], etc.

The second, but not less interesting and intensively developing, direction is the use of aero-
gels based on reduced graphene oxide for rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. Graphene-like 
materials are the most widespread anode materials in commercial Li-ion batteries [39, 40]. 
The main role of rGO aerogel is to facilitate the multidimensional electronic transport routes 
and to reduce transport spaces between the electrode and the electrolyte. The consequence 
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of this is an increase in the performance of the batteries and their cyclic stability. Sometimes, 
rGO aerogels containing metal, metal oxide, and metal sulfide are used as hybrid materials 
for the cathode of Li-ion batteries [41]. Similar structures containing Fe3O4 [42, 43] and Fe2O3 
[39] show promising capacities (900–1100 mA*h*g−1) with good cyclicality. SnO2 is also used 
as an integral part of the FOG aerogel for this application [44]. Batteries with this material also 
show high performance (600–1200 mA*h*g−1) [45].

Three-dimensional electroconductive structures of rGO aerogels are an excellent platform 
for creating electrochemical sensors, strain gauge sensor, and biosensors. Introduction to the 
structure of metals, oxides, and hydroxides of metals provides high sensitivity and electro-
chemical stability [46]. Ultraelastic aerogels based on rGO and carbon nanotubes were fabri-
cated for use in a strain gauge sensor with adjustable voltage/pressure measurement [47]. The 
sensitivity is adjusted by changing the aerogel density. In the compression test, the measure-
ment coefficient was 230 and 125% for deformations of 30 and 60%, respectively. The aerogel 
containing gold nanoparticles in its structure was used for the electrochemical determination 
of hydroquinone and o-dihydroxybenzene [48]. The detection limit is 1.5 × 10−8 M for hydro-
quinone and 3.3 × 10−9 M for o-dihydroxybenzene.

In the technique, actuators are transducers that convert an input signal (electrical, optical, 
mechanical, pneumatic, etc.) into an output signal (usually in motion) that acts on the control 
object. Devices of this type include electric motors; electric, pneumatic, or hydraulic actuators; 
relay devices; comb drives; DMD mirrors; electroactive polymers; robotic grasping mecha-
nisms, drives for their moving parts, including solenoid actuators and voice coils; and many 
others. Recently, the actuators have been intensively studied as potential devices in flexible 
displays, soft robotics, and haptic devices. rGO-based aerogels are ideal candidates for such 
devices, because they have high porosity, are ultra-light, flexible, and resilient. To be able to 
act on the aerogel with magnetic forces, magnetic nanoparticles of Fe3O4 were introduced into 
it [49]. This material demonstrated great magnetic field-induced actuations of 52 and 35% 
along the radial and axial directions, respectively. Also, several works on actuators based on 
materials with shape memory are known. Li et al. developed an actuator based on an aerogel 
from rGO and trans-1,4-polyisoprene, which showed a strain of 80% at 10 V [31].

4. Conclusion

Aerogels based on reduced graphene oxide are promising materials and attracting the interest 
of many researchers due to unique physicochemical properties. High specific surface area, 
extremely low density, high porosity, uniqueness of structure, and good electrical conduc-
tivity make these materials indispensable in many applications. Main researches are carried 
out in the direction of surface modification with various materials in order to improve the 
mechanical, electrophysical, and structural properties of these materials, and the variety and 
number of articles in this field testify to the incredible promise of materials based on graphene-
like particles. However, there are a number of problems that need to be overcome in order to 
bring most of the developments beyond the scope of laboratory research. First, it is necessary 
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to develop simple methods for obtaining regular structures based on reduced graphene 
oxide, suitable for real use. Secondly, special attention needs to be given to a detailed study 
of the mechanisms of the structure formation of such materials, since at the moment many 
of the processes are only described, but not explained theoretically. Third, one of the main 
factors is the high cost of graphene-like materials, which means that efforts should be made to 
develop cheaper methods for the synthesis of GO and rGO. However, despite the fact that in 
the near future the researchers will have to solve a number of the problems described above, 
one can say unambiguously that materials based on graphene-like particles are among the 
most promising for revolutionary changes in technology, science, and the life of all mankind.
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of this is an increase in the performance of the batteries and their cyclic stability. Sometimes, 
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relay devices; comb drives; DMD mirrors; electroactive polymers; robotic grasping mecha-
nisms, drives for their moving parts, including solenoid actuators and voice coils; and many 
others. Recently, the actuators have been intensively studied as potential devices in flexible 
displays, soft robotics, and haptic devices. rGO-based aerogels are ideal candidates for such 
devices, because they have high porosity, are ultra-light, flexible, and resilient. To be able to 
act on the aerogel with magnetic forces, magnetic nanoparticles of Fe3O4 were introduced into 
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along the radial and axial directions, respectively. Also, several works on actuators based on 
materials with shape memory are known. Li et al. developed an actuator based on an aerogel 
from rGO and trans-1,4-polyisoprene, which showed a strain of 80% at 10 V [31].
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of the mechanisms of the structure formation of such materials, since at the moment many 
of the processes are only described, but not explained theoretically. Third, one of the main 
factors is the high cost of graphene-like materials, which means that efforts should be made to 
develop cheaper methods for the synthesis of GO and rGO. However, despite the fact that in 
the near future the researchers will have to solve a number of the problems described above, 
one can say unambiguously that materials based on graphene-like particles are among the 
most promising for revolutionary changes in technology, science, and the life of all mankind.
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Abstract

In this chapter, the latest developments in graphene oxide-based biosensors are presented. 
These biosensors are complexes of graphene oxide and biomacromolecules, including 
enzymes such as glucose oxidase, horseradish peroxidase, laccase, and nucleic acids 
such as DNA and RNA. The structure, design and preparation process (immobilization 
process) of the above graphene oxide-biomacromolecule composites were summarized. 
Some typical examples of immobilization of biological macromolecules are described. 
The immobilization efficiency and electrochemical performance of immobilized bio-
molecules based on graphene oxide were discussed, which may guide designing better 
graphene oxide-based biosensors.

Keywords: graphene oxide, biosensor, enzyme, nucleic acid

1. Introduction

Graphene is a new kind of two-dimensional single-atom carbon sheet with a single atom thick 
[1]. Nowadays, this so-called “thinnest in our universe” material [2] has attracted more and 
more attention, because of its unique properties such as unique electronic properties [3].

Graphene oxide (GO), one of the nanomaterials from graphene family, contains many reactive 
oxygen functional groups, such as hydroxyl group, a carboxyl group, an epoxy group [4]. It 
has been extensively used for biosensor research and application. In order to enhance the elec-
trochemical properties of the GO-based biosensor, GO can be modified with other materials, 
such as macromolecules, small mass organic molecules, metallic oxide, and metallic/nonmetal-
lic simple substances. In this chapter, we describe GO-based biosensors containing various 
composites of these materials with references such as GO-chitosan nanocomposites, GO-based 
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glucose oxidase, chitosan-ferrocene/graphene oxide/glucose oxidase, metal oxides, HRP, multi 
nanomaterials, quantum dots, multiwall carbon nanotubes, DNA, miRNA, etc. We not only 
describe the relevant preparation process of the above biosensors but also introduce their elec-
trochemical properties to provide more guidance for designing suitable GO-based biosensors.

2. Enzyme/graphene oxide based biosensor

2.1. GOD/graphene oxide (GO) based biosensor

Glucose oxidase (GOD) is an oxidoreductase, which can oxidize glucose to D-glucono-δ-
lactone and form hydrogen peroxide. GOD has shown great potential in glucose biosensor, 
forage, medicine [5] and biocatalysis [6].

Improving the dispersion of GO ensures the efficient use of the GO-based biosensors. Chitosan 
is a biopolymer with unique physical/chemical properties and can be well soluble in aqueous 
acidic solution [7]. Kang et al. [7] firstly mixed graphene with chitosan solution to form a 
hybrid nanocomposite of graphene-chitosan. Then, this hybrid nanocomposite was coated 
onto the surface of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE). Finally, this electrode was incubated with 
GOD solution to form a GOD/graphene/chitosan sensor (Figure 1). The result showed that 
chitosan could improve the dispersion of the graphene and GOD enzyme molecules. The as-
prepared GOD/graphene/chitosan sensor exhibited excellent sensitivity (37.93 AmM−1 cm−2) 
and a much higher enzyme loading (1.12 × 10−9 mol cm−2). Also, this biosensor could retain 
more than 95% of the enzyme activity after store of 7 days at 4°C.

Chitosan can be used not only as a stabilizing agent but also as reducing agent. Sun et al. [8] 
designed a graphene platelet-glucose oxidase (GP-GOD) biosensor (Figure 2). GO was dis-
persed in H2O and mixed with 0.5 M chitosan solution. After stirring for 30 min at room tem-
perature, this mixture was heated at 90°C for 2 h to form a graphene platelet composite (GP) 

Figure 1. The scheme of GO-chitosan/GOD bioelectrode [7].
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dispersion. Then, the GP dispersion was mixed with GOD solution under ultrasonic treatment 
and kept at 4°C for 12 h to obtain a large amount solid-state GP-GOD product. The glucose 
biosensor was constructed by deposition of the as-prepared GP-GOD product on a glassy car-
bon electrode. The linear relation against the concentration of glucose ranged from 2 to 22 mM 
(R = 0.9987) with an estimated detection limit to be 20 M at a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 3.

Luo et al. [9] developed a GO-based glucose biosensor by a direct electro-deposition process. 
The graphene oxide, chitosan, and GOD are directly electrodeposited onto a glassy carbon 
electrode (GCE) by using electrochemical reduction under controlled direct electrical poten-
tial. This direct electro-deposition process is rapid (several minutes) and can produce uni-
form, controllable and reproducible films. The GO-chitosan-GOD composite was formed by 
dispersing GO (5 mg) in chitosan solution (0.2% w/v) and 5 mg mL−1 GOD added stepwise. 
The GCE was then immersed in the GO-chitosan-GOD solution while a fixed potential of 
−1.0 V was applied for 400 s. When the electrodeposition time increased from 100 to 400 s, 
the amount of the GOD entrapped in the film and their current response increased as well. 
However, while the electrodeposition time further increased from 400 to 900 s, the current 
response was not a significantly improved. The reason is that excessively thick films have 
negative effects on the GOD activity and prolong the response time. The as-prepared biosen-
sor film indicated fast response (<3 s), a lower detection limit (0.4 M), and a linear range from 
0.4 M to 2 mM towards glucose.

The direct electron transfer between electrode surface and active center of enzyme is com-
monly hindered. This is mainly because that the active center of the enzyme is buried in the 
globular structure of the protein molecule. To overcome this drawback, enzymes can be com-
posited with conducting or redox polymers. Qiu et al. [10] designed a homogeneous chitosan-
ferrocene/graphene oxide/glucose oxidase (CS-Fc/GO/GOD) nanocomposite film as a novel 
platform for glucose biosensor. The ferrocene branched chitosan (CS-Fc) was prepared by 
the following steps (Figure 3): (1) chitosan aqueous solution and ferrocenecarboxaldehyde 
(FcCHO) methanol solution was mixed at room temperature for 2 h to form the Schiff-base; (2) 
the NaCNBH3 was added to the above mixture and CS-Fc. (3) the biosensor was constructed 
by covering the mixture onto the GCE and dried in air at room temperature (Figure 4). This 
CS-Fc/GO/GOD sensor exhibited a wide linear range, excellent sensitivity, good reproduc-
ibility, and long-term stability.

Figure 2. The scheme of GO-chitosan/GOD bioelectrode [8].
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Figure 5. The preparation scheme of ZnO/GO/GOD-based glucose biosensor [11].

Apart from chitosan, metal oxides were also used to facilitate the immobilization of GOD 
onto GO to form biosensors. ZnO is a nontoxic material with good conductivity. It has a high 
isoelectric point at about 9.5. Thus, the electrostatic interaction between ZnO and GOD (with 
an isoelectric point at 4.2) can occur. Chen et al. [11] prepared ZnO-microflowers on reduced 
graphene oxide (RGO) modified GCE by using simple electrodeposition (Figure 5). This 
positively charged ZnO/RGO composite self-assembled with negatively charged GOD and 
fabricated an RGO/ZnO/GOD biosensor. The linear range of the biosensor was 0.02–6.24 mM 
with a detection limit of 0.02 mM and sensitivity of 18.97 μA mM−1.

Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical nanostructural carbon allotropes with unique electronic, 
optical properties. Incorporation of carbon nanotubes into GO can enhance direct electron 
transfer in a biosensor. However, the carbon nanotubes are difficult to disperse homogeneously 

Figure 3. The preparation scheme of the ferrocene branched chitosan [10].

Figure 4. The preparation scheme of CS-Fc/GO/GOD-based glucose biosensor [10].
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in aqueous solution because of its hydrophobic surface and internal van der Waals interac-
tions [12]. Surface modification of carbon nanotubes by GO is a way of solving this problem. 
Chen et al. [13] dispersed carbon nanotubes with GO aqueous homogeneous suspension to 
obtain stable carbon nanotubes/GO composite (Figure 6). The GOD was positively charged, 
and carbon nanotubes/GO composite is negatively charged. Thus, the GOD was immobilized 
by carbon nanotubes/GO composite through the electrostatic interaction as well as physical 
adsorption. The as-prepared biosensor is reproducible with enhanced direct electron transfer. 
The linear range of the biosensor was 0.1–19.82 mM with a detection limit of 0.028 mM.

2.2. Horseradish peroxidase/GO based biosensors

HRP is extensively used in clinical diagnosis. It can oxidize chromogenic substrates to col-
ored products by using hydrogen peroxide [13]. The characteristic color change can be easily 
detected by spectrophotometric methods [14].

Combining GO sheets with chemiluminescence (CL) regents can facilitate the preparation of 
a sensitive sensor with attracting CL property. In the work of Liu et al. [15], N-aminobutyl-
N-ethylisoluminol (ABEI) functionalized GO hybrids (ABEI-GO) was first synthesized by 
adding the ABEI alkaline solution into a stable GO suspension for 24 h at room temperature 
with stirring. HRP buffer solution was then mixed with the ABEI-GO suspension to form 
an ABEI-GO@HRP hybrid (Figure 7). In this strategy, there might be two assembly ways 
between HRP and ABEI-GO: (1) strong electrostatic interaction between HRP and GO, (2) 
interactions with hydrogen bonding. The results suggested an excellent CL properties for the 
detection of H2O2, exceeding those of previous reports. The ABEI-GO@HRP sensor showed a 
detection limit of 47 fM at physiological pH condition.

GO-based biosensors constructed with multi nanomaterials have also been investigated [16]. 
For example, many researchers have validated the remarkable electrocatalytic properties and 
biocompatibility of graphene-gold nanocomposite (G-AuNP). CdTe-CdS, the core-shell quan-
tum dots, could significantly enhance the charge transfer, enabling nanosensor exploiting 
high intensity. Taken together, Gu and co-workers [16] fabricated a biosensor to detect hydro-
gen peroxide, integrating the benefits of G-AuNP, CdTe-CdS, and AuNPs (Figure 8). Such 
a biosensor was constructed by successively dropping casting G-AuNP, CdTe-CdS, AuNPs, 

Figure 6. The preparation scheme of carbon nanotube/GO/GOD-based glucose biosensor [12].
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in aqueous solution because of its hydrophobic surface and internal van der Waals interac-
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adsorption. The as-prepared biosensor is reproducible with enhanced direct electron transfer. 
The linear range of the biosensor was 0.1–19.82 mM with a detection limit of 0.028 mM.

2.2. Horseradish peroxidase/GO based biosensors

HRP is extensively used in clinical diagnosis. It can oxidize chromogenic substrates to col-
ored products by using hydrogen peroxide [13]. The characteristic color change can be easily 
detected by spectrophotometric methods [14].

Combining GO sheets with chemiluminescence (CL) regents can facilitate the preparation of 
a sensitive sensor with attracting CL property. In the work of Liu et al. [15], N-aminobutyl-
N-ethylisoluminol (ABEI) functionalized GO hybrids (ABEI-GO) was first synthesized by 
adding the ABEI alkaline solution into a stable GO suspension for 24 h at room temperature 
with stirring. HRP buffer solution was then mixed with the ABEI-GO suspension to form 
an ABEI-GO@HRP hybrid (Figure 7). In this strategy, there might be two assembly ways 
between HRP and ABEI-GO: (1) strong electrostatic interaction between HRP and GO, (2) 
interactions with hydrogen bonding. The results suggested an excellent CL properties for the 
detection of H2O2, exceeding those of previous reports. The ABEI-GO@HRP sensor showed a 
detection limit of 47 fM at physiological pH condition.
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Figure 6. The preparation scheme of carbon nanotube/GO/GOD-based glucose biosensor [12].
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and HRP onto the surface of the gold electrode step by step. The Au-NPs were synthesized 
by citrate reduction in the presence of glutin [17] (Figure 9). The G-AuNPs were prepared by 
in-situ reduction of the HAuCl4-loaded GO (Figure 10). The result exhibited that the biosensor 
displays an admirable sensitivity, low detection limit (S/N = 3) (3.2 × 10−11 M), wide calibration 
range (from 1 × 10−10 to 1.2 × 10−8 M) and good long-term stability (20 weeks).

Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) have a poor solubility in water, which limits their 
application in biosensors. To overcome this obstacle, Zhang et al. [18] synthesized a well 

Figure 9. Scheme of the preparation process of the Au NPs by citrate reduction [17].

Figure 7. Scheme of the preparation process of the ABEI-GO@HRP composite [15].

Figure 8. Scheme of the preparation process of the HRP/AuNPs/CdTe-CdS/G-AuNP/GE [16].
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depressed GO-MWNT hybrid nanomaterial aqueous solution that carried a negative charge. 
Subsequently, the as-prepared GO-MWNT aqueous solution was dropped onto the GC elec-
trode, followed by adding HRP onto the GO-MWNT/GC (Figure 11). The result indicated that 
the direct electron transfer between immobilized enzyme and the GC electrode was enhanced 
by GO-MWNT composite. For detection of H2O2, the detection limit for the sensor was 1.17 μM 
on S/N-3, and the sensitivity of HRP/GO-MWNT/GC electrode was 563.7 mA cm−2 M−1. For 
the reduction of NaNO2, the sensitivity and the detection limit was 0.6 mA cm−2 M−1 and 
12 mM (S/N = 3), respectively. Furthermore, this novel electrode showed excellent stability for 
less than 5% activity of 15 days.

Nafion, a commercial tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoro-3, 6-dioxa-4-methyl-7-octenesulfonic acid 
copolymer, has also been used to modify the GO electrode. In the work of Zhang et al. [19], 
Nafion solution was mixed with GO by ultrasonication, then HRP was added into the pre-
pared mixed solution, following by casting onto the GCE. The as-prepared electrode, HRP/
GO/Nafion/GCE, was proven to have a favorable electrocatalytic response with excellent 
linear relationships from 1.0 μM to 1.0 mM and the detection limits of 4.0 × 10−7 M (S/N = 3). 
Furthermore, the HRP/GO/Nafion/GCE biosensor showed satisfactory stability for less than 
5% of reduced activity after 4 weeks of storage.

An excellent GO-based biosensor means to possess good electron-transfer property. 
Co-immobilizing Cytochrome c (Cyt c) and HRP on GO-chitosan nanocomposite were tried to 
fabricate a bi-protein electrode by Wan et al. [20]. Firstly, GO-chitosan nanocomposites were 

Figure 10. Scheme of the preparation process of the G-AuNPs were synthesized by in-situ reduction of the HAuCl4-
loaded GO [17].

Figure 11. The preparation scheme of carbon nanotube/GO/GOD-based glucose biosensor [18].
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synthesized by stirring GO solution and chitosan solution. Then the HRP-Cyt c/GO-chitosan/
Cyt c/MUA-MCH/Au electrode was produced by a layer-by-layer technique. It was found that 
the as-prepared biosensor can have an effective response to detecting H2O2 within 2 s, along 
with the linear range from 20 to 330 μM and detection limit of 6.68 μM (S/N = 3). Moreover, 
the electrode retained most of the activity for 2 weeks.

Owing to the good biocompatibility and large surface area of Co3O4 nanosheets (Figure 12), 
Co3O4 nanosheets can be used to enhance the electric transfer between enzyme and electrode 
in a biosensor. Herein, Liu et al. [21] firstly mixed Co3O4 suspension with HRP, following with 
addition of rGO (Figure 13). Then the mixture was dropped cast onto the GCE to form the 
Co3O4-HRP/rGO/GCE electrode successfully. This electrode held a higher HRP loading (with 
a concentration of 1.48 × 10−10 mol cm−2) than that of monolayer coverage. Furthermore, the as-
modified biosensor presented an excellent electronic response with a linear a range from 1 to 
5400 μM, a limit of detection of 0.21 μM and a limit of quantification of 0.58 μM for detection 
of NaNO2. Though the study of the stability of electrode was at 4°C for 4 weeks, they validated 
that electrode can hold 94.1% of its activity.

Figure 13. The preparation scheme of Co3O4 nanosheet/RGO/HRP biosensor [21].

Figure 12. The preparation scheme of Co3O4 nanosheet [21].
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Palanisamy et al. [22] reported a novel electrode synthesis based on a screen-printed carbon 
electrode (SPCE) for the detection of H2O2. The electrode was fabricated by dropping GO-HRP 
composite onto SPCE to form ERGO sensor. The result showed that ERGO had an excellent 
enzyme loading, and the surface coverage concentration of HRP onto SPCE/ERGO-HRP was 
calculated to be 7.32 × 10−10 mol cm−2. Moreover, the linear range of detection was 9–195 μM, 
and sensitivity of the sensor is 0.09 μA μM−1 cm−2.

2.3. Laccase/graphene oxide (GO) based biosensor

Laccase is a kind of blue multi-copper oxidase and can catalyze phenols in the presence of 
oxygen. Thus, this enzyme can be used for the fabrication of phenols detection [23].

Zhou et al. [23] prepared a 1-aminopyrene-reduced graphene oxides (AP-rGOs) composite 
via the- interaction between the pyrenyl group of 1-aminopyrene and graphene (Figure 14). 
Then they covalently immobilized the laccase onto the AP-rGOs form Lac/AP-rGOs by using 
glutaraldehyde as cross-linker. After mixing chitosan with Lac/AP-rGOs, the Lac/AP-rGOs/
chitosan stock solution was dropped onto GCE. The biosensor was used for the detection of 
phenols in water samples. The result showed that the biosensor exhibited a fast response time 
(<5 s), high stability (retained >97% activity after 7 days of storage).

3. Nucleic acids/graphene oxide-based biosensor

Previous literature indicated that the GO-chitosan composite could also be used for DNA 
biosensor fabrication [24]. The GO-chitosan electrode was activated by glutaraldehyde and 
covalently cross-linked with Salmonella typhi specific 5′-amine labeled single-stranded (ss) 

Figure 14. The preparation scheme of AP-rGOs/chitosan/laccase biosensor [23].
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DNA probe (5’NH2-ssDNA probe) (Figure 15). This DNA biosensor exhibited good ability to 
detect both complementary and non-complementary target. The linear range of detection was 
10 fM–50 nM and the detection limit was 10 fM.

Figure 16. The scheme of DNA/AuNRs/GO biosensor [25].

Figure 15. The scheme of ssDNA/GO-chitosan/ITO bioelectrode [24].
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Zhang et al. [25] decorated gold nanorods (Au NRs) onto GO sheets and constructed a DNA 
biosensor (Figure 16). The AuNRs were prepared via a seed-mediated method and then com-
posited with GO via electrostatic self-assembly. This biosensor exhibits significant selectivity 
and can distinguish complementary DNA in the presence of the 100-fold amount of single-
base mismatched DNA.

Min et al. [26] designed a nano graphene oxide (NGO) based miRNA biosensor on evaluat-
ing target miRNA expression levels in living cells (Figure 17). The dye-labeled peptide 
nucleic acid (PNA) probes were binding onto the surface of NGO. In this biosensor, NGO 
and PNA acted as fluorescence quencher and probe, respectively. The miRNA expression 
levels can be evaluated by detecting the fluorescence quenching of the dye-labeled on 
PNA. The results showed that the biosensor exhibited a low detection limit (1 pM) and 
can detect the dynamic change in expression levers of the specific miRNA in stem cell 
differentiation [26].

4. Conclusion and outlook

Graphene oxide is one of many unique carbon materials, which displayed potential appli-
cations in the development of next-generation biosensors owing to its various physical and 
chemical properties. The functionalization of GO leads to the adsorption of various biomac-
romolecules, including enzymes such as glucose oxidase, horseradish peroxidase, laccase, 
and nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA for biosensing applications. The major prospect 
to be addressed in the future is the increasing demand for the engineering of biosensors 

Figure 17. The scheme of PNA/NGO biosensor [26].
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based on GO that allow monitoring and detecting analytes with high selectivity and sensi-
tivity at low cost. GO-based biosensors should also be fabricated as point-of-care devices 
for better in situ clinical diagnosis or as an in-situ sensing platform for environmental  
analysis.
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In this work, synthesis and characterization of reduced graphene oxide/polyaniline/Au 
nanoparticles (GO/PANI/NpAu) as a hybrid capacitor are presented. Graphite oxide 
(GO) was synthesized by a modified Hummer’s method. Polyaniline was synthesized 
by chemical polymerization, and Au nanoparticles (NpAu) were added afterward. 
Fabrication of the electrodes consisted on the hybrid materials being deposited on carbon 
cloth electrodes. The chemical and structural properties of the electrode were character-
ized by high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM), Fourier transform infra-
red spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (X-R), and Raman spectroscopy; the results 
confirm the graphene reduction, the covalent functionalization, and formation of nano-
composites and also show the polyaniline grafted graphene. The performance and evalu-
ation of the electrodes based on grapheme oxide (GO), polyaniline (PANI), GO-PANI, 
and GO/PANI/NpAu nanocomposites over carbon cloth, stainless steel, and copper have 
been obtained in 1 M H2SO4 solution, using electrochemical techniques namely: cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). They showed that 
GO/PANI/NpAu gave higher specific capacitance (SC) and energy values than PANI, and 
GO/PANI, in the order of 160 F/g. The present study introduces new hybrid material for 
energy applications, from the evaluation of their electrical contributions.
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1. Introduction

With climate change and environmental concern, new energy sources have been created and 
various advanced energy storage systems. They simultaneously possess high energy and high 
power density as well as excellent recyclability, low cost, and friendly to the environment [1].

There are energy storage devices such as lithium-ion batteries often possessing high energy 
(200 Wh/Kg) but relatively low power density (1 KW/Kg), while traditional electrostatic capaci-
tor has high power (40 KW/Kg) but low energy density (0.03 Wh/Kg) [2]. However, the electro-
chemical capacitor is a new type of high power and high energy density storage and deliverance 
device, therefore promising for feeding a variety of equipment operating with energy [3].

The capacitors can be divided into two classes based on charge-storage mechanism: (a) electri-
cal double layer capacitors (EDLCs), where in electrode/electrolyte system, direction arrange-
ment of the electron, or ion at the electrode/electrolyte interface forms electrical double layer [4] 
and (b) pseudo-capacitors, where the pseudo-capacitance arises from Faradaic reactions taking 
place at the electrode/electrolyte interface [5].

From the basic characteristics that determine the development of high-performance electro-
chemical capacitor (EC) electrodes, the most important are design, manufacture electrodes 
with suitable materials, architecture, and structure [2].

The typical electrode materials for EDLC are carbon materials (carbon nanotubes, graphene, 
activated carbon, etc.) due to their high-specific surface area and excellent conductivity [6], 
and the conductive polymers (polypyrrole, polyaniline, and polythiophene) are often used 
for pseudo-capacitors due to their high conductivity and large storage capacity [7]. However, 
the specific capacitance of carbon materials is commonly far less than that of conductive poly-
mers, and the storage capacity of conductive polymers gradually decreases with the increase 
in the number of cycle (charge-discharge) [4].

In order to alleviate the inherent drawback of single materials, researchers have combined 
carbon materials and conductive polymers to obtain hybrid or composite materials with both 
high-specific capacitance and good cycle life called hybrid supercapacitors [8].

There are two methods for the preparation of hybrid capacitors: chemical methods in which 
an oxidizing agent is used and in-situ polymerization occurs, e.g., in situ chemical polymer-
ization of graphene with polyaniline [9], forming the hybrid composite graphene/polyaniline 
(Figure 1). Another method is the electrochemical synthesis of conductive polymeric nano-
composites in which nanomaterials are dispersed in a monomer solution and formed by 
electropolymerization [10].

Being Au an excellent conductive material, it can be used to improve further the electrical properties 
of the GO/PANI hybrid material, incorporating it into the polymer matrix, as gold nanoparticles 
(NpAu), expecting the nanoscale dimension to potentiate the overall hybrid material properties.

With all the above ideas in mind, the next section shows some results about the synthesis of 
graphene oxide/polyaniline/Au nanoparticles hybrid material suitable to be used for energy 
applications.

Graphene Oxide - Applications and Opportunities76

2. Methodology development

The systems discussed were synthesized by the methodology, as shown in Figure 1, in which 
steps are described later and using the specified precursors and solvents.

2.1. Materials

All reactives were analytic degree: natural graphite powder, sulfuric acid 98% (H2SO4), hydro-
chloric acid (HCl), acetone, ethanol 98%, sodium nitrate (NaNO3), and potassium permanganate 
(KMnO4) from Meyer. Aniline monomer and gold (III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·H2O) and 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The hydrogen peroxide 
(30% H2O2) was purchased from Reasol, and ammonium persulfate (APS) was from Golden Bell.

2.2. Synthesis of graphene oxide sheets

Graphite oxide (GO) was synthesized by a modified Hummer’s method [11]. Graphite (10 g), 
NaNO3 (5 g), and concentrated H2SO4 (230 ml) were mixed and stirred at 0°C in a 2000 ml 
reaction flask, which was immersed in an ice bath. Then, KMnO4 (30 g) was added gradually 
over the stirring mixture, the temperature was controlled below 35°C, and the whole mixture 
was stirred for 2 h. After 30-min rest, the temperature of the mixture was raised to 98°C, and 
460 ml of de-ionized water was slowly added to the suspension during 40 min.

After 30 min, the mixture was diluted by 1.4 l of de-ionized water and treated with (25 ml) 
H2O2 30% to reduce residual permanganate to soluble manganese ions until the gas evolution 
ceased. The resulting suspension was washed with HCl 1 M and de-ionized water until the 
filtrate became neutral and remaining impurities were removed. The product, graphite oxide, 
was exfoliated in an ultrasonic bath (2 h) to form graphene oxide (GO) sheets.

2.3. Synthesis of polyaniline nanofibers and in situ polymerization GO/PANI

Polyaniline was synthesized by chemical polymerization using ammonium persulfate (APS) as 
oxidant and HCl as doping agent. The aniline and APS mole ratio employed was 1:1, dissolved 

Figure 1. In situ polymerization of graphene oxide with polyaniline, forming the hybrid composite graphene oxide/
polyaniline, and the incorporation of AuNp on the matrix GO/PANI.
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in 100 ml HCl 2 M separately, and put into an ice bath. The two solutions were mixed rapidly 
at 20°C temperature and put in ultrasonic bath for 3 h. The obtained green mixture was filtered 
and washed with ethanol and de-ionized water. The final product was put into a vacuum oven 
at 60°C for 4 h.

The polyaniline/graphene oxide (GO/PANI) composite was prepared by the same polymer-
ization method with the presence of graphene oxide. In this case, the aniline was fixed at 40% 
wt. with 60% wt. graphene oxide in the acidic solution of HCl 2 M, according to the method 
reported and mentioned before [11].

2.4. Synthesis of Au nanoparticles (AuNp)

In a flask with 10 ml of 1 mM HAuCl4 brought to boil with vigorous stirring, rapid addition of 
1 ml of 38.8 mM sodium citrate to the vortex of the solution was added and resulted in a color 
change from yellow to burgundy. The heating at the same temperature and stirring was con-
tinued for an additional 15 min, and the resulting colloidal particles solution was stored at 4°C.

2.5. Electrodes and electrochemical measurement

To prepare the working electrode samples, GO, PANI or GO/PANI, and PTFE were mixed 
(90:10, w/w) and dispersed in ethanol. For the system GO/PANI, AuNp, and PTFE, they were 
mixed (72:20:8%), respectively, and were also dispersed by sonication in ethanol. Carbon 
cloth, stainless steel, and copper electrode (1 cm2 area) were coated with the mixture and 
dried at room temperature for 12 h.

The electrochemical experiments were performed in a three electrode cell arrangement. A 
graphite rod was used as a counter electrode, and the potentials were measured with respect to 
a Ag/AgCl standard electrode (saturated with KCl). The electrochemical impedance measure-
ments were carried out by applying an AC voltage of 10 mV amplitude in the 10 kHz–0.01 Hz 
frequency range. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out in 1 M H2SO4 solution 
at different scan rates of 2–100 mV/s in a voltage range of −0.4 to 1.2 V. Electrochemical Gill 
AC Instruments analyzer ACM serial 1039 were used throughout the experiments.

3. Characterization of the hybrid materials

To realize the characterization of the synthesized hybrid materials, they were analyzed with 
the relevant methods and specified instruments.

3.1. Apparatus

Morphological characterization was carried out by using SEM Hitachi S-5500. The X-ray dif-
fraction patterns were obtained from a Bruker D2 Phaser. The FTIR infrared analysis was 
measured with Platinum-ATR Alpha Bruker, and the ultraviolet visible spectra were obtained 
from Genesys 105 UV-Vis Thermo Scientific. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was a LEO 
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model operating at 15 kV, at 1, 5, 10, and 15 kX magnifications. Raman spectroscopy was a 
WITec alpha 300 AR, laser source: 532 nm (green), power: 15.6 mW, optical objective: 100×, 
integration time 5 s, eight accumulations.

3.2. Elemental analysis of the GO

As was mentioned in the methodology description, to obtain GO sheets, graphite was previ-
ously oxidized by a modified Hummer’s method [11] consisting in the chemical oxidation of 
the structure through the use of concentrated sulfuric acid, potassium permanganate, and 
sodium nitrate. After oxidation, this was followed by ultrasonic bath, to break Van der Waals 
forces to separate the sheets and to obtain GO (Figure 2a). The incorporation of oxygen into 
the graphite crystalline network was corroborated, determining the carbon/oxygen ratio 
through SEM elemental X-ray analysis (Figure 2b).

3.3. FTIR spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was used to elucidate the covalent grafting and to confirm the change 
in functional groups during each step. Figure 3 represents the FTIR spectra of GO, PANI, 
GO/PANI, and GO/PANI/AuNp. The GO shows absorption bands at 3200 and 1734 cm−1, 
which correspond to O─H, C═O in COOH [12]. It can be also observed that there are bands 
around 1605 and 1376, which are due to the intercalated water and deformation vibrations 
of C─O in C─OH and C─O─C functional groups [13].

For pure PANI prominent attributed absorption peaks are seen at 1630 and 1394 cm−1, belong-
ing to C═C stretching deformation of quinoid and C═N stretching of secondary aromatic 
amine, revealing the presence of emeraldine salt state in PANI [14]. The bands at 1184 and 
805 cm−1 correspond to ─C─N stretching vibration and out of plane bending vibrations of 
C─H in the benzene ring. Around 3281 cm−1, it was observed an absorption band for N─H 
stretching of the amine group.

The FTIR spectrum of the GO/PANI composite was identical to that of PANI, which con-
firmed that the GO surface was wrapped by PANI [14]. There is no peak observed at 3200 
and 1734 cm−1 (─OH and C═O vibrations, respectively), indicating the reduction of GO took 

Figure 2. (a) GO sheets separation and (b) elemental analysis.
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Figure 2. (a) GO sheets separation and (b) elemental analysis.
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place due to the polymerization of aniline, in addition to the confirmation that PANI has 
been covalently grafted onto the surface of the GO sheets. The FTIR bands were displaced, 
indicating a covalent bond and displacement due to the molecule arrangement. Functional 
groups responsible for stabilization of gold nanoparticles appeared in the band at 3300 cm−1 
corresponding to N─H vibrations [15].

3.4. X-ray diffraction

Understating the morphological as well as structural changes of the products obtained, 
XRD studies on graphite, GO, PANI, GO/PANI, and GO/PANI/AuNp were analyzed. 

Figure 3. FT-IR spectrum of GO, PANI, and the composites GO/PANI and GO/PANI/AuNp.
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Figure 4 exhibits the XRD crystallographic pattern of graphite, and the basal reflection 
(002) peak at 2θ = 25° indicates a d-spacing of 0.35 nm based on Bragg’s equation. After 
chemical oxidation, the peaks shifted to a lower angle reflection plane (001) at 2θ =10.5°, 
which indicates a d-spacing of 0.84 nm.

This widening of the d-spacing can be attributed to the intercalation of water molecules and 
generation of oxygenated functional such as epoxy, hydroxyl, and carboxyl groups between 
the inter-layering of the graphite sheets during severe oxidation [9], the small peak observed 
at 2θ = 42.5° associated with (100) plane of graphite, and indicates that small amounts of 
graphite phases are still present [10]. The peaks for emeraldine form PANI were exhibited 
at 2θ = 25, 21, 15, and 9° corresponding to (200), (020), (011), (001) reflections for PANI, 
respectively [16].

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction (XRD) of graphite, GO, PANI, GO/PANI, and GO/PANI/AuNp.
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After the polymerization, it is observed the reduction of graphene oxide by the interaction 
with PANI demonstrated with the decrease of (001) reflection plane angle (2θ = 10.5°). The 
XRD pattern of GO/PANI presents crystalline peaks similar to those of PANI. The peak around 
2θ = 26° is correlated to the interlayer space between the graphene sheets, which overlap with 
the diffractions from PANI [16]. The AuNp peaks were observed at 2θ = 32, 38.4, and 44.6°, 
corresponding to (100), (111), and (200) planes of the face centered cubic crystal, respectively.

3.5. Ultraviolet-vis

The AuNps were synthesized by Turkevich’s method (1951) [17] in which reduction results 
were observed with the color change from pale yellow to burgundy. The color of AuNp is 
dependent upon the size and shape of the nanoparticles formed, which is correspondingly 
associated with the surface plasmon resonance due to collective oscillations of six electrons in 
the conduction band of AuNp, and this is the resonance frequency of the incident electromag-
netic radiation [17, 18]. In Figure 5a, the burgundy particle dispersion attributed to circular 
shape particles with less than 40 nm in size can be observed, which agreed with circular shape 
with diameters 10-40 nm for AuNp, obtained by the citrate method [19].

The maximum absorption was observed at 520 nm (as seen in Figure 5b) corresponding to 
the plasmon collective oscillation of gold [20], indicating that the nanoparticles are evenly 
dispersed in the aqueous solvent. When the incident light wave frequency resonates with 
the electron coherent movement from the conduction band, it produces a strong absorption, 
which is the origin of the observed colloidal color [21]. For small metallic nanoparticles 
(less than 20 nm in diameter), the absorption spectrum only depends on the dipole oscilla-
tion, being the reason for the color change from the Au salt reaction (pale yellow) with the 
sodium citrate, forming gold nanoparticles (burgundy color), in which the resonant maxi-
mum absorption band of plasmon surface (520 nm) observed is AuNp characteristic nuclei 
response.

Figure 5. UV-Vis of gold nanoparticles (a) nanoparticles dispersion and (b) the maximum absorption observed at 520 nm.
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3.6. High-resolution scanning electron microscopy

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) images were used to study size, shape, 
and dispersion about the synthesized nanomaterials. Figure 6(a–c) presents SEM micrographs 
at different magnifications showing views of the GO obtained by Hummer’s modified method, 
graphene oxide sheets morphology are clearly seen, showing wrinkled and folded regions and the 
transparent property associated with them. Surface properties are associated with the shape and 
size of AuNp (Figure 6d) presenting sphere particles with an average size of 10–40 nm in diameter.

3.7. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is one of the most important techniques to detect and distinguish the 
graphene properties. This technique provides valuable information regarding the number of 
sheet layers, edges, and defects. This evaluation is very important because structural defects 
transform the graphene in such a way that intrinsic defects in the band structure modify its 
electric and magnetic properties.

Figure 6. HRSEM micrographs of (a–c) graphene oxide and (d) gold nanoparticles.
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Figure 7 shows the Raman spectra of graphite, GO, and GO/PANI composite. Graphite exhibits 
two peaks: a D band at 1363 cm−1 corresponding to defects or edge areas and a G band at 1577 cm−1 
related to the vibration of sp2-hybrided carbon. When GO is intercalated and oxidized, the band 
shifts to a higher wavenumber (1589 cm−1) and widens as a result of a loss of interaction between the 
adjacent layers. The band of GO/PANI at 1358 cm−1 is more intense than that of GO due to the inter-
calation of oxygen-containing functional groups with covalent bonding in the GO layer [13, 14].

4. Electrochemical properties of the hybrid materials

4.1. Electrochemical capacitors

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis was then carried out to investigate 
the electrochemical behavior of the materials synthesized. Hybrid coatings were tested first in 
carbon cloth acting as a substrate (blank). A typical Nyquist plot consisted of a semicircle in the 
high-frequency region and a linear part in the low-frequency area is formed [22]. Alternatively, 
the Bode plot presents the total impedance and phase angle as a function of frequency.

The diameter of the semicircle correlates with the interfacial charge-transfer resistance, usu-
ally representing the electrochemical reaction on the electrode (Faradaic resistance) [23]. All 

Figure 7. Raman spectra of graphite, GO, and GO/PANI composite.
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hybrid materials show very small diameter semicircle demonstrating the good electrical con-
ductivity of the three-element composite, with a semi-straight line at mid to low frequencies, 
associated to capacitive behavior (mass transfer control) and lower charge-transfer resistance.

The Nyquist and Bode plots obtained are presented in Figure 8a and b, respectively, and 
for comparison purposes, the carbon cloth presents the highest overall or total impedance 
value above 1 kohm·cm2 at the low frequency limit (0.01 Hz). The GO system shows a lower 
impedance value around 4500 kohms·cm2, both showing an inverse frequency behavior at 
intermediate frequencies corresponding to double layer capacitance. For the PANI system, 
the impedance values diminished in all the frequency bandwidth considered around 45 
ohms·cm2, reflecting the conductive properties of the polymer material.

The GO/PANI/AuNp hybrid exhibits the semicircle smaller than GO/PANI and PANI, sug-
gesting better conductivity and lower charge transfer resistance. A straight sloping line in the 
lower frequency represents the diffusion resistance (Warburg impedance, W), which reflects 
the diffusion or mass transfer of redox species in the electrolyte, and a steeper line usually 
indicates faster ion diffusion.

Based on these electrochemical analyses, the enhanced capacitive behavior was due to the 
synergistic effect between graphene oxide and PANI, besides the high conductivity of the 
AuNp. In addition, the small nanometer size can exhibit enhanced electrode/electrolyte 
interface areas, providing high electro-active regions and short diffusion lengths. This is also 
true for the GO/PANI and GO/PANI/AuNp hybrid materials showing a further decrease of 
around 10 ohms·cm2, presenting low impedance behavior all around [22].

Bode impedance diagrams (Figure 8) demonstrate that the synthesized materials PANI, GO/
PANI, and GO/PANI/AuNp present good conductivity properties with low impedance val-
ues. Also, the capacitive behavior was observed with the carbon cloth (blank) and the GO 
material. This analysis reveals that the good electrical conductivity and ion diffusion behavior 
resulted in the electrochemical performance of GO/PANI/AuNp of the three element hybrid 
material [23].

Figure 8. Impedance plots (a) Nyquist and (b) Bode for carbon cloth material support, and each synthesized material; 
GO, PANI, GO/PANI, GO/PANI/NpAu.
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Another phenomenon that reinforces the theoretical explanation [24] is the reduction of the 
total impedance about two to three orders of magnitude with respect to the carbon cloth 
(blank) as can be seen in the Bode impedance diagram (Figure 8b), indicating the greatly 
increased ionic conductivity (high frequency) of the system.

Cyclic voltammetry is a tool used to evaluate the faradaic and nonfaradaic processes as well 
as the capacitive properties and mechanisms of reaction at the electrode interface (Figure 9). 
The electrochemical response of the carbon cloth, of current as a function of potential for 
different sweep rates, is shown (Figure 9a), obtaining the best rate at 5 mV/s, where a more 
trapezoidal shape was obtained (Figure 9b).

Figure 10a presents the cyclic voltammetry of carbon cloth coated with polyaniline (PANI) 
showing oxidation peaks for PANI around 0.5 and 0.96 V, while reduction peaks are observed 
at −0.2 and 0.2 V. The separation between peaks is more than 0.2 V; therefore, the reaction is 
quasi-reversible and attributed to transition of PANI, from emeraldine to the pernigraniline 
form [25]. The incorporation of PANI as a cover demonstrates the increased capacitance from 
the shape obtained.

In Figure 10b, the cyclic voltammogram for the different components applied to the carbon 
cloth supporting material (blank) in a (H2SO4) 1 M solution is presented. The graphs show 
when incorporating the PANI to the GO matrix the current increases about 63 mA/cm2 as the 
maximum peak in the anodic current (ia), while an increase in 100 mA/cm2 is observed as the 
maximum peak, for the whole hybrid system GO/PANI/AuNp. The subsequent incorporation 
of the different components to the hybrid system increases the total area of the trapezoid shape.

This involves two types of capacitive behavior contribution: from the electrochemical double 
layer capacitance (EDL) produced by GO and pseudo capacitive behavior from the incorpora-
tion of PANI. This suggestion is obtained from the two peaks observed in the voltammogram 
that indicated the existence of faradaic processes. This suggests a good synergism from the 
components of the matrix as well as good conductive properties [26].

Figure 9. Cyclic voltammetry results of (a) carbon cloth different rates and (b) carbon cloth at 2 and 5 mV/s showing a 
trapezoidal form.
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The specific capacitance of the electrodes can be calculated according to the following equa-
tion (1) from CV curves:

  C =   I ___ mV    (1)

where I is the current, m is the mass of reactive material, and V is the potential scan rate.

The system presents potential to be used as capacitors with obtained values around 100–
160 F/g. Au nanoparticles improve the capacitance behavior in GO/PANI/AuNp hybrid mate-
rial for energy application.

4.2. Fuel cell electrodes

Another interesting possibility for the hybrid material synthesized may have promising 
applications as conductive material such as electrodes for fuel cells, in combination with 
metallic substrates. In the following examples, metal substrate includes copper and stainless 
steel [27].

For stainless steel substrate with the four synthesized hybrid component as coatings, immersed 
in the H2SO4 solution, the Nyquist and Bode impedance plots are presented in Figure 11. The 
two time constant behavior can be seen. The coatings response and dielectric properties are 
ascribed to higher frequencies (kHz), whereas at mid to lower frequencies (Hz–mHz), the 
response is associated with the oxide layer or bare metal substrate coating interface [28]. For 
the system tested, Nyquist plots present small diameter semicircle followed by a straight line 
with different slopes, corresponding to mass transfer diffusion process (Figure 11a). Bode 
plots (Figure 11b) present at the highest frequency: in the PANI coated stainless steel the 
highest impedance (70 ohms·cm2), followed  by GO, GO/PANI, PANI and the lowest for GO/
PANI/AuNp (10 ohms·cm2).

Figure 10. Cyclic voltammetry results of (a) PANI showing redox peaks to transition of PANI, from leucoemeraldine/
emeraldine and emeraldine/pernigraniline form and (b) carbon cloth, PANI, GO/PANI, and GO/PANI/AuNp.
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Figure 12. Impedance for copper and different coating components immersed in H2SO4 1 M solution (a) Nyquist and 
(b) Bode plots.

In a similar way as before, the coating systems were applied, but this time in a copper metal 
substrate. A similar response was obtained (Figure 12), where the Nyquist plots show a semi-
circle with lower impedance resistance values as compared with stainless steel samples; fol-
lowed by a straight line with different slopes associated to the coating protection and mass 
transport (Figure 12a) [29].

The high frequency impedance obtained was for the GO, followed by Cu, PANI, GO/
PANI, and the lowest impedance value (15 ohms·cm2) for the GO/PANI/AuNp coating 
sample. The highest impedance modulus (low frequency) seen is for the bare copper sample 
(650 ohms·cm2) lowering its values for PANI, GO, and GO/PANI, and the smallest value reg-
istered is for the coating GO/PANI/AuNp system (Figure 12b). The mass transfer is reflected 
in the impedance modules obtained [30].

Figure 11. Impedance for stainless steel and different coating components immersed in H2SO4 1 M solution (a) Nyquist 
and (b) Bode plots.
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Both metal coating systems present good conductive properties for the hybrid synthesized 
coating system. Lower resistance, good ionic conductivity, and capacitive properties, which 
present GO/PANI/AuNp compound, make it attractive for different technological develop-
ments and applications in the energy sector.

5. Summary

It was possible to synthesize the hybrid material as evidenced by the characterization techniques. 
Electrochemical analysis demonstrates the capacitive redox behavior of PANI, but graphene, 
which is a material with large surface area (the property that increases the capacitance) when 
combined with the polyaniline conducting polymer, acts as a good material for electrical conduc-
tion rather than good capacitive behavior. The introduction of the AuNp in the network further 
increases the electric conduction. The trapezoidal shape of the voltammetric curves indicates 
maximum peaks with a capacitance of 160 F/g. This quantity indicates that the current is deliv-
ered very fast, which is not convenient for a capacitor. These results conclude that it is not a very 
good material for energy storage; however, it has promising applications as conductive material 
such as electrodes for fuel cells. Good electrochemical properties were obtained for metal elec-
trodes coated with the hybrid systems, suggesting good energy electrode applications.
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Figure 12. Impedance for copper and different coating components immersed in H2SO4 1 M solution (a) Nyquist and 
(b) Bode plots.

In a similar way as before, the coating systems were applied, but this time in a copper metal 
substrate. A similar response was obtained (Figure 12), where the Nyquist plots show a semi-
circle with lower impedance resistance values as compared with stainless steel samples; fol-
lowed by a straight line with different slopes associated to the coating protection and mass 
transport (Figure 12a) [29].

The high frequency impedance obtained was for the GO, followed by Cu, PANI, GO/
PANI, and the lowest impedance value (15 ohms·cm2) for the GO/PANI/AuNp coating 
sample. The highest impedance modulus (low frequency) seen is for the bare copper sample 
(650 ohms·cm2) lowering its values for PANI, GO, and GO/PANI, and the smallest value reg-
istered is for the coating GO/PANI/AuNp system (Figure 12b). The mass transfer is reflected 
in the impedance modules obtained [30].

Figure 11. Impedance for stainless steel and different coating components immersed in H2SO4 1 M solution (a) Nyquist 
and (b) Bode plots.
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Both metal coating systems present good conductive properties for the hybrid synthesized 
coating system. Lower resistance, good ionic conductivity, and capacitive properties, which 
present GO/PANI/AuNp compound, make it attractive for different technological develop-
ments and applications in the energy sector.

5. Summary

It was possible to synthesize the hybrid material as evidenced by the characterization techniques. 
Electrochemical analysis demonstrates the capacitive redox behavior of PANI, but graphene, 
which is a material with large surface area (the property that increases the capacitance) when 
combined with the polyaniline conducting polymer, acts as a good material for electrical conduc-
tion rather than good capacitive behavior. The introduction of the AuNp in the network further 
increases the electric conduction. The trapezoidal shape of the voltammetric curves indicates 
maximum peaks with a capacitance of 160 F/g. This quantity indicates that the current is deliv-
ered very fast, which is not convenient for a capacitor. These results conclude that it is not a very 
good material for energy storage; however, it has promising applications as conductive material 
such as electrodes for fuel cells. Good electrochemical properties were obtained for metal elec-
trodes coated with the hybrid systems, suggesting good energy electrode applications.
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Abstract

Defect engineering in reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for a smart design of fuel-cell sup-
ports has become an effective approach to improve the restricted two-dimensional (2D) 
mass and charge transfer and to boost the alcohol oxidation reaction. The present mini-
review describes recent trends across prominent characteristics of tailored reduced gra-
phene oxides, which include but are not restricted to, engineered three-dimensional (3D) 
nanostructures for better mass transport, tuned electron/hole conduction for easier elec-
trical transport, and hybridized surfaces for high electrocatalytic activity. Special focus 
fixes upon the experimental progress on defect engineering, from three-dimensional 
structure assembly to surface metal complexation and heteroatom doping to size-con-
trolled defect formation. Given their crucial impact on reduced graphene oxide proper-
ties, controlled methods for synthesis, and processing offer considerable promise toward 
next-generation carbon nanomaterials for electrocatalysis.

Keywords: defect engineering, reduced graphene oxide (rGO), electrocatalysis,  
fuel cells

1. Introduction

In response to an increasingly carbon-constrained world, the adoption of policies aimed at 
developing new technologies has emerged in the face of cleaner energy production. In this 
context, direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFCs) have been recognized as promising systems to pro-
vide continuous and low-carbon power supply. Basically, a DAFC operates by electrochemi-
cally oxidizing an alcohol, such as methanol or ethanol, at the anode, to produce protons 
(H+ ions), and electrons. Protons are transferred to the cathode through the proton exchange 

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Abstract

Defect engineering in reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for a smart design of fuel-cell sup-
ports has become an effective approach to improve the restricted two-dimensional (2D) 
mass and charge transfer and to boost the alcohol oxidation reaction. The present mini-
review describes recent trends across prominent characteristics of tailored reduced gra-
phene oxides, which include but are not restricted to, engineered three-dimensional (3D) 
nanostructures for better mass transport, tuned electron/hole conduction for easier elec-
trical transport, and hybridized surfaces for high electrocatalytic activity. Special focus 
fixes upon the experimental progress on defect engineering, from three-dimensional 
structure assembly to surface metal complexation and heteroatom doping to size-con-
trolled defect formation. Given their crucial impact on reduced graphene oxide proper-
ties, controlled methods for synthesis, and processing offer considerable promise toward 
next-generation carbon nanomaterials for electrocatalysis.

Keywords: defect engineering, reduced graphene oxide (rGO), electrocatalysis,  
fuel cells

1. Introduction

In response to an increasingly carbon-constrained world, the adoption of policies aimed at 
developing new technologies has emerged in the face of cleaner energy production. In this 
context, direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFCs) have been recognized as promising systems to pro-
vide continuous and low-carbon power supply. Basically, a DAFC operates by electrochemi-
cally oxidizing an alcohol, such as methanol or ethanol, at the anode, to produce protons 
(H+ ions), and electrons. Protons are transferred to the cathode through the proton exchange 
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membrane and react with OH− ions, which are generated from the electrochemical reduction 
of oxygen, at the cathode, to produce water, heat, and electricity [1–4].

In spite of the attractiveness of these non-stop and low-carbon energy generation systems, 
important commercialization issues still need to be addressed. The kinetics of the alcohol 
oxidation reaction largely determines the overall efficiency of the fuel cell. In order to boost 
conversion efficiencies, highly active catalysts are required because of the low operating tem-
peratures (60–120°C). Therefore, far, it is undisputed that platinum (Pt) provides the best 
correlation between energy adsorption and exchange current density [5]. With studies dem-
onstrating the high instability of Pt catalysts [6–9] and the overall performance dependence 
on large Pt loadings [10–12], it has become imperative to design improved, durable, and 
highly efficient electrocatalysts.

Various attempts, such as the dispersion of Pt on high area conductive supports [13–19] and its 
combination with another metal [20–23] have been addressed for improving Pt utilization in fuel-
cell reactions. Regarding the former approach, it is well-known that a suitable fuel-cell support 
provides a high surface-to-volume ratio of metal particles, which, in turn, maximizes the avail-
able area for electrochemical reactions [24]. In comparison to state-of-the-art C black, reduced 
graphene oxide (rGO) sheets have been demonstrated as an advanced electrocatalyst support for 
DAFCs due to the unique characteristics of the two-dimensional (2D) structure [24, 25]. The high 
theoretical surface area (2.630 m2·g−1 for a single layer) and ultra-large surface-to-volume ratio, 
when combined with the fast heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) rate, high specific capaci-
tance (550 F·g−1), and intrinsic redox activity, make rGO an ideal platform for homogeneous dis-
persion of Pt nanoparticles and faster charge and mass transport properties [26–28].

In spite of the appealing properties noted above, restacking of the sheets due to the strong 
van der Waals interaction greatly reduces the accessible Pt surface area, resulting in low cata-
lyst utilization, and transport pathway for reaction species. Material processing techniques, 
broadly defined as the approaches for tailoring physicochemical properties, have been exten-
sively applied to control the interactions between rGO sheets and make them aggregation-
resistant in both wet and solid state [29]. In this context, some solutions have been paving the 
way for further research and development on the assembly of two- or three-dimensional (3D) 
structures with desirable microstructural features for electrocatalysis. Positive progresses, 
such as the development of intercalation composites [30–34] and the usage of geometrical 
modification strategies [35–37], have greatly improved the utilization of supported Pt cata-
lysts by increasing the density of exposed active sites.

Besides tailoring the physicochemical properties of the 2D structure, further advantageous 
characteristics for energy-conversion applications may be achieved by tuning the bandgap 
relative to the Dirac point in the C─C double bond network. Through electronic modulation 
of the support, high catalyst activity may be achieved by tuning the interaction between sup-
port and catalyst surfaces. In this sense, geometrically modified and/or heteroatom-doped 
rGO sheets, that is, can facilitate the property control of the Pt-support electronic effects. By 
enriching catalyst electronic structure due to catalyst/support synergism, novel characteris-
tics, such as smaller catalyst particle size, increased catalyst particle dispersion, increased 
catalyst durability and stability, can effectively improve catalyst utilization [38–43].
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Since the above observations reinforce the potential of intentional rGO modification as a strat-
egy for boosting the 2D mass and charge transfer, defect engineering in rGO, which refers to 
the introduction of controlled defects in the material structure, is focused on this mini-review. 
Although this chapter makes no attempt to be exhaustive, the present contribution describes 
new breakthroughs on defect engineering in rGO that have recently been published since 
2017, including recent advances and trends on state-of-the-art synthesis and utilization of 
engineered rGO sheets as fuel-cell support materials for the methanol and ethanol oxidation 
reactions. Future perspectives for further development are also proposed.

2. Overview of defect engineering in rGO for energy conversion

Defect engineering in 2D semiconductor technology refers to the introduction of controlled 
defects at the atomic level, such as heteroatoms and size-controlled vacancies, for the modifi-
cation of the two-dimensional structure and properties. In spite of these, other two strategies, 
a 3D structure assembly approach and a surface metal complexation methodology, have been 
included as part of a broadened view of defect engineering in reduced graphene oxide, as 
summarized in Figure 1. To produce tailor-made support materials with desirable charac-
teristics for fuel-cell catalysis, the usage and/or combination of defect-induced procedures is 
proposed toward the development of the next-generation rGO support materials.

In the first subsection of this mini-review, recent progresses on the synthesis and electroca-
talysis of 3D engineered rGO-based platinum catalysts toward methanol oxidation reaction 
(MOR) and ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR) are discussed. Then, advances in heteroatom 
doping for designing highly conductive three-dimensional rGO-based platinum catalysts 
and the impacts on electrocatalysis are presented. In the last subsection, research directions 
on surface metal complexation and size-controlled defect formation through metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) are proposed as future perspectives of further development.

2.1. Current trends in 3D structure assembly for enhanced mass transfer

Crumpling the sheets into porous frameworks has been highlighted as an attractive methodol-
ogy for enabling the interaction among nanoparticles and reactants. Kwok et al. [44] produced 
a high-quality platinum-decorated rGO aerogel with the aid of a solvothermal method. Their 
observations indicated that the rGO aerogel porous framework can be optimized by simply 
changing the GO concentration input for the gelation process. Tests on the supported ultra-
fine platinum nanoparticles (sizes ranging from 1.5 to 3 nm) showed that the electrochemi-
cally active surface area (ECSA) increased by about 8.92 times in comparison to a benchmark 
Pt/C catalyst, resulting in a 358% increment in specific power for a methanol-fed fuel cell.

In order to enhance catalyst utilization, Radhakrishnan et al. [45] fabricated a three-dimen-
sional assembly of platinum nanostructures with dominant (100) plane on rGO by a co-elec-
trodeposition method. They found that the morphology, active site, and the electrochemical 
activity of the catalyst were highly dependent on the number of electrochemical cycling used 
for the deposition. Their nanocomposite showed a high mass activity toward MOR, which 
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correlation between energy adsorption and exchange current density [5]. With studies dem-
onstrating the high instability of Pt catalysts [6–9] and the overall performance dependence 
on large Pt loadings [10–12], it has become imperative to design improved, durable, and 
highly efficient electrocatalysts.

Various attempts, such as the dispersion of Pt on high area conductive supports [13–19] and its 
combination with another metal [20–23] have been addressed for improving Pt utilization in fuel-
cell reactions. Regarding the former approach, it is well-known that a suitable fuel-cell support 
provides a high surface-to-volume ratio of metal particles, which, in turn, maximizes the avail-
able area for electrochemical reactions [24]. In comparison to state-of-the-art C black, reduced 
graphene oxide (rGO) sheets have been demonstrated as an advanced electrocatalyst support for 
DAFCs due to the unique characteristics of the two-dimensional (2D) structure [24, 25]. The high 
theoretical surface area (2.630 m2·g−1 for a single layer) and ultra-large surface-to-volume ratio, 
when combined with the fast heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) rate, high specific capaci-
tance (550 F·g−1), and intrinsic redox activity, make rGO an ideal platform for homogeneous dis-
persion of Pt nanoparticles and faster charge and mass transport properties [26–28].

In spite of the appealing properties noted above, restacking of the sheets due to the strong 
van der Waals interaction greatly reduces the accessible Pt surface area, resulting in low cata-
lyst utilization, and transport pathway for reaction species. Material processing techniques, 
broadly defined as the approaches for tailoring physicochemical properties, have been exten-
sively applied to control the interactions between rGO sheets and make them aggregation-
resistant in both wet and solid state [29]. In this context, some solutions have been paving the 
way for further research and development on the assembly of two- or three-dimensional (3D) 
structures with desirable microstructural features for electrocatalysis. Positive progresses, 
such as the development of intercalation composites [30–34] and the usage of geometrical 
modification strategies [35–37], have greatly improved the utilization of supported Pt cata-
lysts by increasing the density of exposed active sites.

Besides tailoring the physicochemical properties of the 2D structure, further advantageous 
characteristics for energy-conversion applications may be achieved by tuning the bandgap 
relative to the Dirac point in the C─C double bond network. Through electronic modulation 
of the support, high catalyst activity may be achieved by tuning the interaction between sup-
port and catalyst surfaces. In this sense, geometrically modified and/or heteroatom-doped 
rGO sheets, that is, can facilitate the property control of the Pt-support electronic effects. By 
enriching catalyst electronic structure due to catalyst/support synergism, novel characteris-
tics, such as smaller catalyst particle size, increased catalyst particle dispersion, increased 
catalyst durability and stability, can effectively improve catalyst utilization [38–43].
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Crumpling the sheets into porous frameworks has been highlighted as an attractive methodol-
ogy for enabling the interaction among nanoparticles and reactants. Kwok et al. [44] produced 
a high-quality platinum-decorated rGO aerogel with the aid of a solvothermal method. Their 
observations indicated that the rGO aerogel porous framework can be optimized by simply 
changing the GO concentration input for the gelation process. Tests on the supported ultra-
fine platinum nanoparticles (sizes ranging from 1.5 to 3 nm) showed that the electrochemi-
cally active surface area (ECSA) increased by about 8.92 times in comparison to a benchmark 
Pt/C catalyst, resulting in a 358% increment in specific power for a methanol-fed fuel cell.

In order to enhance catalyst utilization, Radhakrishnan et al. [45] fabricated a three-dimen-
sional assembly of platinum nanostructures with dominant (100) plane on rGO by a co-elec-
trodeposition method. They found that the morphology, active site, and the electrochemical 
activity of the catalyst were highly dependent on the number of electrochemical cycling used 
for the deposition. Their nanocomposite showed a high mass activity toward MOR, which 
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was attributed to the strong metal-support interactions. At the atomic level, the single-step 
approach for growing morphology-controlled nanostructures incurred in geometric and an 
electronic changes of platinum surface for enhanced mass/charge transfer.

Abundant mass transfer channels were recently introduced by a geometric change of rGO 
surface, as reported by Qiu et al. [46]. Following the development of a sacrificial template 
method, platinum nanoparticles on 3D reduced graphene oxide hollow nanospheres were 
synthesized. The enhanced activity for the methanol oxidation reaction was provided by the 
three-dimensional microporous structure, which facilitated the exposure of the active sites 
thereby promoting the ion and mass transfer processes. In addition, the improved activity of 
the electrocatalyst was ascribed to the electronic effects of platinum when alloyed with transi-
tion metals (iron, cobalt, nickel) for achieving low platinum loading in fuel cells.

Further research and development on material processing approaches may be illustrated by the 
recent work of Wang et al. [47]. In their contribution, intercalation was extended to a polyani-
line (PANI) functionalization method. Deposited PANI effectively prevented rGO sheets from 
restacking during the preparation of the electrodes while a three-dimensional structure could 

Figure 1. General schematic roadmap of defect engineering strategies in reduced graphene oxide support materials for 
achieving advanced energy conversion.
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also be produced during the process. Synergistic effect of the porous framework was associ-
ated to faster mass and electron transfer, resulting in superior methanol electrooxidation. The 
advantage of the novel synthesis procedure is that the conductivity of rGO could be preserved 
with the increase in porosity due to the conductive polymeric network created by intercalated 
PANI. In related work in terms of covalent functionalization, Pinithchaisakula et al. [34] also 
demonstrated that polydopamine PDA-functionalized reduced graphene oxide improved the 
MOR activity. Very recently, Waenkaew et al. [48] also pointed the effect of PDA on the electro-
catalytic activity of Pt on rGO toward the oxidation of both methanol and ethanol.

As briefly pointed out, a three-dimensional hierarchical porous structure enables rGO sheets 
to efficiently improve the MOR activity due to the facilitated mass transfer arising from the 
3D morphology. Revisited works indicate the superior advantage of an architectured reduced 
graphene oxide structure over conventional carbon black support materials. In light of recent 
developments [44, 47], further porous electrode optimization is highly recommended for main-
taining the electrical conductivity of the rGO with the increase in porosity and decrease in 
density. By combining the heteroatom doping strategy, that is, to boost electrode conductivity, 
the porous materials will pave a way for fuel-cell development in the future.

2.2. Current trends in heteroatom doping for improved charge transfer

Efficiency increase in fuel cells has put forward a new prospect for the rational design of 
heteroatom-doped carbon nanomaterials for advanced energy conversion. This, together with 
the high-cost and scarcity of platinum has driven an intensive research effort for the develop-
ment of metal-free cathode catalysts. Indeed, heteroatom-doped reduced graphene oxide has 
led to a huge amount of literature on metal-free catalysts for oxygen electrocatalysis [49, 50]. 
Nevertheless, doped carbon nanomaterials could largely impact anode technology, guiding 
advances on supported catalysts with low platinum content.

Since current graphene derivatives suffer from low intrinsic conduction as fuel-cell catalyst 
supports and current carriers, heteroatom doping, the process in which some carbon atoms are 
replaced by heteroatoms, could have a positive impact on the development of highly conduc-
tive support materials. By considering the most recent works on this hot topic, current trends 
indicate that heteroatom doping is capable of simultaneously providing proper nanoparticle 
dispersion and size-controlled active sites, and along with tuning catalyst d-band for achiev-
ing superior catalyst electrochemical activity [51–53].

Among various heteroatom doping strategies, the incorporation of nitrogen (N) has been the 
most studied because quaternary N atoms (substitutional N-doping), as depicted in Figure 2, 
can introduce high positive charge distribution in the nearby C atoms due to the high electron-
withdrawing ability of N [50]. Furthermore, substitutional defects in the two-dimensional 
network can act as electron donors, providing n-type conductivity [54]. As a consequence, the 
former feature could lead to defective sites for efficient attachment of catalyst nanoparticles, 
whereas the latter could enhance an electron transport from support to the attached platinum 
nanoparticles, thereby increasing catalyst tolerance to poisoning.

Further development on the heteroatom doping approach may be followed with the work of 
Kanninen et al. [51]. In their methodology, reduced graphene oxide was co-doped with nitrogen 
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also be produced during the process. Synergistic effect of the porous framework was associ-
ated to faster mass and electron transfer, resulting in superior methanol electrooxidation. The 
advantage of the novel synthesis procedure is that the conductivity of rGO could be preserved 
with the increase in porosity due to the conductive polymeric network created by intercalated 
PANI. In related work in terms of covalent functionalization, Pinithchaisakula et al. [34] also 
demonstrated that polydopamine PDA-functionalized reduced graphene oxide improved the 
MOR activity. Very recently, Waenkaew et al. [48] also pointed the effect of PDA on the electro-
catalytic activity of Pt on rGO toward the oxidation of both methanol and ethanol.

As briefly pointed out, a three-dimensional hierarchical porous structure enables rGO sheets 
to efficiently improve the MOR activity due to the facilitated mass transfer arising from the 
3D morphology. Revisited works indicate the superior advantage of an architectured reduced 
graphene oxide structure over conventional carbon black support materials. In light of recent 
developments [44, 47], further porous electrode optimization is highly recommended for main-
taining the electrical conductivity of the rGO with the increase in porosity and decrease in 
density. By combining the heteroatom doping strategy, that is, to boost electrode conductivity, 
the porous materials will pave a way for fuel-cell development in the future.

2.2. Current trends in heteroatom doping for improved charge transfer

Efficiency increase in fuel cells has put forward a new prospect for the rational design of 
heteroatom-doped carbon nanomaterials for advanced energy conversion. This, together with 
the high-cost and scarcity of platinum has driven an intensive research effort for the develop-
ment of metal-free cathode catalysts. Indeed, heteroatom-doped reduced graphene oxide has 
led to a huge amount of literature on metal-free catalysts for oxygen electrocatalysis [49, 50]. 
Nevertheless, doped carbon nanomaterials could largely impact anode technology, guiding 
advances on supported catalysts with low platinum content.

Since current graphene derivatives suffer from low intrinsic conduction as fuel-cell catalyst 
supports and current carriers, heteroatom doping, the process in which some carbon atoms are 
replaced by heteroatoms, could have a positive impact on the development of highly conduc-
tive support materials. By considering the most recent works on this hot topic, current trends 
indicate that heteroatom doping is capable of simultaneously providing proper nanoparticle 
dispersion and size-controlled active sites, and along with tuning catalyst d-band for achiev-
ing superior catalyst electrochemical activity [51–53].

Among various heteroatom doping strategies, the incorporation of nitrogen (N) has been the 
most studied because quaternary N atoms (substitutional N-doping), as depicted in Figure 2, 
can introduce high positive charge distribution in the nearby C atoms due to the high electron-
withdrawing ability of N [50]. Furthermore, substitutional defects in the two-dimensional 
network can act as electron donors, providing n-type conductivity [54]. As a consequence, the 
former feature could lead to defective sites for efficient attachment of catalyst nanoparticles, 
whereas the latter could enhance an electron transport from support to the attached platinum 
nanoparticles, thereby increasing catalyst tolerance to poisoning.

Further development on the heteroatom doping approach may be followed with the work of 
Kanninen et al. [51]. In their methodology, reduced graphene oxide was co-doped with nitrogen 
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and sulphur atoms by a thiol-ene click chemistry approach. Co-doping changed platinum-sup-
port interaction, leading to a clear improvement on catalyst activity toward EOR in comparison 
to platinum supported on an undoped rGO. In addition, the induced defect sites generated 
from the co-doping strategy promoted the stabilization of the supported nanoparticles, result-
ing in enhanced catalyst durability. The latter was confirmed after a potential cycling test, 
revealing a minor loss in ECSA. After 500 potential cycles, the order of ECSA decrease was: 
Pt/C (−12.3 m2·g−1) > Pt/rGO (−3.8 m2·g−1) > Pt/rGO/ double-walled carbon nanotube (DWCNT) 
(−2.7 m2·g−1) > Pt/NS-rGO-DWCNT (−2.0 m2·g−1). Moreover, mixing double-walled carbon nano-
tubes (DWCNT) could prevent the restacking of the rGO sheets, leading to faster mass transfer.

Rethinasabapathy et al. [52] strategically tuned the MOR activity of supported platinum 
nanoparticles by designing an interconnected porous N-doped rGO through a hydrothermal 
method with urea as N source. They found that the incorporation of nitrogen atoms broke the 
2D lattice symmetry, creating induced-defect sites for an efficient attachment of metal nanopar-
ticles. Electrochemical characterization revealed a significant higher catalytic activity toward 
MOR in comparison to a nitrogen-free rGO support, which was attributed to the smaller parti-
cle size, narrower size distribution, and better dispersion of nanoparticles. The synergetic effect 
of N doping also contributed to an improvement of electronic conductivity, facilitating charge 
transfer from platinum-support interface to the strongly adsorbed MOR intermediates.

Inspired by the advantage of a three-dimensional assembly-assisted method, Zhao et al. [53] 
prepared a three-dimensional N-doped rGO through a feasible and simple one-pot hydro-
thermal process. By using melamine-cyanurate as both N source and pore forming agent, they 
reported the formation of an interconnected micrometer-scaled porous structure that could 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of nitrogen dopant configuration in the 2D carbon─carbon network.
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expose abundantly accessible catalyst sites, which led to an ECSA increased by 1.16 times in 
comparison to a benchmark Pt/C catalyst. As a result, platinum on rGO could enhance the 
MOR activity by approximately three times when compared to platinum on carbon black. 
Their recent results also revealed the advantage of N-doping, proper control of the platinum-
support electronic effects, increasing catalyst particle dispersion, and decreasing catalyst par-
ticle size and holding a high prospect for application as an anode catalyst toward MOR.

Briefly, current methodologies for synthesizing defect-induced 3D C nanosheets were aimed 
on the design of high-performance rGO fuel-cell support materials and current carriers. Also, 
noteworthy is the influence of the electronic interaction between support and catalyst in 
electrocatalysis. Based on these, non-metal heteroatom doping in architectured or expanded 
stacks of reduced graphene oxide is proposed herein as an alternative for maintaining the 
electrical conductivity of the porous electrode. In addition, future trends toward superior 
electrocatalysis should extend the modulation of the electronic properties of both support and 
supported catalysts to incorporation of different non-metal heteroatoms, such as boron (B), 
fluorine (F), and sulphur (S), into the carbon─carbon 2D network. In Table 1, a summary of 
the performance of some highly active electrode materials is presented.

Catalyst Synthesis conditions Reaction Performance parameter Refs.

ECSA (m2∙g−1) I* (mA∙mg−1)

Recent electrode materials tailored by the 3D structure assembly approach

Pt/GO Pt-precursor in 2 mg·mL−1 
GO autoclaved @ 
180°C/12 h

MOR 188 (~9× more than Pt/C) – [44]

rGO-Pt1 Thermal exfoliation of 
GO @ 180°C/3 h

MOR >6 K (~3× more than Pt/C) ~2.5 K (~2.5× 
more than 
Pt/C)

[45]

Pt/3D-GNs (PANI) Pt-precursor and Ani in 
2 mg·mL−1 GO autoclaved 
@ 180°C/24 h

MOR 48 (~2.4× more than Pt/C) ~550 (~3.5× 
more than 
Pt/C)

[47]

Recent electrode materials tailored by the heteroatom doping approach

Pt/NS-rGO/ 
DWCNT

NS-functionalized GO by 
a thiol-ene click reaction 
@ 70°C/12 h

EOR Stability test: 500 potential cycles. ECSA loss: 
Pt/C (−12.3 m2·g−1) and Pt/NS-rGO-DWCNT 
(−2.0 m2·g−1).

[51]

PtRuFe/NG GO/urea (1:300 m/m) 
autoclaved @ 180°C/12 h

MOR 96 (~2× more than PtRuFe/ 
rGO)

– [52]

Pt/NGA Melamine in 2 mg·mL−1 
GO autoclaved @ 
180°C/6 h followed by 
annealing @ 1000°C/1 h 
under Ar

MOR 60.6 (1.16× more than Pt/C) ~20 (~3× more 
than Pt/C)

[53]

*Current value obtained after chronoamperometry.

Table 1. Overview of the performance of some highly active electrode materials for alcohol electrocatalysis.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of nitrogen dopant configuration in the 2D carbon─carbon network.
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2.3. Future perspectives in defect engineering for superior electrocatalysis

Immense research work has been done in the field of materials science toward the study of 
MOFs for highly efficient oxygen electrocatalysis [55]. Basically, MOFs are a class of compos-
ite materials with a unique and highly ordered nanoporous (pore sizes smaller than 100 nm) 
structure, which are designed from a self-assembly of inorganic metals and organic linkers 
through co-ordination bonds. From an electrochemical aspect, co-ordinated metals could con-
tribute to an electronic effect as a consequence of the changes in platinum electronic structure, 
directly influencing catalyst activity. Thanks to abundant dual-metal active sites, superior 
electrocatalysts with ultra-low platinum content could be developed for alcohol electroca-
talysis further improving specific activity beyond the conventional platinum alloy approach.

Moreover, surface modification of rGO-supported platinum could lead to improved three-
dimensional nano- (or micro-) structures, resulting in synergistic effects for achieving faster 
mass and charge transport properties. In this context, proper synthetic procedures based on 
the controlled carbonization of the organic linkers (primarily containing heteroatoms) might 
serve as novel rational design strategies for the development of highly porous heteroatom-
doped supported catalysts. Also, noteworthy is that such a synthetic method, especially for 
large-scale production, should meet the requirements for commercialization, which include 
low cost, environmental sustainability and high reproducibility.

Last but not least, another contribution of the metal-organic framework process could be the 
in situ generation of metal oxide nanoparticles and their concomitant dispersion on rGO upon 
carbonization of the metal-organic complex. Thus, the deposited metal oxide nanoparticles 
could act as seeds for vacancy generation by etching the carbon─carbon network along the 
rGO-metal oxide interface. Size-controlled vacancies in the matrix of reduced graphene oxide 
are not only predicted to break the two-dimensional lattice symmetry, thereby tuning con-
duction mechanisms, but also act as trapping sites for heteroatom doping [56]. Therefore, in 
addition, heteroatom-doped porous and open structures on the basal planes together with 
the metal oxide nanoparticles might serve as novel active sites with high bifunctional activity. 
Precisely, a bifunctional effect has been associated to the presence of sites that aid in the dis-
sociation of water to form surface hydroxides, which can readily oxidize strongly adsorbed 
reaction intermediates. Indeed, development of heteroatom-doped size-controlled vacancies 
could positively contribute toward the improvement of platinum activity in alcohol oxidation 
reactions.

3. Conclusions

As summarized in this mini-review, an ideal fuel-cell electrode should be porous, and possess 
high conductivity, accessible electrochemical surface sites, and improved charge and mass trans-
fer pathways. Defect engineering, which involves manipulating the type, concentration, or spa-
tial distribution of heteroatoms and size-controlled vacancies within a solid, along with materials 
processing approaches, such as three-dimensional structure assembly and surface metal complex-
ation methodologies, has demonstrated its potential to tackle the challenges triggered by energy 
conversion concerns in direct alcohol fuel cells. With continuous progress on the  knowledge 
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gained from the engineered nanosheets, a transition from bench-scale nanotechnology to pilot 
plant manufactures and, eventually, commercial production is likely to be configured.
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Abstract

The densely functionalized graphene oxide (GO) surface and the two-dimensional carbon 
structure had provided a unique opportunity for supporting photocatalysts. Concerning 
GO-based photocatalysis, GO plays the role of an electron acceptor that accelerates the 
interfacial electron-transfer process, recombination retardant of charge carriers, fine-
tuner for the electronic and chemical properties of the supported photocatalysts, and 
finally, a carrier transport between different active sites. Moreover, standalone GO is a 
p-doped semiconductor material with the π* orbital of the oxygen remains as the conduc-
tion band minimum (CBM) while the valance band maximum (VBM) changes gradually 
from the p-orbital of carbon to the 2p orbital of oxygen upon oxidation. The outstanding 
features of the GO-based photocatalysis opened the way to serve the progress in many 
environmental applications including water treatment, air purification, water splitting, 
CO2 conversion, and sensing applications.

Keywords: photocatalysts, graphene oxide (GO), immobilization, environmental 
applications, energy conversion

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, advanced oxidation processes (AOP) have received great attention, 
especially photocatalysis. The term photocatalysis was generally used to describe materials 
activated with light photons of appropriate energy to modify the rate of a chemical reac-
tion without itself being transformed giving it the character of a catalyst. The photocatalytic 
process has provided an environmentally friendly method in many environmental and even 
non-environmental fields such as energy storage and conversion. However, the applications 
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of photo-activated catalysts have been limited by the relatively low-efficiency resulting in a 
growing research activity to improve this technique.

The abundance of functional epoxide and hydroxyl groups on graphene oxide (GO) surfaces 
with the edges and rim sites around vacancies being decorated with pendant carboxylic acid, 
quinoidal, ketone, and lactone groups enables binding of active sites. Fortunately, the oxygen-
ated groups can largely expand the structural/chemical diversity of GO by further chemi-
cal modification or functionalization, which offer an effective way to tailor the physical and 
chemical properties of GO to expected extents. Besides, GO also displays excellent optical 
and mechanical properties for a wide landscape of applications. Furthermore, the residual 
defects and holes arise through the reduction process of GO degrade the electronic quality of 
r-GO. As a consequence, GO, and GO-based composites have shown great potentials in the 
applications of energy storage/conversion and environment protection.

The properties of GO such as readily dispersible in water at the molecular level, biocompat-
ibility, and tunable band gap motivated researchers to explore its potential as photocatalytic 
material. Furthermore, GO combines two complementary qualities, electrons imbibition, and 
consumption. The electrons imbibition property stimulates the interfacial electron-transfer 
process from TiO2, actively limiting the chance of charge carriers recombination with a striking 
promoting of the photocatalytic response. Simultaneously, the consumption of the received 
electrons occurs during the partial reduction of GO to reconstruct the conjugated network of 
the graphene under ultraviolet (UV) assistance. This sensation leads to efficient charge sepa-
ration and the possibility of more interactions between the composite and targeted organic 
compounds. In addition, TiO2/GO composites extend the absorbable light range from the UV 
into the visible region.

2. Supported photocatalysts onto graphene oxide (GO)

Supported photocatalysts are a properly evolved concept in imparting progressed exposure 
of the catalysts to reactants and is common in industrial catalytic technologies. In this type of 
configuration, however, the nature of the photocatalyst-support interactions is important. For 
durable overall performance, a strong chemical bond is necessary, however, the influences of 
bonding on photocatalytic mechanisms are considered. The application of TiO2 in suspension 
is effective in capturing sunlight due to the fact suspended TiO2 powders have a high particu-
lar surface area within the range from 50 to 300 m2 g−1, which in turn helps in keeping off mass 
transfer limitation, ensuing in a high photocatalytic activity. Moreover, TiO2 alone showed 
a very low photocatalytic activity because of the rapid recombination of conduction band 
(CB) electrons and valence band (VB) holes. However, a light transport limitation appears 
with excessive catalyst loading. Besides, it is difficult to separate the small TiO2 particles from 
the water after the remedy. To overcome this, the catalyst particles can be immobilized on a 
surface. In addition, this may lower the oxidation capacity in keeping with volume of water as 
compared to the suspension of solid particles system, due to the mass transfer difficulty and 
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moderate transport limitation because of (i) a diminished catalyst surface-to-volume ratio, (ii) 
the presence of substrate that absorbs light and deteriorate its distribution, and (iii) a loss of 
movement of particles.

There are different kinds of materials that have been used as a support to fix photocatalysts. 
Among the different supports, GO is an excellent substrate material for many reasons due to 
its high specific surface area and superior electron mobility. There have been many efforts 
to immobilize TiO2 photocatalyst over diverse structures of supports together with increas-
ing the surface/volume ratio concurrently, which subsequently improves the photocatalytic 
oxidation efficiency. However, the surface area can only be productive if it allows efficient 
absorption of light. There is extensive attention to the preparation methods of GO-based mate-
rial nanocomposites. GO-based material nanocomposites can be synthesized by numerous 
methods and approaches including the hydrothermal method, electrochemical co-deposition, 
in situ polymerization, microwave-assisted method, vacuum impregnation, and sol-gel tech-
nique. In the GO-based nanocomposite, GO presents either as a functional component or as a 
substrate for immobilizing the other components.

3. Heterogeneous GO-based photocatalytic materials

Research series conducted by Fujishima and Honda pull the trigger of scientific research 
of photocatalysis stimulation. Their initial demonstration was based on the activation of 
a semiconductor particulate material by the action of radiation with an appropriate wave-
length to catalyze the dissociation of water. Since this time, several photocatalysts have 
been subject to extensive studies. In general, when a semiconductor photocatalyst material 
undergoes irradiation with a light of suitable wavelength, an electron gain a quantum of 
energy sufficient to its promotion to the CB. This electron transmission causes a positive 
hole in the VB. The electron in the CB and the hole in the VB are responsible for reduction 
or oxidation of any substrate, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The role of graphene-metal 
oxide composites as photocatalysts, adsorbents, and disinfectants in water treatment was 
previously reviewed [1].

Figure 1. Simplification of photocatalysis mechanism.
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of photo-activated catalysts have been limited by the relatively low-efficiency resulting in a 
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moderate transport limitation because of (i) a diminished catalyst surface-to-volume ratio, (ii) 
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3.1. Binary metal oxides

Titanium oxide (TiO2) is the first and most important binary transition metal oxides that have 
been studied in the field of photocatalysis. TiO2 is characterized by chemical stability and 
non-solubility in the aqueous medium, which facilitates the process of separation after the 
desired reactions. Moreover, photocatalytic stimulation is primarily aimed at environmen-
tal applications; therefore, non-toxicity of titanium dioxide is also favorable. Other n-type 
semiconductor binary oxides with a d-transition metal such as WO3, Fe2O3, Nb2O5, V2O5, NiO, 
Ta2O5, ZrO2, CuO, and Cu2O have been studied. In addition, binary metal oxides of elements 
other than transition metals such as ZnO, Ga2O3, Sb2O3, Bi2O3, and CeO2 had also some atten-
tion. Although ZnO suffers from photocorrosion, it is photocatalytic activity is comparable 
with TiO2. Furthermore, the photocorrosion process can be controlled by monitoring of the 
operational factors such as the pH, additives, and ZnO crystal growth.

GO has been explored as electron acceptor molecule for making composite with TiO2. The 
effects of particle size GO content and targeted pollutants for different TiO2 and GO compos-
ites have been represented by examples in Table 1. Moreover, other metal oxides such as ZnO, 

Composites TiO2 particle 
size

GO content Pollutant Ref.

Pt-GO-TiO2/GR 30 nm 0.5 wt% Dodecylbenzenesulfonate [9]

TiO2-GO and TiO2-GR 5–15 nm 90 wt% Methylene blue [10]

TiO2/GO — 10 mg Methylene blue [11]

TiO2GO 57 nm 3.3 wt% Diphenhydramine methyl [12]

TiO2/GO 50 nm thickness 10 wt% Methylene blue [13]

TiO2/GO 20–40nm 4.6 wt% Methyl orange [14]

TiO2/GO 30 nm 10 wt% Methylene blue [15]

TiO2/GO — GO:TiO2 = 1.5 wt Methyl orange [16]

TiO2/GO 10 nm 0.03 mg GO Methylene blue [17]

TiO2/GO 4–5 nm 3.3–4.0 wt% Diphenhydramine and methyl orange [18]

TiO2/GO 15 nm ~10% Rhodamine B [19]

TiO2/GO 10 nm GO:TiO2 = 3:2 wt Methyl orange [20]

TiO2/GO 6–9 nm 1 wt% Methylene blue [21]

Co3O4/TiO2/GO 30–50 nm 3–4 wt% Oxytetracycline and Congo Red [22]

Fe3O4/TiO2/GO 17 nm Enrofloxacin [23]

B/GO/TiO2 51 nm 4-Nitrophenol [24]

La/TiO2/GO Acid Blue 40 [25]

Table 1. Summary of TiO2 and GO composites used as photocatalyst.
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[2–4] NiO, [5] WO3, [6] CuO, [7], and Mn3O4, [8] have been also incorporated with GO to serve 
as an enhanced photocatalyst.

3.2. Non-oxidic binary compounds

Many photocatalytic substances contain no oxygen, but still have another element of 
group 16 in the periodic table. Chalcogenide such as CdS, ZnS, Sb2S3, Bi2S3, MoS, CdSe, and 
CdTe give a good example of such materials. Sulfides other than zinc sulfide have an absorp-
tion edge compatible with solar energy utilization rather than photocatalytic processes. 
Unfortunately, sulfides have the disadvantage of photo-induced corrosion. Cadmium sel-
enides and tellurides have a valence band redox potential lower than 1.23 V. This explains 
their poor photocatalytic activity for oxidation of organic pollutants [26].

A simple and high-yield room-temperature solid-state method was employed for the first 
time to fabricate GO/ZnS, GO/CdS, and GO/Bi2S3 composites [27]. The synthesized GO/metal 
sulfide composites were used as photocatalysts for the degradation of methyl orange under 
UV irradiation. The composites exhibited superior photocatalytic activity to pure metal sul-
fides, owing to the high specific surface area, and the reduction of photo-induced electron-
hole pair recombination in metal sulfides due to the introduction of GO.

However, incorporation of non-oxidic binary compounds alone with GO is superfluous. 
They are often introduced to the GO surface with each other or with different photocatalytic 
materials. The association of ZnS-CdS with GO to form the ZnS-CdS/GO heterostructure for 
the photocatalytic H2 gas generation result in the duplication of the recorded production 
rate. Moreover, doping ZnS-CdS/GO heterostructure with 2 wt% Pt nanoparticles to serve as 
co-catalysts, the hydrogen generation rate is significantly elevated to 1.68 and 0.78 mmol h−1 
upon irradiation with UV-visible or visible light, respectively [28].

3.3. Multiple compounds

Metallates of elements of the middle region of the periodic table and cations with filled or 
partially filled orbitals in their outer shell, which may hybridize with the oxygen 2p orbitals. 
Aluminates, ferrites, niobates, tantalates, titanates, tungstates, and vanadates are some exam-
ples of these metallates. While the examples of those cations are 6 s orbitals in Pb2+ and Bi3+, 
and 5 s in Sn2+ or 4d in Ag+. Various ternary and quaternary oxides, oxynitrides, oxysulfides, 
and oxyhalides have also been investigated for evaluation of their activity in the degradation 
of organic pollutants and water splitting.

Incorporation of metallates with GO has also been investigated as an enhanced photocata-
lyst. For instance, the Bi2WO6/GO photocatalysts were successfully prepared via in situ 
refluxing method in the presence of GO. The photocatalytic degradation of rhodamine B 
under visible light irradiation was utilized to evaluate the photocatalytic performance. 
The photocatalytic activity of Bi2WO6/graphene was greatly enhanced compared to pure 
Bi2WO6. The enhanced photocatalytic activity could be attributed to that GO as charge 
transfer channel [29].
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[2–4] NiO, [5] WO3, [6] CuO, [7], and Mn3O4, [8] have been also incorporated with GO to serve 
as an enhanced photocatalyst.

3.2. Non-oxidic binary compounds

Many photocatalytic substances contain no oxygen, but still have another element of 
group 16 in the periodic table. Chalcogenide such as CdS, ZnS, Sb2S3, Bi2S3, MoS, CdSe, and 
CdTe give a good example of such materials. Sulfides other than zinc sulfide have an absorp-
tion edge compatible with solar energy utilization rather than photocatalytic processes. 
Unfortunately, sulfides have the disadvantage of photo-induced corrosion. Cadmium sel-
enides and tellurides have a valence band redox potential lower than 1.23 V. This explains 
their poor photocatalytic activity for oxidation of organic pollutants [26].

A simple and high-yield room-temperature solid-state method was employed for the first 
time to fabricate GO/ZnS, GO/CdS, and GO/Bi2S3 composites [27]. The synthesized GO/metal 
sulfide composites were used as photocatalysts for the degradation of methyl orange under 
UV irradiation. The composites exhibited superior photocatalytic activity to pure metal sul-
fides, owing to the high specific surface area, and the reduction of photo-induced electron-
hole pair recombination in metal sulfides due to the introduction of GO.

However, incorporation of non-oxidic binary compounds alone with GO is superfluous. 
They are often introduced to the GO surface with each other or with different photocatalytic 
materials. The association of ZnS-CdS with GO to form the ZnS-CdS/GO heterostructure for 
the photocatalytic H2 gas generation result in the duplication of the recorded production 
rate. Moreover, doping ZnS-CdS/GO heterostructure with 2 wt% Pt nanoparticles to serve as 
co-catalysts, the hydrogen generation rate is significantly elevated to 1.68 and 0.78 mmol h−1 
upon irradiation with UV-visible or visible light, respectively [28].

3.3. Multiple compounds

Metallates of elements of the middle region of the periodic table and cations with filled or 
partially filled orbitals in their outer shell, which may hybridize with the oxygen 2p orbitals. 
Aluminates, ferrites, niobates, tantalates, titanates, tungstates, and vanadates are some exam-
ples of these metallates. While the examples of those cations are 6 s orbitals in Pb2+ and Bi3+, 
and 5 s in Sn2+ or 4d in Ag+. Various ternary and quaternary oxides, oxynitrides, oxysulfides, 
and oxyhalides have also been investigated for evaluation of their activity in the degradation 
of organic pollutants and water splitting.

Incorporation of metallates with GO has also been investigated as an enhanced photocata-
lyst. For instance, the Bi2WO6/GO photocatalysts were successfully prepared via in situ 
refluxing method in the presence of GO. The photocatalytic degradation of rhodamine B 
under visible light irradiation was utilized to evaluate the photocatalytic performance. 
The photocatalytic activity of Bi2WO6/graphene was greatly enhanced compared to pure 
Bi2WO6. The enhanced photocatalytic activity could be attributed to that GO as charge 
transfer channel [29].
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4. Photocatalytic roles of graphene oxide (GO)

4.1. Intrinsic photocatalytic activity

Most of the photocatalytic materials are wide band gap semiconductors. GO is a p-doped 
material because oxygen atoms are more electronegative than carbon atoms [30]. The band 
gap of GO can be tunable by just varying the oxidation level. The fully oxidized GO can act 
as an electrical insulator while the partially oxidized GO can act as a semiconductor [31]. 
Introducing more oxygen enlarges the band gap, and the valence band maximum (VBM) 
gradually changes from the p-orbital of graphene to the 2p orbital of oxygen; the π* orbital 
remains as the conduction band minimum (CBM), Figure 2.

The photocatalytic characteristics of GO nanostructures were confirmed by measuring reduc-
tion rate of resazurin into resorufin as a function of UV irradiation time [32]. The band gap 
of GO locates between 2.4 and 4.3 eV. Upon excitation, the electron-hole pairs will be gener-
ated at the GO surface. Hence, the localized defects on the GO nanosheets trap the produced 
electrons and limit their recombination process with the counter-currently produced holes.

4.2. Photocatalyst support

Since GO was rediscovered in 2004, it represents the top of carbon materials in many of its 
properties including outstanding electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties. GO as a 
support has many distinctive features including two-dimensional structure with the large 
specific surface area, high adsorption capacity, and excellent dispersibility in both aqueous 
and organic solvents [33]. Furthermore, the spread of the oxygenated functional groups facili-
tates the decoration of its surface with photoactive spots. As GO can add many advantages 
to the photocatalyst, it can also avoid many special problems related to the active site. The 
photocorrosion of ZnO was inhibited to a large extent upon incorporation with GO [34].

Figure 2. The VBM and CBM positions of GO sheets with varying oxidation level.
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We cannot overlook some of the constraints that may limit the use of GO in supporting 
photocatalysts. The first thing to issue is the operating temperature range. The temperature 
between 150 and 200°C is usually sufficient for the start of the GO labile oxygen-containing 
groups decomposition [35]. The second issue that there is a claim that the OH• radicals gener-
ated at the TiO2 surface could lead to an oxidative attack on the carbon-rich structure, which 
is ultimately mineralized as evident from the decreased total organic carbon (TOC) concentra-
tion with increasing irradiation time [36].

4.3. Charge separation and gap control

It is expected that the chemical bonding and associated charge transfer at the interface between 
the photocatalyst and GO support can be used to fine-tune the electronic and chemical proper-
ties of the active sites. For instance, TiO2 is the widely used photocatalyst, however, its activity 
is restricted to the ultraviolet region because of its wide band gap, and the photo-generated 
electron-hole pairs in experience rapid recombination [37, 38]. GO sheets are particularly 
effective in separating charges on TiO2 as the photo-generated electrons will move toward the 
GO support, leaving behind the holes in the supported semiconductor particles. Thus, the GO 
support acts as an electron acceptor to enhance the separation between the photo-generated 
electron and holes, thereby suppressing their recombination, and consequently enhancing the 
photocatalytic efficiency. In addition, the unpaired π-electrons on GO can interact with TiO2 
to extend the light absorption range of TiO2 (Figure 3). The GO/TiO2 composites exhibited 
excellent photochemical activity under visible light irradiation.

The photocatalytic activity of the gap controlled composite is governed by other factors 
including GO to active sites ratio. After the threshold limit, the photocatalytic activity decrease 
with increasing the absorption and scattering of photons by the excess carbon content in the 
composite. Photocatalytic activity of hybrid material also depends on the interface between 
TiO2 and graphene an intense coupling between TiO2 and GO facilitates charge separation 
and so retards recombination. Liang et al. [19] reported the growth of uniform TiO2 nano-
crystals directly on GO substrate via hydrolysis with subsequent hydrothermal treatment. 

Figure 3. The interaction between unpaired π-electrons on GO with surface TiO2.
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The resultant GO/TiO2 hybrids were tested in the photocatalytic degradation of the well-
known rhodamine B dye. In comparison with commercial P25 TiO2, the prepared hybrids 
showed a three time faster degradation rate due to the enhanced electronic combination 
between GO and TiO2 in addition to the remarkable higher gross surface area.

4.4. Heterojunction formation

Incorporating GO with metal-containing semiconductors can initiate a p-n junction, which 
considerably improves the separation of photo-generated charges. This is a possible way to 
fabricate GO/semiconductor composites with different properties by using a tunable semi-
conductor [39]. GO/TiO2 composites were prepared by using TiCl3 and GO as reactants. 
Again, the concentration of GO in starting solution played an important role in the photo-
catalytic performance of the composites. The heterojunction between p-type GO and n-type 
TiO2 semiconductors functioned as the separator for the photo-generated electron-hole pairs, 
Figure 4. These semiconductors could be excited by visible light with wavelengths longer 
than 510 nm for the degradation of methyl orange. Also, the integration of GO with TiO2 will 
significantly increase the photovoltaic response and significantly prolong its mean life-time of 
electron-hole pairs compared with that of TiO2 [40]. Similar to TiO2, ZnO also can form a p-n 
heterojunction with GO for visible light absorption. Quantum dot sized ZnO nanoparticles 
deposited on graphene sheets with a p-n heterojunction interface were demonstrated by a 
change of photocurrent direction at different bias potential that significantly enhanced photo-
response properties under solar light irradiation [41].

4.5. Coupling multiple active sites

GO can act as a common platform for more than one active site to produce enhanced hetero-
structure for photocatalytic activity. For example, ZnS-CdS/GO shows a twice activity toward 
photocatalytic hydrogen generation compared with ZnS-CdS standalone heterostructures [28]. 

Figure 4. p–n heterojunction formation at the interface between GO and TiO2.
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Hence, GO construct a carrier transport channel between ZnS and CdS to enhance coopera-
tive effects. In addition, GO oxide platform allow the loading of 2 wt% Pt nanoparticles as co-
catalysts for the ZnS-CdS/GO heterostructures. Under UV-visible and visible light irradiation 
the hydrogen generation rate of the resultant heterostructure is significantly improved to 1.68 
and 0.78 mmol h−1, respectively.

5. Environmental applications

5.1. Water treatment

The contamination problem of natural water resources with pollutants of different forms is a 
problem that threatens public health. The photocatalysis is expected to play a major role in the 
water purification process because it has a great ability to exploit solar energy in pollutants 
degradation in the moderate temperature range. Visible light-responsive photocatalysis has 
been widely investigated for the treatment of inorganic, organic, and biological contaminated 
water. However, the application of photocatalysis in water treatment is still in the research 
stage.

5.1.1. Degradation of organic pollutants

Since organic dyes pharmaceuticals are usually leakage with a significant part to the indus-
trial wastewater during manufacture processes; it has received a lot of attention in terms of 
treatment processes, including photocatalysis. Because of the easy tracing of dye decoloniza-
tion process, it has left a great scientific legacy of published scientific papers. In general, when 
the photocatalyst is irradiated with photon with energy compatible with the band gap energy 
(Eg), an electron is transferred from the VB to the CB, leaving behind a hole. Accordingly, the 
produced electron-hole pairs are involved in a series of chain oxidative-reductive reactions, 
Eqs. (1)–(10) [42].

  Photocatalyst + h𝜈𝜈 ⟶  h   +  +  e   −   (1)

   h   +  +  H  2   O ⟶   •  OH    +  H   +   (2)

   h   +  +  OH   −  ⟶   •  OH     (3)

   h   +  + pollutant ⟶   (pollutant)    +   (4)

   e   −  +  O  2   ⟶    •  O     2  −   (5)

     .  O     2  −  +  H   +  ⟶   •  OOH     (6)
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between GO and TiO2 in addition to the remarkable higher gross surface area.

4.4. Heterojunction formation

Incorporating GO with metal-containing semiconductors can initiate a p-n junction, which 
considerably improves the separation of photo-generated charges. This is a possible way to 
fabricate GO/semiconductor composites with different properties by using a tunable semi-
conductor [39]. GO/TiO2 composites were prepared by using TiCl3 and GO as reactants. 
Again, the concentration of GO in starting solution played an important role in the photo-
catalytic performance of the composites. The heterojunction between p-type GO and n-type 
TiO2 semiconductors functioned as the separator for the photo-generated electron-hole pairs, 
Figure 4. These semiconductors could be excited by visible light with wavelengths longer 
than 510 nm for the degradation of methyl orange. Also, the integration of GO with TiO2 will 
significantly increase the photovoltaic response and significantly prolong its mean life-time of 
electron-hole pairs compared with that of TiO2 [40]. Similar to TiO2, ZnO also can form a p-n 
heterojunction with GO for visible light absorption. Quantum dot sized ZnO nanoparticles 
deposited on graphene sheets with a p-n heterojunction interface were demonstrated by a 
change of photocurrent direction at different bias potential that significantly enhanced photo-
response properties under solar light irradiation [41].

4.5. Coupling multiple active sites

GO can act as a common platform for more than one active site to produce enhanced hetero-
structure for photocatalytic activity. For example, ZnS-CdS/GO shows a twice activity toward 
photocatalytic hydrogen generation compared with ZnS-CdS standalone heterostructures [28]. 

Figure 4. p–n heterojunction formation at the interface between GO and TiO2.
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Hence, GO construct a carrier transport channel between ZnS and CdS to enhance coopera-
tive effects. In addition, GO oxide platform allow the loading of 2 wt% Pt nanoparticles as co-
catalysts for the ZnS-CdS/GO heterostructures. Under UV-visible and visible light irradiation 
the hydrogen generation rate of the resultant heterostructure is significantly improved to 1.68 
and 0.78 mmol h−1, respectively.

5. Environmental applications

5.1. Water treatment

The contamination problem of natural water resources with pollutants of different forms is a 
problem that threatens public health. The photocatalysis is expected to play a major role in the 
water purification process because it has a great ability to exploit solar energy in pollutants 
degradation in the moderate temperature range. Visible light-responsive photocatalysis has 
been widely investigated for the treatment of inorganic, organic, and biological contaminated 
water. However, the application of photocatalysis in water treatment is still in the research 
stage.

5.1.1. Degradation of organic pollutants

Since organic dyes pharmaceuticals are usually leakage with a significant part to the indus-
trial wastewater during manufacture processes; it has received a lot of attention in terms of 
treatment processes, including photocatalysis. Because of the easy tracing of dye decoloniza-
tion process, it has left a great scientific legacy of published scientific papers. In general, when 
the photocatalyst is irradiated with photon with energy compatible with the band gap energy 
(Eg), an electron is transferred from the VB to the CB, leaving behind a hole. Accordingly, the 
produced electron-hole pairs are involved in a series of chain oxidative-reductive reactions, 
Eqs. (1)–(10) [42].

  Photocatalyst + h𝜈𝜈 ⟶  h   +  +  e   −   (1)

   h   +  +  H  2   O ⟶   •  OH    +  H   +   (2)

   h   +  +  OH   −  ⟶   •  OH     (3)

   h   +  + pollutant ⟶   (pollutant)    +   (4)

   e   −  +  O  2   ⟶    •  O     2  −   (5)

     .  O     2  −  +  H   +  ⟶   •  OOH     (6)
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  2   •  OOH    ⟶  O  2   +  H  2    O  2    (7)

   H  2    O  2   +    •  O     2  −  ⟶   •  OH    +  OH   −  +  O  2    (8)

   H  2    O  2   + h𝜈𝜈 ⟶ 2   •  OH     (9)

  pollutant +  (  •  OH   ,  h   + ,   •  OOH    or    •  O     2  −  )  ⟶ degradation product  (10)

Recently, enhanced photocatalytic ZnO/GO nanocomposite was introduced for the degrada-
tion of methyl orange under UV irradiation [43]. The reaction proceeds for 2 h to achieve 95% 
degradation from the initial dye concentration of 10 mg/L. Pseudo-first-order kinetics were 
recorded with respect to methyl orange with an apparent reaction rate constants in the range 
of 0.009–0.030 min−1. Moreover, the aforementioned ZnO/GO photocatalyst passed the stabil-
ity and reusability test.

5.1.2. Stalemate of inorganic pollutants

Chromium is one of the common cationic pollutants in wastewater. Chromium exists in two 
main oxidation states in the environment, Cr(VI) and Cr(III). Compared with Cr(III), Cr(VI) 
is more toxic [44]. Hexagonal nanoflowers of Tin(IV) sulfide/GO was synthesized by hydro-
thermal method [45]. The composite showed a high photocatalytic activity toward the oxida-
tion of hexavalent chromium upon contact with the SnS2/GO under visible light irradiation, 
Eqs. (11)–(13).

   SnS  2   / GO + h𝜈𝜈 ⟶  h   +  +  e   −   (11)

  2  h   +  +  H  2   O ⟶  1 ⁄ 2   O  2   + 2  H   +   (12)

   CrO  4  2−  + 8  H   +  + 3  e   −  ⟶  Cr   3+  + 4  H  2   O  (13)

5.1.3. Membrane purification

Membrane fouling and poor water flux are the main problems facing water treatment by 
membrane technique. However, incorporation of photocatalysis onto the membrane surface 
is expected to increase the water flux as result of the photo-enhanced hydrophilicity and con-
taminant degradation. Surface modification by photocatalyst grafting provides a very prom-
ising route to the fabrication of high-performance photocatalytic membranes for sustainable 
water treatment.

Deposition of TiO2 and GO nanosheets on the polysulfone-base membrane was one of the 
first attempts to construct a photocatalytic membrane [46]. Several properties of the TiO2/GO/
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polysulfone membrane over pristine polysulfone membrane have been identified, includ-
ing the effective photodegradation of methylene blue under UV (about 60–80% faster) and 
sunlight (3–4 times faster) beside improved membrane flux. After that many attempts have 
been carried out to construct and utilized photocatalytic membrane for water and salty water 
purification [47–51]. In the next-generation of water treatment photocatalytic membranes, the 
antimicrobial character was also included. In situ implementation of Ag nanoparticles onto 
the surface of GO/TiO2 nanocomposite membrane assemblies, allowing for simultaneous fil-
tration, and disinfection [52].

5.2. Air pollutants removal

According to national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) carbon monoxide (CO), ozone 
(O3), particulate matter, nitrogen oxides (NOx,  x = 1 or 2 ), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and lead (Pb) 
considered harmful to public health and the environment. Unfortunately, gases such as NOx, 
SO2, and CO are difficult to oxidize and remove. Hence, the role of photocatalysis as an effec-
tive economic alternative to oxidize the aforementioned gases to products, which are harm-
less to public health.

Recently, novel TiO2/GO functionalized with a cobalt complex for significant degradation 
of NOx and CO has been reported [53]. The cobalt-imidazole functionalized GO incorporat-
ing with the TiO2 result in a notable decrease of the band gap and increased the sensitivity 
to visible light irradiation. Experimental results revealed a high percentage deterioration of 
NOx (51%) and CO (46%). This photocatalyst reflects the ability of TiO2 to act as photocatalyst 
with the ability of GO to modify its band gap with the exploitation of cobalt to form complex 
formation with pollutant gases.

5.3. CO2 reduction

Reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) to hydrocarbons represents a perfect example of simulta-
neous solar energy harvesting. Side-by-side to exploit CO2, the main cause of global warming, 
emitted into the atmosphere as a major product of combustion operations. Unfortunately, 
exploiting CO2 gas needs high energy. Therefore, the existence of some processes related to 
the exploitation of solar energy as an energy source represents an opportunity for two birds 
with one stone, that is, the energy harvesting/storage and environmental issues. Superior 
advantages of the graphene-based photocatalyst for CO2 reduction was categorized into six 
aspects [54]: (i) prevent carrier recombination, (ii) increasing specific surface areas, (iii) strong 
π-π interaction between graphene and CO2, (iv) enhancing photocatalyst mechanical and 
chemical stability, (v) improving nanoparticles (NPs) dispersion, and (vi) enhancing light 
absorption.

Since GO could act as an active photocatalyst, it was used as a photocatalyst for CO2 to metha-
nol conversion. The photo-reduction of CO2 to methanol conversion rate on modified GO 
achieve six-fold higher than the pure TiO2 under 300-watt halogen lamp irradiation [55]. The 
research was not limited to use GO standalone, but there is a growing effort to improve using 
TiO2 spread over the surface of the GO. For instance, GO doped oxygen-rich TiO2 hybrid 
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   H  2    O  2   + h𝜈𝜈 ⟶ 2   •  OH     (9)

  pollutant +  (  •  OH   ,  h   + ,   •  OOH    or    •  O     2  −  )  ⟶ degradation product  (10)

Recently, enhanced photocatalytic ZnO/GO nanocomposite was introduced for the degrada-
tion of methyl orange under UV irradiation [43]. The reaction proceeds for 2 h to achieve 95% 
degradation from the initial dye concentration of 10 mg/L. Pseudo-first-order kinetics were 
recorded with respect to methyl orange with an apparent reaction rate constants in the range 
of 0.009–0.030 min−1. Moreover, the aforementioned ZnO/GO photocatalyst passed the stabil-
ity and reusability test.

5.1.2. Stalemate of inorganic pollutants

Chromium is one of the common cationic pollutants in wastewater. Chromium exists in two 
main oxidation states in the environment, Cr(VI) and Cr(III). Compared with Cr(III), Cr(VI) 
is more toxic [44]. Hexagonal nanoflowers of Tin(IV) sulfide/GO was synthesized by hydro-
thermal method [45]. The composite showed a high photocatalytic activity toward the oxida-
tion of hexavalent chromium upon contact with the SnS2/GO under visible light irradiation, 
Eqs. (11)–(13).

   SnS  2   / GO + h𝜈𝜈 ⟶  h   +  +  e   −   (11)

  2  h   +  +  H  2   O ⟶  1 ⁄ 2   O  2   + 2  H   +   (12)

   CrO  4  2−  + 8  H   +  + 3  e   −  ⟶  Cr   3+  + 4  H  2   O  (13)

5.1.3. Membrane purification

Membrane fouling and poor water flux are the main problems facing water treatment by 
membrane technique. However, incorporation of photocatalysis onto the membrane surface 
is expected to increase the water flux as result of the photo-enhanced hydrophilicity and con-
taminant degradation. Surface modification by photocatalyst grafting provides a very prom-
ising route to the fabrication of high-performance photocatalytic membranes for sustainable 
water treatment.

Deposition of TiO2 and GO nanosheets on the polysulfone-base membrane was one of the 
first attempts to construct a photocatalytic membrane [46]. Several properties of the TiO2/GO/
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polysulfone membrane over pristine polysulfone membrane have been identified, includ-
ing the effective photodegradation of methylene blue under UV (about 60–80% faster) and 
sunlight (3–4 times faster) beside improved membrane flux. After that many attempts have 
been carried out to construct and utilized photocatalytic membrane for water and salty water 
purification [47–51]. In the next-generation of water treatment photocatalytic membranes, the 
antimicrobial character was also included. In situ implementation of Ag nanoparticles onto 
the surface of GO/TiO2 nanocomposite membrane assemblies, allowing for simultaneous fil-
tration, and disinfection [52].

5.2. Air pollutants removal

According to national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) carbon monoxide (CO), ozone 
(O3), particulate matter, nitrogen oxides (NOx,  x = 1 or 2 ), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and lead (Pb) 
considered harmful to public health and the environment. Unfortunately, gases such as NOx, 
SO2, and CO are difficult to oxidize and remove. Hence, the role of photocatalysis as an effec-
tive economic alternative to oxidize the aforementioned gases to products, which are harm-
less to public health.

Recently, novel TiO2/GO functionalized with a cobalt complex for significant degradation 
of NOx and CO has been reported [53]. The cobalt-imidazole functionalized GO incorporat-
ing with the TiO2 result in a notable decrease of the band gap and increased the sensitivity 
to visible light irradiation. Experimental results revealed a high percentage deterioration of 
NOx (51%) and CO (46%). This photocatalyst reflects the ability of TiO2 to act as photocatalyst 
with the ability of GO to modify its band gap with the exploitation of cobalt to form complex 
formation with pollutant gases.

5.3. CO2 reduction

Reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) to hydrocarbons represents a perfect example of simulta-
neous solar energy harvesting. Side-by-side to exploit CO2, the main cause of global warming, 
emitted into the atmosphere as a major product of combustion operations. Unfortunately, 
exploiting CO2 gas needs high energy. Therefore, the existence of some processes related to 
the exploitation of solar energy as an energy source represents an opportunity for two birds 
with one stone, that is, the energy harvesting/storage and environmental issues. Superior 
advantages of the graphene-based photocatalyst for CO2 reduction was categorized into six 
aspects [54]: (i) prevent carrier recombination, (ii) increasing specific surface areas, (iii) strong 
π-π interaction between graphene and CO2, (iv) enhancing photocatalyst mechanical and 
chemical stability, (v) improving nanoparticles (NPs) dispersion, and (vi) enhancing light 
absorption.

Since GO could act as an active photocatalyst, it was used as a photocatalyst for CO2 to metha-
nol conversion. The photo-reduction of CO2 to methanol conversion rate on modified GO 
achieve six-fold higher than the pure TiO2 under 300-watt halogen lamp irradiation [55]. The 
research was not limited to use GO standalone, but there is a growing effort to improve using 
TiO2 spread over the surface of the GO. For instance, GO doped oxygen-rich TiO2 hybrid 
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(GO-OTiO2) was synthesized through the wet chemical impregnation technique [56]. The 
photocatalytic performances were evaluated through the photoreduction of CO2 under the 
irradiation of low-power energy-saving daylight bulbs. GO extent the reactivity of doped 
oxygen-rich TiO2 to 95.8% even after 6 h of light irradiation. This observation firmly estab-
lished the role of GO as an effective catalyst support. The composite with 5 wt%, GO has a 
CH4 yield of 1.718 μmol g−1cat. after 6 h of reaction, that is, 14.0 folds comparison to com-
mercial Degussa P25.

Besides TiO2, other semiconductors, clusters, nanoparticles, and complexes immobilized onto 
GO has also been investigated for CO2 reduction to hydrocarbon. Hexamolybdenum cluster 
compound was used for the modification of GO for visible light absorption [57]. After 24 h of 
visible light illumination, the yield of methanol was found to be 1644 and 1294 μmol g−1cat. 
for GO/Cs2Mo6Bri

8Bra
x and GO/(TBA)2Mo6Bri

8Bra
x (TBA = tetrabutylammonium), respectively. 

These values are much higher than GO alone (439 μmol g−1cat.). Halide perovskite quantum 
dots (CsPbBr3 QD/GO) was utilized for the photochemical conversion of CO2 [58]. These mate-
rials primarily regarded as optoelectronic materials for light emitting diode (LED) and pho-
tovoltaic devices. Compared to the individual CsPbBr3 QDs, the rate of electron consumption 
improved from 23.7 to 29.8 μmol g−1cat. after the incorporation with the GO. As an example 
of nanoparticles decorated GO with a series of Cu-nanoparticles were utilized to reduce CO2 
to hydrocarbon fuels under visible light irradiation [59]. Cu-NPs (10 wt%) effectively tune the 
work function of GO 60 times higher. A ruthenium trinuclear polyazine complex was also 
immobilized onto GO functionalized with phenanthroline ligands [60]. Using a 20 W white 
cold LED flood light, in a dimethyl formamide-water mixture sacrificing agent, the yield of 
methanol was found to be 3977.57 ± 5.60 μmol g−1cat. after 48 h.

5.4. Water splitting

Water splitting with hydrogen evolution based on photocatalytic process represents a renew-
able energy production with no reliance on fossil fuels and no CO2 emission. The role of 
GO in photocatalytic water splitting was perfectly reviewed [61]. GO itself as a photocatalyst 
steadily catalyzes H2 generation from 20 vol% aqueous methanol solution and pure water 
under irradiation with UV or visible light [62]. Concurrently with the photocatalytic reaction, 
the CB of GO with an excessive overpotential associated with the level for H2 generation 
reveals fast electron injection from the excited GO into the solution. On the other hand, the 
holes in the VB of GO do not interact with the water molecules for O2 generation but are 
disabled to the hole scavenger (methanol) alternatively.

The GO band gap decrease during the photocatalytic reaction because of GO reduction. 
However, the H2 evolution remained unchanged, indicating that the involved oxygenated 
sites remain accessible to protons in the liquid phase.

Recently, GO sheets covalently functionalized with (5, 10, 15, 20-tetraphenyl) porphinato 
manganese(III) (MnTPP) GO-MnTPP and tested for water splitting under UV-vis light irra-
diation [63]. The dye moiety acted as a sensitizer while GO moiety acted as a supporting 
matrix, electron mediator, enhancing photoexcited electrons transfer, and suppressing charges 
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recombination. Under UV-vis irradiation, the GO-MnTPP hybrid demonstrates considerable 
photocatalytic activity for H2 evolution.

5.5. Sensing applications

Photoelectrochemical sensors based on materials with photoelectric properties, such as TiO2 
have drawn attention in bioanalysis, medical diagnoses, and pollutant monitoring. A density 
functional theory (DFT) study was carried out to model the NO2 interaction with pristine and 
N-doped TiO2/GO nanocomposites for a promising NO2 gas sensor [64]. Another example the 
construction of a blue-light photoelectrochemical sensor based on nickel tetra-amine phthalo-
cyanine-GO for the detection of erythromycin [65]. The prepared composite was fixed on the 
surface of the indium tin oxide coated glass electrode. When the light was incident on the surface 
of the material the electron-hole pairs generation process started with a photocurrent response. 
The erythromycin suppresses electron/hole recombination resulted in changes in the photocur-
rent with a linear response for erythromycin concentrations ranging from 0.40 to 120.00 μmol L−1.

6. Future perspectives

Incorporation of GO with different semiconductor, metal nanostructures, and complexes 
allows the design of many generations of photocatalyst systems. In addition, great opportuni-
ties still exist in the exploitation of novel GO base hybrids and composites photocatalyst. Dual 
function photocatalysis that can perform multitasks simultaneously represents the greatest 
future trend along with the discovery of new materials. This is not a fantasy; previously a 
dual-functional photocatalysis was introduced based on a ternary hybrid of TiO2 modified 
with GO along with Pt and fluoride for both H2-producing water treatment and degradation 
of organic pollutants [66]. The positive effect of GO on the dual photocatalytic activity was 
observed only when Pt and surface fluoride were co-present.

7. Conclusion

Photocatalysts alone almost showed a very low photocatalytic activity because of the rapid 
recombination of CB electrons and VB holes. The chemical bonding and associated charge 
transfer at the interface between the photocatalyst and GO support can be used to fine-tune 
the electronic and chemical properties of the active sites. GO can act as a common platform 
for more than one active site to produce enhanced heterostructure for photocatalytic activity.

GO is an excellent supporting material due to its high specific surface area and superior electron 
mobility. GO plays the role of an electron acceptor that accelerates the interfacial electron-trans-
fer process from photocatalysts materials, which strongly hindering the recombination of charge 
carriers and thus improving the photocatalytic activity. The spread of the oxygenated functional 
groups on its surface facilitates the process of planting photoactive spots on its surface.
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(GO-OTiO2) was synthesized through the wet chemical impregnation technique [56]. The 
photocatalytic performances were evaluated through the photoreduction of CO2 under the 
irradiation of low-power energy-saving daylight bulbs. GO extent the reactivity of doped 
oxygen-rich TiO2 to 95.8% even after 6 h of light irradiation. This observation firmly estab-
lished the role of GO as an effective catalyst support. The composite with 5 wt%, GO has a 
CH4 yield of 1.718 μmol g−1cat. after 6 h of reaction, that is, 14.0 folds comparison to com-
mercial Degussa P25.

Besides TiO2, other semiconductors, clusters, nanoparticles, and complexes immobilized onto 
GO has also been investigated for CO2 reduction to hydrocarbon. Hexamolybdenum cluster 
compound was used for the modification of GO for visible light absorption [57]. After 24 h of 
visible light illumination, the yield of methanol was found to be 1644 and 1294 μmol g−1cat. 
for GO/Cs2Mo6Bri

8Bra
x and GO/(TBA)2Mo6Bri

8Bra
x (TBA = tetrabutylammonium), respectively. 

These values are much higher than GO alone (439 μmol g−1cat.). Halide perovskite quantum 
dots (CsPbBr3 QD/GO) was utilized for the photochemical conversion of CO2 [58]. These mate-
rials primarily regarded as optoelectronic materials for light emitting diode (LED) and pho-
tovoltaic devices. Compared to the individual CsPbBr3 QDs, the rate of electron consumption 
improved from 23.7 to 29.8 μmol g−1cat. after the incorporation with the GO. As an example 
of nanoparticles decorated GO with a series of Cu-nanoparticles were utilized to reduce CO2 
to hydrocarbon fuels under visible light irradiation [59]. Cu-NPs (10 wt%) effectively tune the 
work function of GO 60 times higher. A ruthenium trinuclear polyazine complex was also 
immobilized onto GO functionalized with phenanthroline ligands [60]. Using a 20 W white 
cold LED flood light, in a dimethyl formamide-water mixture sacrificing agent, the yield of 
methanol was found to be 3977.57 ± 5.60 μmol g−1cat. after 48 h.

5.4. Water splitting

Water splitting with hydrogen evolution based on photocatalytic process represents a renew-
able energy production with no reliance on fossil fuels and no CO2 emission. The role of 
GO in photocatalytic water splitting was perfectly reviewed [61]. GO itself as a photocatalyst 
steadily catalyzes H2 generation from 20 vol% aqueous methanol solution and pure water 
under irradiation with UV or visible light [62]. Concurrently with the photocatalytic reaction, 
the CB of GO with an excessive overpotential associated with the level for H2 generation 
reveals fast electron injection from the excited GO into the solution. On the other hand, the 
holes in the VB of GO do not interact with the water molecules for O2 generation but are 
disabled to the hole scavenger (methanol) alternatively.

The GO band gap decrease during the photocatalytic reaction because of GO reduction. 
However, the H2 evolution remained unchanged, indicating that the involved oxygenated 
sites remain accessible to protons in the liquid phase.

Recently, GO sheets covalently functionalized with (5, 10, 15, 20-tetraphenyl) porphinato 
manganese(III) (MnTPP) GO-MnTPP and tested for water splitting under UV-vis light irra-
diation [63]. The dye moiety acted as a sensitizer while GO moiety acted as a supporting 
matrix, electron mediator, enhancing photoexcited electrons transfer, and suppressing charges 
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recombination. Under UV-vis irradiation, the GO-MnTPP hybrid demonstrates considerable 
photocatalytic activity for H2 evolution.

5.5. Sensing applications

Photoelectrochemical sensors based on materials with photoelectric properties, such as TiO2 
have drawn attention in bioanalysis, medical diagnoses, and pollutant monitoring. A density 
functional theory (DFT) study was carried out to model the NO2 interaction with pristine and 
N-doped TiO2/GO nanocomposites for a promising NO2 gas sensor [64]. Another example the 
construction of a blue-light photoelectrochemical sensor based on nickel tetra-amine phthalo-
cyanine-GO for the detection of erythromycin [65]. The prepared composite was fixed on the 
surface of the indium tin oxide coated glass electrode. When the light was incident on the surface 
of the material the electron-hole pairs generation process started with a photocurrent response. 
The erythromycin suppresses electron/hole recombination resulted in changes in the photocur-
rent with a linear response for erythromycin concentrations ranging from 0.40 to 120.00 μmol L−1.

6. Future perspectives

Incorporation of GO with different semiconductor, metal nanostructures, and complexes 
allows the design of many generations of photocatalyst systems. In addition, great opportuni-
ties still exist in the exploitation of novel GO base hybrids and composites photocatalyst. Dual 
function photocatalysis that can perform multitasks simultaneously represents the greatest 
future trend along with the discovery of new materials. This is not a fantasy; previously a 
dual-functional photocatalysis was introduced based on a ternary hybrid of TiO2 modified 
with GO along with Pt and fluoride for both H2-producing water treatment and degradation 
of organic pollutants [66]. The positive effect of GO on the dual photocatalytic activity was 
observed only when Pt and surface fluoride were co-present.

7. Conclusion

Photocatalysts alone almost showed a very low photocatalytic activity because of the rapid 
recombination of CB electrons and VB holes. The chemical bonding and associated charge 
transfer at the interface between the photocatalyst and GO support can be used to fine-tune 
the electronic and chemical properties of the active sites. GO can act as a common platform 
for more than one active site to produce enhanced heterostructure for photocatalytic activity.

GO is an excellent supporting material due to its high specific surface area and superior electron 
mobility. GO plays the role of an electron acceptor that accelerates the interfacial electron-trans-
fer process from photocatalysts materials, which strongly hindering the recombination of charge 
carriers and thus improving the photocatalytic activity. The spread of the oxygenated functional 
groups on its surface facilitates the process of planting photoactive spots on its surface.
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The band gap of GO is tunable by just varying the oxidation level. Fully oxidized GO act as an 
electrical insulator and partially oxidized GO can act as a semiconductor. Introducing more 
oxygen enlarges the band gap, and the VBM gradually changes from the p-orbital of graphene 
to the 2p orbital of oxygen; the π* orbital remains as the CBM.

Aluminates, ferrites, niobates, tantalates, titanates, tungstates, and vanadates are examples 
of the metallates, which are incorporated with GO and revealed an enhanced photocatalytic 
activity on the degradation of organic dyes under visible light due to charge transfer channel 
of GO.

The heterojunction between p-type GO and n-type semiconductors functioned as the separa-
tor for the photo-generated electron-hole pairs. These semiconductors could be excited by vis-
ible light with wavelengths longer than 510 nm for the degradation of methyl orange. In most 
cases, GO served as an electron sink to facilitate separation and store the separated electrons.

Surface modification by photocatalyst grafting provides a very promising route to the fabrica-
tion of high-performance photocatalytic membranes for sustainable water treatment.

Some of the outstanding properties of GO-based photocatalysts in CO2 reduction pro-
cesses have been shortlisted: (i) block carrier recombination, (ii) Improving specific surface 
areas, (iii) strong π–π interaction with CO2, (iv) enhancing either photocatalyst mechani-
cal and chemical stability, (v) improving nanoparticles dispersion, (vi) intensifying light 
absorption.
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The band gap of GO is tunable by just varying the oxidation level. Fully oxidized GO act as an 
electrical insulator and partially oxidized GO can act as a semiconductor. Introducing more 
oxygen enlarges the band gap, and the VBM gradually changes from the p-orbital of graphene 
to the 2p orbital of oxygen; the π* orbital remains as the CBM.

Aluminates, ferrites, niobates, tantalates, titanates, tungstates, and vanadates are examples 
of the metallates, which are incorporated with GO and revealed an enhanced photocatalytic 
activity on the degradation of organic dyes under visible light due to charge transfer channel 
of GO.

The heterojunction between p-type GO and n-type semiconductors functioned as the separa-
tor for the photo-generated electron-hole pairs. These semiconductors could be excited by vis-
ible light with wavelengths longer than 510 nm for the degradation of methyl orange. In most 
cases, GO served as an electron sink to facilitate separation and store the separated electrons.

Surface modification by photocatalyst grafting provides a very promising route to the fabrica-
tion of high-performance photocatalytic membranes for sustainable water treatment.

Some of the outstanding properties of GO-based photocatalysts in CO2 reduction pro-
cesses have been shortlisted: (i) block carrier recombination, (ii) Improving specific surface 
areas, (iii) strong π–π interaction with CO2, (iv) enhancing either photocatalyst mechani-
cal and chemical stability, (v) improving nanoparticles dispersion, (vi) intensifying light 
absorption.
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Abstract

Graphene oxide (GO), produced by oxidation of graphite powder and exfoliation, is inten-
sively utilized in electrodes, templates for hybrid materials, interfacial modifiers, three-dimen-
sional structures, and so on, with its performance as an electrode material being determined 
by its chemical and structural states. This chapter describes the fabrication method of GO 
nanosheets from graphite oxide powder and their stable dispersion after reduction and appli-
cations in devices. Rheologically driven exfoliation and unusual acoustic cavitation methods 
were applied to produce large and less defective GO nanosheets. As a dispersion strategy 
of reduced GO (RGO) in solution, TiO2 precursor, cation-π interaction, silanol groups were 
introduced. Moreover, supramolecular chemistry, for example, quadruple hydrogen bond-
ing moieties, was applied to solve the dispersion of highly concentrated RGO pastes. As 
potential applications of GO and RGO, we described GO as a p-type dopant and interfacial 
modifier as well as energy storage electrodes, IR sensors, and emitters. The judicious use of 
chemically exfoliated graphene can open new applications as a flexible electrode.

Keywords: graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide, exfoliation, dispersion

1. Introduction

Atomically thin graphene oxide (GO), produced by oxidation and exfoliation of graphite pow-
der, has been intensively studied for applications in electrodes, templates for hybrid materials, 
interfacial modifiers, three-dimensional structures, and so on [1–4]. Its performance as an elec-
trode material is determined by its chemical and structural states. The topological defects present 
in the basal plane of reduced GO (RGO) can significantly affect its electrical and electrochemical 
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properties. As shown in Figure 1, GO nanosheets are typically produced by oxidizing graphite 
using strong acids and oxidants, followed by exfoliation in aqueous solutions [5–8]. It should 
be noted that, the characteristics of GO and RGO nanosheets critically depend on the oxidation 
states of graphite oxide and its exfoliation. Moreover, for real-life applications, the dispersion 
stability of RGO inks or pastes is a prerequisite. The dispersion of high-quality chemically exfoli-
ated graphene (CEG) or RGO in polar solvents, which contain few oxygen functional groups and 
defects, has been impossible due to the hydrophobic nature of graphene without post treatment 
or addition of dispersant molecules. The stability of RGO dispersion is one of the crucial factors 
for preserving their unique properties such as electrical conductivity and mechanical strength.

Therefore, this chapter describes some of the research on CEG nanosheets conducted over the 
past 8 years that addresses these and other challenges, with an emphasis on our own efforts. 
We began with the efficient fabrication method of single layer GO nanosheets from graphite, 
and then described the stable dispersion of RGO in solutions. Furthermore, we described the 
applications of GOs as p-type dopants, conductors and interfacial modifiers. We concluded 
with some discussion of future directions and the remaining challenges in chemically exfoli-
ated graphene technologies.

2. Efficient fabrication of single layer graphene oxide nanosheets

2.1. Rheologically driven exfoliation of graphite oxide

Conventional sonicators vigorously destroy the structure of GO, which results in producing 
small-sized GO nanosheets due to acoustical wave agitation in solution. An alternative way 

Figure 1. Production schematics of chemically exfoliated graphene from graphite. Here, GIC stands for graphite 
intercalation compound and LIB for lithium ion batteries.
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to minimize the destructive effect of exfoliation of graphite oxide is to use a homogenizer 
to apply a shear force in the solution (Figure 2(A)). The average lateral size of sonicated GO 
(SGO) nanosheets (a few square micrometers) was smaller than that of the homogenized GO 
(HGO) nanosheets (a few hundred square micrometers) in the optical images in Figure 2(B) 
and (C). The SGO nanosheets exhibited some agglomerated GO on the silicon substrate due 
to the small size distribution of the sheets. To confirm the exfoliation effects of HGO and SGO 
sheets, we carried out homogeneous dispersion of GO sheets in aqueous solution without 
using small size graphite powder (70 μm). The rheologically derived or sonicated exfoliation 
and dispersion of GO sheets was accomplished (Figure 1(d)) in an aqueous NaOH solution 
at pH 10 for 1 h. After diluting it using dimethylformamide (DMF), the RGO solution was 
prepared by chemical reduction with hydrazine for preparing transparent conducting films.  
The enhanced sheet resistance of the reduced HGO (HRGO) thin film was found to be 2.2 kΩ/sq.  
at 80% transmittance. The effective exfoliation method has great potential for application for 
high performance GO-based flexible electrodes.

2.2. Extremely efficient liquid exfoliation of graphite oxide using unusual acoustic cavitation

Acoustic cavitation, also called sonication, has been used to fabricate two-dimensional (2-D) 
nanosheets via exfoliation of bulk-layered crystal materials in solution to fabricate fascinating 
materials such as graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides, and transition metal oxides. The 

Figure 2. Fabrication of GO and RGO nanosheets by using different exfoliation methods. (A) Exfoliation of graphite 
oxide by sonication (S) or homogenization (H). (B) and (C) optical images of GO samples prepared by sonication (B) and 
homogenization (C) deposited on a 300-nm-thick SiO2 substrate (inset: AFM images of the GO sheets). (D) Fabrication 
of transparent conducting films (TCFs) with RGO nanosheets by the contact printing of filtrated RGO films. Here PDMS 
is polydimethylsiloxane, PET is polyethylene terephthalate, and RGO-TCFs are reduced graphene oxide transparent 
conductive films. The scale bars in (B) and (C) are 10 μm, and those in the respective insets are 2 μm [9].
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high energetic transient acoustic cavitation; the formation, growth, and implosive collapse of 
bubbles at high ultrasonic intensities (10–30 W cm−2) in a liquid medium, allow to give physi-
cal effects on exfoliation of layered materials. However, the high energetic transient cavitation 
phenomenon can give a detrimental effect on 2D materials by generating defects on the surface, 
which decrease their electrical and other useful properties. Recently large (>10 μm) chemically 
modified graphene nanosheets have been developed from graphite oxide. These have fewer 
defects than those produced by other methods without requiring further separation processes 
and can be produced by combining ultrasonic acoustic cavitation with sufficient acoustic 
shearing and additional microbubbling by aeration in an extremely short time (10 min). It can 
be achieved by adjusting the ultrasound parameters (amplitude, time, and probe immersion 
depth) for the delivered power (related to temperature change (ΔT) Figure 3(a)), the acoustic 
flow rate, and the bubbling behavior in 200 mL water using conventional flat tip probes with 
a 12.7 mm diameter. In order to reduce the detrimental effect of transient cavitation, the probe 
tip was located at a 0.5 cm depth. Subsequently, the acoustic flow rate decreased from 0.62 to 
0.47 m s−1 and then increased to 0.73 m s−1 at 100% amplitude, which was faster than the 10% 

Figure 3. (a) Temperature change (ΔT) over time during sonication of pure water and of a GO suspension containing 
different initial amounts of graphite oxide. (b) and (c) FESEM images of GO nanosheets fabricated using probe 
sonication by dipping probe into the liquid surface by 2.5 and 0.5 cm, respectively, for 10 min. The large GO nanosheet 
was fabricated at 0.5 probe depth condition. (d) Shear viscosity of GO paste samples showing different rheological 
behavior due to their sizes. (e) Raman spectra of the chemically reduced GO nanosheets demonstrating the effect of 
acoustic cavitation at different probe depth on the crystalline structure of RGO (f) breakage of GO nanosheet initiated at 
the defect site or from the sp3 hybridized region during probe sonication. (g) Real THz conductivity of the GO, SRGO, 
and LRGO films prepared by sonication with probe depths of 0.5 and 2.5 cm [13].
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amplitude at the 2.5 cm probe depth. Moreover, bubbling due to the liquid surface instability 
under acoustic oscillation is also helpful for the efficient exfoliation of graphite oxide. Bubbling 
by aeration at the liquid surface is also helpful for the dispersion of nanomaterials because 
bubbling can produce a greater shearing effect on the particles in suspension under an acoustic 
flow with lower energy. Figure 3(b) and (c) shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of exfoliated GO nanosheets under different cavitation conditions. The maximum size 
of GO was dramatically increased by adjusting the probe depth from 2.5 to 0.5 cm. At a probe 
depth of 2.5 cm, the lateral size of GO was less than 5 μm even at 10% amplitude after 10 min 
of sonication (Figure 3(b)) because of breakage in the stretched C–C or C–O–C bonds [10, 11] 
due to the high energetic physical phenomena of microjets and shock waves [12]. However, at 
a probe depth of 0.5 cm, GO nanosheets with a maximum 30 μm size were produced even at 
the high output power setting (amplitude 100%) by reducing the detrimental effect of the high 
energy cavitation process (Figure 3(c)).

3. Dispersion of reduced graphene oxide

3.1. TiO2 precursor-assisted dispersion of reduced graphene oxide in solution

The problems associated with the aggregation of the RGO sheets in organic solvents were 
addressed by introducing noncovalent interactions among the sp2 carbons of the RGO sheets 
and the TiO2 precursor sol, as shown in Figure 4(a). Titanium dioxide is also a promising 
charge screening candidate because it can interact electrostatically with oxygen moieties 
causing charge trapping [14, 15]. The TiO2 precursor sol was prepared from a titanium 
isopropoxide (TIP)/acac stabilizer (1/5 molar ratio) solution, which was added to the GO 
solution. In order to determine the minimum amount of used TiO2 precursor for RGO dis-
persion, the varying amount of TiO2 precursor sols were added into the GO solution prior 
to hydrazine reduction. The weight ratio between GO and TIP in the precursor TiO2 sol was 
varied between 0 and 1.5. Just a 0.1 weight ratio was required to stabilize the RGO solution 
in dimethylformamide (DMF) after hydrazine reduction. This stable RGO/TiO2 precursor sol 
mixture can be deposited onto the large area substrate by air-spraying without postreduction 
process. Usually, RGO films are fabricated by deposition of GO nanosheets on the substra-
tem, followed by thermal or chemical reduction at elevated temperatures. Moreover, direct 
deposition of RGO solution onto the substrate induces formation of wrinkled structures, 
which can decrease their electrical properties. However, wrinkle-free RGO/TiO2 hybrid 
multilayer films can be built up on SiO2 by automatic spray-coating. The electrical trans-
port characteristics of the RGO and RGO/TiO2 hybrid films were investigated by preparing 
graphene field-effect transistors (FETs) on heavily doped Si substrates, which are commonly 
employed as gate electrodes. It is worth noting that the conductivity of the RGO film at the 
neutral charge point was maximized for GO/TIP (1/0.7 ratio) by inserting a thin TiO2 layer 
into the RGO multilayer film, despite the amorphous insulating characteristics of TiO2. This 
was due to the hole-doping effect caused by increasing the TiO2 amount between the RGO 
nanosheets, which was demonstrated by observing a significant blue shift of the G peaks in 
Raman spectra.
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and LRGO films prepared by sonication with probe depths of 0.5 and 2.5 cm [13].
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3.2. Dispersion of reduced graphene oxide nanosheets by monovalent cation-π 
interaction

The cation-π interaction on crystallized RGO, which has fewer defects and oxygen functional 
groups, can be enhanced the dispersion stability in various solvents due to Coulombic repul-
sion between the cations on the in-plane of graphene. (Jeong et al. [17]) Figure 5 shows the sta-
ble dispersion of RGO by monovalent cation–π interactions. The interactions did not directly 
occur on the basal plane of GO because the cations usually interact with the oxygen functional 
groups of highly oxidized GO (as described in Figure 5(a)–(c)). In order to effectively activate 
the cation interaction on π stage, the sp2 carbon state on the basal plane is exposed through 
the reduction process (Figure 5(a), (b), (d), and (e)). Therefore, mild reduction and aging pro-
cesses are necessary to increase the six-membered sp2 carbon states as described in Figure 5(d). 

Figure 4. (a) Proposed mechanism for the dispersion of RGO sheets by the TiO2 precursor sol via a hydrophobic 
interaction. (b) Dispersion stability of RGO solution in DMF after chemical reduction with hydrazine monohydrate; 
gradual increase of absorbance of GO solution at 550 nm and vial images shows the stable dispersion of RGO dispersion. 
(c) UV–Vis absorption spectra of RGO/TiO2 hybrid multilayer films; the linear increase of absorption intensity shows the 
regular deposition of films by spraying. (d) C1s XPS spectra of GO, RGO reduced by hydrazine vapor (H-RGO), RGO/
TIP:acac (TiO2 precursor), and RGO/TiO2 hybrid film thermally treated at 200°C [16].
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Here, the electrostatic binding enthalpy of cations to a π system (−ΔH = 19.2 kcal/mol)  
was higher than that that of water (−ΔH = 17.9 kcal/mol). As the aging time is optimized,  
GO can be formed due to the cation interacting GO (CIGO) as shown in Figure 5(e). 
Interestingly, the dispersion stability of noninteracting GO and CIGO were similar in aque-
ous solutions because of the presence of oxygen functional groups. However, the significant 
differences occurred after chemical reduction, which is described in Figure 5(c) and (e). These 
results show that the cations with interacting sp2 carbon did not desorb from the CIGO after 
the reduction process. Following the hydrazine reduction, the CIGO formed a dispersion of 
cation–π interacting RGO (CIRGO), whereas, the noninteracting GO aggregated in aqueous 
solution, as shown in Figure 5(c). Moreover, the atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the 
single-layered CIGO in Figure 5(f) confirmed its 2 μm size and 0.9 nm thickness.

3.3. Spontaneous reduction and dispersion of graphene oxide nanosheets with 
in-situ synthesized hydrazine assisted by hexamethyldisilazane

For real-life applications of RGO nanosheets, alcohol-based formulations of graphene are 
sometimes needed for graphene processing if the use of harsh organic solvents is not possible. 
Alcoholic solvents are not good for the dispersion of RGO in solutions due to their solubility 
parameters. Therefore, for the stable dispersion of RGO in alcoholic solvents, dispersant mol-
ecules should be added before the chemical reduction of GO in solutions. Recently, it has been 
reported that hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) is a good candidate for the dispersion of RGO 
in alcohol because HMDS can be easily hydrolyzed into trimethylsilanol and ammonia in the 
presence of water. Furthermore, for the reduction of GO in solutions, hydrazine can be in-situ 
synthesized in a GO suspension by mimicking a typical reaction cycle involving GO (using 
alternative ketone molecules as catalysts) and ammonia and hydrogen peroxide as reagents. 

Figure 5. (a) Structure of graphite oxide, (b) as-exfoliated GO in NaOH solution, (c) highly interacting cations with 
oxygen functional groups. (a, b, d, e) procedure for obtaining the cation–π interacting GO. (d) Intermediate state of 
GO by mild deoxygenation aging in NaOH solution (e) decoration of cations on the partially reduced GO surface via a 
cation-π interaction. (f) FE-SEM image of CIGO on a silicon wafer (inset: AFM images of CIGO sheets). The scale bars in 
(f) and the inset are 2 μm [17].
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Thus, HMDS can be used as a source of ammonia molecules for synthesizing hydrazine and 
dispersing RGO (Figure 6). The step-wise heating of the solution at 50 and 100°C is required 
to utilize keton groups in GO for in-situ synthesis of hydrazine molecules at high temperature 
for reduction of GO.

3.4. Dispersant-free dispersion of reduced graphene oxide by supramolecular 
chemistry

Highly concentrated colloidal suspensions of graphene nanosheets are of great interest for a 
variety of applications ranging from flexible electronics and conducting fibers to electrochem-
ical electrodes for energy harvesting or storage devices. Unfortunately, many additives such 
as organic surfactants and polymeric dispersants should be added to prepare highly con-
centrated graphene pastes. These organic dispersant molecules can give detrimental effects 
on their electrical or thermal properties because graphene nanosheets can be separated by 
insulating organic materials if it is removed. Quadruple hydrogen bond (QHB) networks can 
overcome these issues for fabricating printable, spinnable, and chemically compatible con-
ducting pastes containing high quality graphene nanosheets in organic solvents without the  
need for additional dispersion agents. Motivated by the self-assembly of donor-donor-acceptor- 
acceptor (DDAA) arrays of hydrogen bonding sites, GO nanosheets were functionalized 

Figure 6. Roles of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS): (i) ammonia source for the GO-assisted production of hydrazine upon 
the addition of hydrogen peroxide and (ii) RGO dispersion agent in ethanol, via hydrophobic interactions [18].
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using 2-ureido-4[1H]pyrimidinone (UHP) moieties to provide QHB motifs (Figure 7(a)). QHB 
arrays are much stronger than triple hydrogen bond arrays and are easily accessible syn-
thetically. Figure 7(b) shows the well-dispersed RGO paste in DMF illustrating the striking 
synergy effect of QHB moieties into graphene nanosheets on the fabrication of dispersant-free 
RGO pastes. This unique paste can be used in electrochemical and printed electrodes and 
could be formed into flexible buckypaper.

Figure 7. (a) Synthetic scheme for fabrication of graphene nanosheets functionalized with 2-ureido-4[1H]pyrimidinone 
moieties via a sequential reaction with toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and 2-amino-4-hydroxy-6-methyl-pyrimidine (AHMP) 
to form. (b) Photographs of well-dispersed RGO paste and printed electrode on the plastic substrate [19].
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4. Graphene oxide nanosheets for surface and interfacial 
engineering

4.1. Atomically thin graphene oxide as a multifunctional dopant

Highly oxidized GO with electron-withdrawing groups can be utilized as a strong p-type 
dopant of nanocarbon materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene because of 
the charge transfer interactions between sp2 carbon and the oxidative functional groups in 
GO [20, 21]. Doping nanocarbon materials with GO nanosheets have advantages: stable and 
strong p-doping that maintains the intrinsic properties of pristine CNT films and chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD)-graphene. Controlling the surface wetting properties of nanocar-
bon films is very important for their use in optoelectronic devices, which are fabricated by 
layering a hydrophilic material on top of hydrophobic carbon electrodes. Moreover, depos-
ited GO nanosheets on porous CNT networks can reduce the surface roughness of the film. 
Further, it is worth noting that the doping state assisted by GO nanosheets is stable for more 
than 40 days at room temperature and atmospheric pressure compared to that doped with 
nitric acid. Figure 8 illustrates the advantage of GO nanosheets as p-type dopants for CVD-
graphene. Graphene oxide doping decreased the sheet resistance of CVD-graphene from 600 
to 292 Ω/sq. The doping effect of GO nanosheets on the CVD-graphene was demonstrated 
using Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and Raman spectroscopy results. The KPFM 
images associated with AFM images show that the surface potential of the graphene/single 
GO sheet is negatively shifted by 120 mV. The bright region in the Raman map of the 2D peak 
shows a p-doped area in a single GO nanosheet. The gate-dependent I-V characteristics of 
CVD-graphene and GO-doped CVD-graphene show that the hole mobility of CVD-graphene 
is almost unaffected by doping. The hole mobility of GO-coated graphene was found to be 
3330 cm2/Vs, which is only slightly lower than that of pristine graphene (under equivalent 
device positions before GO coating), 3500 cm2/Vs. Graphene oxide nanosheets can be also 
used to modify the properties of single-walled carbon nanotube networks by p-doping, flat-
tening the network surface, and making it hydrophilic. This is useful for fabricating optoelec-
tronic devices onto GO modified graphene or single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) films.

4.2. Graphene oxide as an interfacial modifier

For the fabrication of SWCNT patterns on hydrophilic substrates, partially reduced GO 
nanosheets are used as interfacial adhesive layers on hydrophilic SiO2 surfaces. Hydrophobic 
materials can be easily detached from hydrophilic substrates. Thus, to obtain stable interfa-
cial structure, hydrophilic substrates are usually treated with surface modifiers such as silane 
coupling agents. In this context, the deposition of GO onto substrates and its partial reduction 
has several advantages. The partially reduced GO having hydroxyl and carboxyl groups can 
play as a role of the interfacial adhesive between the substrate and the deposited materials. 
Moreover, this process is scalable and straightforward because uniform SWCNT networks can 
be formed even by spraying on plastic substrates. In terms of optoelectronic device application, 
partially reduced GO can be used for the work function engineering with the conducting and 
semiconducting materials. Uniform GO films and patterns can be fabricated by blow-assisted 
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spin coating and inkjet printing, respectively, and the surface energy of the GO surface can be 
modulated by thermal treatment in vacuum. The SWCNTs were selectively deposited onto 
partially reduced GO films with moderately hydrophobic properties as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. (a) Schematic diagram of graphene/GO film fabricated on an HMDS-treated SiO2/Si substrate. (b) SEM image 
of CVD-grown graphene transferred on a GO sheet. (c) Atomic force microscope image and height profile showing 
the thickness of GO nanosheet, (d) kelvin probe force microscopy, and (e) Raman map of the 2D-band shift of CVD-
grown graphene on a GO single sheet. (f) Electrical conductance variation of GO- and HNO3-doped graphene with time 
at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. (g) Gate-dependent I-V characteristics of CVD-grown graphene and 
GO-doped graphene. (h) AFM images of CVD-grown graphene with and without GO [21].

Figure 9. FESEM images of selectively deposited single-walled CNT films on partially reduced GO surfaces [22].
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spin coating and inkjet printing, respectively, and the surface energy of the GO surface can be 
modulated by thermal treatment in vacuum. The SWCNTs were selectively deposited onto 
partially reduced GO films with moderately hydrophobic properties as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. (a) Schematic diagram of graphene/GO film fabricated on an HMDS-treated SiO2/Si substrate. (b) SEM image 
of CVD-grown graphene transferred on a GO sheet. (c) Atomic force microscope image and height profile showing 
the thickness of GO nanosheet, (d) kelvin probe force microscopy, and (e) Raman map of the 2D-band shift of CVD-
grown graphene on a GO single sheet. (f) Electrical conductance variation of GO- and HNO3-doped graphene with time 
at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. (g) Gate-dependent I-V characteristics of CVD-grown graphene and 
GO-doped graphene. (h) AFM images of CVD-grown graphene with and without GO [21].

Figure 9. FESEM images of selectively deposited single-walled CNT films on partially reduced GO surfaces [22].
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5. Applications of graphene nanosheets in devices

5.1. Hierarchical graphene structure for lithium ion batteries

The hierarchical three-dimensional (3-D) structure for lithium ion battery (LIB) anodes has great 
potential for high electrochemical performances such as high-power densities and enhanced 
Coulomb’s rates (C-rates). The efficient monolithic structure has a large specific surface area 
with numerous active sites, stable multistacking with short diffusion length, and high percola-
tion threshold with high electrical conductivity as shown in Figure 10(a). Unlike the porous-like 
graphene structuring on anode described in previous studies, monolithic graphene is similar 
to densely branched pine trees as shown in Figure 10(b). The structure has high mechanical 
strength and flexibility, as well as high adhesion stability on the current collector. Figure 10(c) 
shows the growth mechanism for the structure by freeze-drying with water-soluble polymer 
[23]. The monolithic graphene anodes induced ultrafast charge/discharge rates with outstand-
ing cycling stability with high capacitance as seen in Figure 10(d) and (e). The fabrication 
method is simple and straightforward and suitable for high performance LIB anodes.

5.2. Fabrication of graphene oxide-based mid-IR detectors

Graphene oxide can be defined as chemically functionalized graphene containing oxygen. 
Moreover, GO has a large bandgap, which implies an insulating behavior. The bandgap can 
be decreased with decreasing the oxidation level of GO. Thus, this is a promising method for 
bandgap tuning that can be applicable to various optical and electronic devices. The spectrum 
ranges of GO-based photodetectors are limited within the visible and near-infrared (IR) wave-
lengths because they are based on the photovoltaic effect. Therefore, a new mechanism for 
mid-IR detection using GO sensors is required. Significantly, the control of oxygen functional 

Figure 10. (a) FE-SEM image for monolithic RGO structure (inset: Vertically aligned RGO structure on current collector), 
(b) high magnification view of monolithic RGO, (c) growth mechanism for the monolithic structure during the freeze-
drying process, (d) voltage profiles for monolithic-MGO (M-MGO) and 2-D RGO, (e) charge/discharge capacities for 
five cycles as the capacity rates increase from 0.2 to 100 C with respect to natural graphite and M-RGO, and (f) capacity 
retention for M-RGO (red line) and natural graphite (black line) [24].
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groups in GO is possible for the application of IR detectors. (Bae et al. [25]) Here, GO is syn-
thesized using thermal chemical vapor deposition (TCVD) and its electrical and optical prop-
erties are characterized using low-temperature measurements and Raman spectroscopy. The 
electrical conductivity of GO-based devices under IR irradiation was subsequently measured. 
The electrical characterization process can be described as follows. Single layered graphene 
(SLG) is synthesized on a copper substrate using the CVD method. Following its synthesis, 
the graphene is transferred onto SiO2 substrate as shown in Figure 11(a). Subsequently, SLG 
is deposited on a silicon substrate patterned using oxygen plasma etching. Furthermore, the 
metal electrode is deposited on the patterned substrate using Au as shown in Figure 11(b). To 
produce GO, we performed chemical treatments using immersion in an aqueous acid solution 
as shown in Figure 11(c). Subsequently, GO is cleaned with water to remove the residual acid 
and dried in vacuum as shown in Figure 11(d). It should be noted that, in order to control the 
oxygen functional groups with certain resistance, it is reduced by annealing at optimum tem-
perature as shown in Figure 11(e). The optical microscopy image of the GO device is shown in 
Figure 11(f). The dotted area indicates the fabricated GO channel between the metal electrodes.

Raman spectra illustrate the chemical doping effect by charge transfer between graphene and 
oxygen molecules. The spectra revealed significant changes in intensity ratio that can be described 
by the I(D)/I(G) and I(2D)/I(G) ratios. Moreover, the G band at 1590 cm−1 can be shifted due to 
the oxidation treatment. Four different samples: pristine CVD graphene, acid treated graphene, 
and annealed graphene after acid treatment are shown in Figure 12(a). Initially, the I(D)/I(G) 
ratio increased after acid treatment compared to that of pristine graphene. This is caused by 
oxygen moieties generating intervalley scattering. After mild reduction by thermal treatment, 
the ratio decreases due to the partial elimination of oxygen functional groups. Thus, Raman 
spectra illustrate the doping effect of the oxygen functional groups. Moreover, charge transfer 
behavior presents as a p-type characteristic. The I(2D)/I(G) ratio is significantly decreased and 
the G band shows a red shift. Unlike graphene, GO has characteristic IR absorption peaks at 

Figure 11. Fabrication schematics of the GO device: (a) transfer of CVD-grown graphene onto the Si/SiO2 substrate,  
(b) patterning of graphene and deposition of electrodes, (c) acid treatment, (d) rinsing and drying, (e) reduction of GO, 
and (f) optical image of GO device [25].
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electrical conductivity of GO-based devices under IR irradiation was subsequently measured. 
The electrical characterization process can be described as follows. Single layered graphene 
(SLG) is synthesized on a copper substrate using the CVD method. Following its synthesis, 
the graphene is transferred onto SiO2 substrate as shown in Figure 11(a). Subsequently, SLG 
is deposited on a silicon substrate patterned using oxygen plasma etching. Furthermore, the 
metal electrode is deposited on the patterned substrate using Au as shown in Figure 11(b). To 
produce GO, we performed chemical treatments using immersion in an aqueous acid solution 
as shown in Figure 11(c). Subsequently, GO is cleaned with water to remove the residual acid 
and dried in vacuum as shown in Figure 11(d). It should be noted that, in order to control the 
oxygen functional groups with certain resistance, it is reduced by annealing at optimum tem-
perature as shown in Figure 11(e). The optical microscopy image of the GO device is shown in 
Figure 11(f). The dotted area indicates the fabricated GO channel between the metal electrodes.
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the ratio decreases due to the partial elimination of oxygen functional groups. Thus, Raman 
spectra illustrate the doping effect of the oxygen functional groups. Moreover, charge transfer 
behavior presents as a p-type characteristic. The I(2D)/I(G) ratio is significantly decreased and 
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750–2250 cm−1, as shown in Figure 12(b). The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of GO 
reveal oxygen functional groups from 960 to 1860 cm−1, without graphene [26].

The optical properties of GO show in the mid-IR range at 7–14 μm. Depending on the function-
ality of GO by control of mild reduction, it reveals larger resistance changes as temperature. 
When the IR source is turned on, the resistance of the GO immediately drops from 31 to 7.4 MΩ, 
as shown in Figure 13(a). This is a promising approach for obtaining sensitive mid-IR sensors 
by controlling GO functionalities. To describe the response of GO as a function of IR irradia-
tion, the curve is fitted using nearest neighbor hopping (NNH) model as shown in Figure 13(b) 
and (c). Figure 13(c) reveals a linear fit of ln(G)-T−1 in the 200–350 K temperature range, where G 

Figure 13. Electrical transport properties of GO under IR irradiation: (a) change in GO resistance, (b) GO resistance-
temperature plot between 50 and 350 K, (c) temperature dependence of GO electrical conductance plotted for the NNH 
mechanism between 260 and 350 K, (d) ln(W) vs. ln(T) plot for GO [25].

Figure 12. (a) Raman spectra of graphene, GO, and RGO and (b) IR absorption spectra of graphene and GO [25].
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is the conductance and T is the temperature. Consequently, under IR irradiation, NNH is more 
dominant than variable range hoping (VRH) in the electron transport of GO, which is usually 
observed at a higher temperature range in a disordered system, jumping electrons to other 
defect sites due to thermal activation. Therefore, the different nature of the electron transport 
induced by IR irradiation contributes to the different temperature dependence exhibited by 
G. The activation energy W, extracted from the slope of the plot in Figure 13(c) is approxi-
mately 164 meV. The energy is easily obtained by the incident IR. The specific NNH transport 
phenomena is confirmed by plotting ln(W) as a function of ln(T) as shown in Figure 13(d). 
The temperature exponent is −0.97, indicating thermal transport in GO under IR irradiation. 
The plot exhibits a negative slope between 250 and 350 K. These results demonstrate that the 
conducting mechanism can be attributed to VRH. The shift from VRH to NNH transport occurs 
due to the increase in the temperature of GO due to the incident IR irradiation.

5.3. Graphene emitters

Controlling the structure of graphene emitters such as the aspect ratio, density, and align-
ment, which are of practical importance for applications in field emission devices, is not 
readily achievable. Jeong et al. introduced a simple method for fabricating tubular structured 
graphene arrays with controlled tube lengths and alignment as shown in Figure 14. They used 
the filtration of RGO suspensions with a polycarbonate membrane. The interactions between 
hydrophobic graphene and the pore walls, but not the top surfaces, of a polycarbonate mem-
brane were tuned, and the filtration rate was varied to control the length and alignment of 
the graphene arrays. They observed that the lengths of the graphene arrays increased with 
increasing filtration rate, but a maximum field emission efficiency was reached for intermedi-
ate filtration rates due to field screening for array lengths longer than an optimum value. The 
turn-on field and field enhancement factor for an optimum length of graphene arrays were 
1.89 V/μm and 4624, respectively.

Another useful approach for fabricating graphene field emitters is a thermal welding-peeling 
method as shown in Figure 15. The graphene film was formed on a polytetrafluoroethyl-
ene membrane by filtering the dispersed RGO solutions. The CNT/polyethersulfone (PES) 

Figure 14. (a) Schematic and (b) SEM image of RGO emitters fabricated by filtration-transfer method. (c) J-E curves of 
RGO emitters as a function of filtration rate [27].
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is the conductance and T is the temperature. Consequently, under IR irradiation, NNH is more 
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defect sites due to thermal activation. Therefore, the different nature of the electron transport 
induced by IR irradiation contributes to the different temperature dependence exhibited by 
G. The activation energy W, extracted from the slope of the plot in Figure 13(c) is approxi-
mately 164 meV. The energy is easily obtained by the incident IR. The specific NNH transport 
phenomena is confirmed by plotting ln(W) as a function of ln(T) as shown in Figure 13(d). 
The temperature exponent is −0.97, indicating thermal transport in GO under IR irradiation. 
The plot exhibits a negative slope between 250 and 350 K. These results demonstrate that the 
conducting mechanism can be attributed to VRH. The shift from VRH to NNH transport occurs 
due to the increase in the temperature of GO due to the incident IR irradiation.

5.3. Graphene emitters

Controlling the structure of graphene emitters such as the aspect ratio, density, and align-
ment, which are of practical importance for applications in field emission devices, is not 
readily achievable. Jeong et al. introduced a simple method for fabricating tubular structured 
graphene arrays with controlled tube lengths and alignment as shown in Figure 14. They used 
the filtration of RGO suspensions with a polycarbonate membrane. The interactions between 
hydrophobic graphene and the pore walls, but not the top surfaces, of a polycarbonate mem-
brane were tuned, and the filtration rate was varied to control the length and alignment of 
the graphene arrays. They observed that the lengths of the graphene arrays increased with 
increasing filtration rate, but a maximum field emission efficiency was reached for intermedi-
ate filtration rates due to field screening for array lengths longer than an optimum value. The 
turn-on field and field enhancement factor for an optimum length of graphene arrays were 
1.89 V/μm and 4624, respectively.

Another useful approach for fabricating graphene field emitters is a thermal welding-peeling 
method as shown in Figure 15. The graphene film was formed on a polytetrafluoroethyl-
ene membrane by filtering the dispersed RGO solutions. The CNT/polyethersulfone (PES) 

Figure 14. (a) Schematic and (b) SEM image of RGO emitters fabricated by filtration-transfer method. (c) J-E curves of 
RGO emitters as a function of filtration rate [27].
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substrate used as cathode was then coated with an adhesive polycarbonate layer to prepare an 
upper graphene thin film under pressed thermal treatment of the sample. Vertically aligned 
graphene emitters were finally constructed by peeling off the polytetrafluoroethylene mem-
brane from the welded sample. The average height and interspace of graphene emitters were 
1.2 and 0.8 μm, respectively, which could be controlled by experimental conditions such as 
the size of the GO sheets and peeling force of the membrane. A large field enhancement factor 
for the RGO emitters was achieved by optimum vertical alignment of GO nanosheets, result-
ing in a high emission current density and a low turn-on field.

The “breath figure” technique is a simple and versatile self-assembly method for fabricating 
porous nanomaterial patterns with high regularity. Although highly ordered 3-D graphene 
assemblies with high porosity have been fabricated, their use for field emitters was not readily 
achieved because the flat or smooth surface structures of the graphene assemblies did not 
emit electrons. Vertically aligned graphene ordered structures for an efficient field emitter 
was first fabricated using the “breath figure” method as shown in Figure 16. Octadecylamine 
(ODA)-functionalized GO solution dispersed in toluene was uniformly coated onto a sub-
strate by spin coating. The ODA-functionalized GO was self-assembled under high humid-
ity conditions and presented high periodicity due to the surface energy difference between 
the water droplet and toluene. Moreover, the ODA-functionalized GO nanosheets tended to 
encapsulate water droplets and precipitate at the water–solution interface, thereby prevent-
ing coalescence of the water droplets. The patterned ODA-functionalized GO array structure 
was obtained after the complete evaporation of the toluene and water droplets. The structure 
of GO array, the size, shape, and homogeneity, was dependent on the viscosity of the ODA-
functionalized GO solution, large hexagonally structured GO patterns were fabricated with 
solutions having a low viscosity. The vertically aligned tip structures were formed at the 
interfaces between pores. However, with highly viscous solutions, small spherical patterns 
generated without tip formation. The graphene array prepared using a 2.0 g/L GO solution 
displayed the lowest turn-on field of 2.04 V/μm of all the arrays prepared using various GO 
concentrations.

Figure 15. (a) Schematic diagram of RGO emitters fabricated using a thermal welding-peeling technique. SEM image of 
(b) RGO sheets and (c) fabricated RGO emitters [28].
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Freeze-drying of highly concentrated water-based RGO/polymer paste is one of the fabricat-
ing methods for 3-D graphene emitters with random micropores. Kim et al. first reported 
3-D monolithic graphene structures as shown in Figure 17. They used highly concentrated 
water-based RGO paste prepared using monovalent cation-π interactions. After bar coating 
the paste on substrate, freezing was performed by immersing the sample in a liquid nitro-
gen bath. Low temperature freezing using liquid nitrogen resulted in the rapid formation of 
ice nuclei, hence the growth of relatively small ice crystals. After the sublimation of the ice 
crystals by vacuum drying, monolithic 3-D graphene structures with cylindrical pores could 
be obtained. Although the randomly distributed pores of the 3-D graphene structure were 

Figure 16. (a) Schematic diagram of the graphene arrays obtained using the ‘breath figure” method, and pattern 
structures obtained at (b) and (d) low and (c) and (e) high solution viscosities, respectively. (f) J-E and (g) F-N plots of 
graphene arrays fabricated using various GO concentrations [29].

Figure 17. (a) Photo image of a water-based RGO paste. Inset shows the SEM image of the RGO sheets. The scale bar is 
5 μm. (b) Fabrication method of the monolithic 3-D graphene structure using bar coating of the RGO paste, followed by 
subsequent freeze-drying. (c) a 3-D structured graphene fabricated on a plastic substrate. (d) Cross-sectional and (e) top 
view SEM images of a 3-D graphene structure. The scale bars are 300 μm. (f) J–E and (g) F-N plots of the 3-D graphene 
emitters as a function of graphene concentrations [30].
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Figure 18. (a) Schematic diagram showing the electron transfer from graphene to the Au ion and from Al to graphene 
and corresponding band diagrams under application of a certain external voltage. (b) Raman, (c) XPS, and (d) UPS 
spectra for the undoped, Au-doped, and Al-doped graphene emitters [28].

several tens of micrometers in size, the pore walls had numerous sharp edges. The size, shape, 
and homogeneity of these pores could be adjusted by choosing different freezing tempera-
tures, solution concentrations, and solvents.

The tunneling barrier at the interface between a material surface and vacuum can be modulated 
by varying the physical properties of an emitter material. In this context, the field-emission 
characteristics are critically dependent on the work function of an emitter material. Low work 
functions decrease the barrier height causing the enhancement of electron tunneling for a given 
applied electric field, which results in high field-emission characteristics. Chemical doping can 
be a useful approach for modulating the work function of graphene because the intrinsic Fermi 
level of graphene can be readily shifted, due to charge transfer between the dopant and graphene. 
Jeong et al. reported the work-function engineering of graphene field emitters using chemical 
doping. Gold chloride as a p-type dopant and aluminum chloride powder as an n-type dopant 
were dissolved in distilled water and mixed with a GO solution. After centrifugation, the solu-
tion was filtered and the doped graphene films were dried. The schematic diagram in Figure 18 
shows the charge transfer from graphene to the gold and aluminum ions and the corresponding 
band diagrams. The charge transfer upon chemical doping was confirmed using various tech-
niques such as Raman, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and ultraviolet photoelectron 
spectroscopy (UPS). Due to decreasing the work-function of graphene, the Al-doped graphene 
emitters showed lower turn-on field than those of undoped and Au-doped graphene emitters. A 
similar study was conducted by mixing dopant solution with graphene paste.

Long-term emission stability of electron emitters is needed for thigh quality field emission 
devices. The ion bombardment of residual gas species which are degassed from cathodes, 
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getters, inner walls, and phosphors can destruct electron emitters, resulting in a critical reduc-
tion of the emitter characteristics. To enhance the current stability, Jeong et al. introduced the 
ZnO sol coating as a protective layer for the RGO emitters as shown in Figure 19 [27]. Zinc 
oxide is an n-type semiconductor with a wide band gap and a low resistivity in the order of 
10−2 to 10−3 Ω cm. The ZnO layer on the graphene surface was realized by hydrogen bonding 
between the amine groups of the ZnO sol and carboxyl groups of RGO and subsequent ther-
mal treatment. A life time test showed stable emission for the ZnO-coated graphene emitters, 
which might be due to the ZnO protection of the emission site from reactive ion bombardment.

Since the development of graphene-based thin film fabrication techniques on polymeric sub-
strates, research into graphene-based flexible electrodes for display application has advanced. In 
addition to the high electrical and mechanical flexibility of graphene-based thin films, the inter-
face between an electrode and an emitter material should be strong and provide ohmic contact 
to achieve highly flexible field emitters. Thus, SWNT-coated polymer substrates have been used 
as electrodes [31]. Moreover, RGO emitters were fabricated on SWNT-coated PET substrates. A 

Figure 19. (a) Illustration of formation of a ZnO protective layer on the RGO surface. (b) SEM images and (c) EDAXS plot 
of the RGO emitters modified with a ZnO layer. Scale bars in (b) are 5 μm. (d) Current stability of the RGO array emitters 
wit and without a ZnO layer in vacuum and after exposure to O2 [27].

Figure 20. (a) J–E and (b) F–N plots of the RGO emitters as a function of the bending angle. The insets show schematic 
diagrams of the flexible field emission setup and an emission pattern at a 30° bending angle, respectively [26].
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Figure 18. (a) Schematic diagram showing the electron transfer from graphene to the Au ion and from Al to graphene 
and corresponding band diagrams under application of a certain external voltage. (b) Raman, (c) XPS, and (d) UPS 
spectra for the undoped, Au-doped, and Al-doped graphene emitters [28].

several tens of micrometers in size, the pore walls had numerous sharp edges. The size, shape, 
and homogeneity of these pores could be adjusted by choosing different freezing tempera-
tures, solution concentrations, and solvents.

The tunneling barrier at the interface between a material surface and vacuum can be modulated 
by varying the physical properties of an emitter material. In this context, the field-emission 
characteristics are critically dependent on the work function of an emitter material. Low work 
functions decrease the barrier height causing the enhancement of electron tunneling for a given 
applied electric field, which results in high field-emission characteristics. Chemical doping can 
be a useful approach for modulating the work function of graphene because the intrinsic Fermi 
level of graphene can be readily shifted, due to charge transfer between the dopant and graphene. 
Jeong et al. reported the work-function engineering of graphene field emitters using chemical 
doping. Gold chloride as a p-type dopant and aluminum chloride powder as an n-type dopant 
were dissolved in distilled water and mixed with a GO solution. After centrifugation, the solu-
tion was filtered and the doped graphene films were dried. The schematic diagram in Figure 18 
shows the charge transfer from graphene to the gold and aluminum ions and the corresponding 
band diagrams. The charge transfer upon chemical doping was confirmed using various tech-
niques such as Raman, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and ultraviolet photoelectron 
spectroscopy (UPS). Due to decreasing the work-function of graphene, the Al-doped graphene 
emitters showed lower turn-on field than those of undoped and Au-doped graphene emitters. A 
similar study was conducted by mixing dopant solution with graphene paste.

Long-term emission stability of electron emitters is needed for thigh quality field emission 
devices. The ion bombardment of residual gas species which are degassed from cathodes, 
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getters, inner walls, and phosphors can destruct electron emitters, resulting in a critical reduc-
tion of the emitter characteristics. To enhance the current stability, Jeong et al. introduced the 
ZnO sol coating as a protective layer for the RGO emitters as shown in Figure 19 [27]. Zinc 
oxide is an n-type semiconductor with a wide band gap and a low resistivity in the order of 
10−2 to 10−3 Ω cm. The ZnO layer on the graphene surface was realized by hydrogen bonding 
between the amine groups of the ZnO sol and carboxyl groups of RGO and subsequent ther-
mal treatment. A life time test showed stable emission for the ZnO-coated graphene emitters, 
which might be due to the ZnO protection of the emission site from reactive ion bombardment.

Since the development of graphene-based thin film fabrication techniques on polymeric sub-
strates, research into graphene-based flexible electrodes for display application has advanced. In 
addition to the high electrical and mechanical flexibility of graphene-based thin films, the inter-
face between an electrode and an emitter material should be strong and provide ohmic contact 
to achieve highly flexible field emitters. Thus, SWNT-coated polymer substrates have been used 
as electrodes [31]. Moreover, RGO emitters were fabricated on SWNT-coated PET substrates. A 

Figure 19. (a) Illustration of formation of a ZnO protective layer on the RGO surface. (b) SEM images and (c) EDAXS plot 
of the RGO emitters modified with a ZnO layer. Scale bars in (b) are 5 μm. (d) Current stability of the RGO array emitters 
wit and without a ZnO layer in vacuum and after exposure to O2 [27].

Figure 20. (a) J–E and (b) F–N plots of the RGO emitters as a function of the bending angle. The insets show schematic 
diagrams of the flexible field emission setup and an emission pattern at a 30° bending angle, respectively [26].
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PET film was used as the spacer and a white phosphor-coated SWNT layer on a PET substrate 
was used as the anode as shown in Figure 20. Strong π-π carbon bonds allowed the RGO arrays 
to form strong mechanical contact with the SWNT network. The emission current density of the 
RGO emitters did not decrease much with increasing the bending angle. This stable emission is 
likely due to the strong adhesion of the 3-D RGO emitters to the SWNT-coated PET substrate.

6. Summary

We have briefly reviewed the recent research progress on chemically exfoliated graphene 
nanosheets via graphite oxide exfoliation and chemical reduction. Efficient graphite oxide 
exfoliation methods were developed by using homogenizers for shearing in solution and 
unusual horn sonication for stable acoustic cavitation. These methods show promise for 
fabricate improved GO nanosheets for high performance RGO nanosheets for conductor or 
electrochemical electrode applications. Highly oxidized GO nanosheets were utilized for 
p-type doping of CNTs and graphene films as well as for surface energy modifications. The 
modulation of the surface energy of GO can also allow us to deposit hydrophobic materials 
on hydrophilic surfaces. Strategies for the stable dispersion of RGO nanosheets in solution 
included sol–gel chemistry, cation-π interaction, supramolecular chemistry, and so on. Both 
GO and RGO nanosheets can be used as mid-IR detector, field emitters, 0r as electrodes in 
energy storage devices. Although some fascinating results have been achieved in previous 
publications, studying the fundamental and practical properties of GO or RGO should con-
tinue because their properties are critically dependent on the oxidation process of graphite, 
exfoliation method, reduction, and so on. Future applications of chemically exfoliated gra-
phene in soft electronics, nanostructure control and hybridization with other materials are yet 
a challenge for high performance in real-life applications.
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to form strong mechanical contact with the SWNT network. The emission current density of the 
RGO emitters did not decrease much with increasing the bending angle. This stable emission is 
likely due to the strong adhesion of the 3-D RGO emitters to the SWNT-coated PET substrate.
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exfoliation methods were developed by using homogenizers for shearing in solution and 
unusual horn sonication for stable acoustic cavitation. These methods show promise for 
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electrochemical electrode applications. Highly oxidized GO nanosheets were utilized for 
p-type doping of CNTs and graphene films as well as for surface energy modifications. The 
modulation of the surface energy of GO can also allow us to deposit hydrophobic materials 
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energy storage devices. Although some fascinating results have been achieved in previous 
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